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UNIFORM PATIENT ASSESSMENT FOR POST-ACUTE CARE
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Purpose

Care fragmentation, unsafe care transitions, and the inability to determine the most cost-effective settings for patients discharged to post-acute care (PAC) are all compounded by lack of a Uniform Patient Assessment. This project provides recommendations to CMS on the development of a Uniform Assessment Instrument for PAC to be completed at hospital discharge and ultimately integrated with PAC assessments. The Assessment Instrument is intended to cover the population admitted to all inpatient PAC settings (skilled nursing facilities, inpatient rehabilitation facilities, and acute long-term care hospitals), as well as residential-based PAC (home health agencies, outpatient programs). The three purposes of the PAC Assessment Instrument are: 1) placement decision-making; 2) enhancement of safety and quality of care transitions through transmission of core information to a receiving provider; and 3) provision of baseline information for longitudinal follow-up of health and function. The report was prepared by seven national PAC experts based on a review of existing instruments and literature pertinent to public and private programs, as well as discussions with other experts and CMS-recommended leaders in the health care industry. While no such review could possibly be exhaustive, every attempt was made to follow referrals and/or identify information on assessments of relevance to these purposes.

Major Findings

1. None of the three existing CMS assessment tools for PAC (MDS, OASIS, IRF-PAI) adequately covers the spectrum of patients and the necessary domains to be used across settings, and mapping across instruments is complex.
2. Past and current uniform assessment instruments (e.g., the Uniform Assessment Instrument (UNAI), Continuity of Care Record (CCR), VA Geriatrics and Extended Care (GEC) Referral Form, Health Outcomes Survey (HOS) Assessment, and others) cover some domains well, but do not yield precise measures across all patients in selected domains.
3. For the purposes of discharge planning, care transitions, and outcome assessment, a mixture of patient/proxy report measures and provider-based measures exist that could be combined from different sources to optimize data validity and minimize burden.
4. In the functional assessment domains, which are essential for uniform PAC assessment, measurement methods are in use by health systems that drastically reduce burden while improving precision of measurement across the full spectrum of impairment. These methods, termed Item Response Theory (IRT) and Computer Adaptive Technology (CAT), target the questions for an individual based on the responses to former questions so that only some items from a larger pool are answered, while scoring all persons on the same metric (see Chapter 5, page 107 for an example of IRT and CAT).

Recommendations

We recommend a two-staged development activity, lasting about one year, leading to an instrument that is ready for use in national demonstrations.
Stage 1: Instrument Development

1. Specify Domains: Thirty-one (31) domains are recommended for the three purposes of the Uniform Assessment Instrument (see Table 6.1, page 126). Although these domains were chosen based on evidence and consensus from earlier studies, a final expert panel review is recommended to assure that they fully cover the purposes of the uniform assessment instrument without excess burden.

2. Testing Functional Measurement Using IRT/CAT: The Activity Measure for Post-Acute Care (AM-PAC), developed by Boston University for functional domains and in use by Merck, HealthSouth, Kaiser Permanente of Northern California, and SeniorMetrix, could be used to demonstrate IRT/CAT for functional assessment. IRT/CAT, which would be most beneficial for measuring function, could be integrated with measures for other domains as they become available.

3. Select/Develop Measures for Each Domain: Tested and reliable measures for many domains can be adapted from existing publicly available instruments (e.g., VA GEC Referral Form, HOS) or published domain-specific measures. For some domains, additional item development will be necessary, which will require testing questions on small samples to assure both validity and reliability. Crosswalks to existing PAC instruments will be considered during measure development.

4. Automation Platforms and Transmission: We recommend a web-based approach such that the transmitting hospital can log on and conduct the assessment, which can then be accessed by the receiving provider. However, other platforms for real-time electronic data generation and transmission could be evaluated and considered in this phase.

5. Integrated Uniform Assessment Instrument: A combined uniform assessment instrument would be generated from these concurrent development and testing efforts that includes information for all domains.

Stage 2: Beta Testing

1. A sample of hospitals would be recruited and trained to complete the uniform assessment on all discharged Medicare beneficiaries. Local PAC providers would be trained to access the generated information, and development would begin on integrating the assessment information into PAC provider assessments.

2. All measures for all domains would be refined, including the metrics and item pools that are used for functional assessment using IRT/CAT.

3. Patient responses would be compared with proxy responses for patient/proxy report items.

4. Software and technology would be refined to assure that the completion, transmission, and receipt of the assessment form are as efficient as possible.

5. Care transitions would be studied for improved safety and quality.

6. Longitudinal follow-up at fixed intervals for outcome measures would be conducted to examine outcomes for different patient conditions and episodes of care.

Following beta testing, the Uniform PAC Assessment would be ready for use in national demonstration activities. By uniformly characterizing patients at hospital discharge, transmitting uniform information to receiving PAC providers, and following outcomes using the same measures over time, CMS would be able to examine quality and cost for comparable patients across PAC episodes.
Introduction, Background, and Objectives

A. CONTEXT AND BACKGROUND

1. Post-Acute Care

Health care following an acute hospitalization, known as post-acute care (PAC), is provided in various inpatient settings, including skilled nursing facilities, inpatient rehabilitation facilities, and long-term care hospitals, as well as residential-based settings, including home health care and outpatient rehabilitation. Skilled nursing facilities (SNFs) are nursing homes or hospital-based transitional care units that are certified by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) to provide Medicare-reimbursable skilled nursing services on an inpatient basis. Nearly 80% of Medicare residents in SNFs receive physical, occupational, and/or speech therapy, and most of their nursing care is provided by certified nurse’s aides. Inpatient rehabilitation facilities (IRFs) provide more intensive inpatient rehabilitation care; Medicare patients receiving inpatient rehabilitation care are required to receive a minimum of three hours of combined physical, occupational, and speech therapy per day, meet certain diagnostic criteria, and demonstrate consistent functional improvement. Inpatient rehabilitation is also characterized by much greater physician presence, particularly from rehabilitation specialists, and more care provided by licensed and registered nurses. Long-term care hospitals provide intensive care to patients who have multiple comorbidities and require inpatient hospital care over an extended period. Approximately 80% of Medicare patients in long-term care hospitals were transferred from an acute hospital. Long-term care hospitals are the least frequently used PAC setting, with less 1% of beneficiaries discharged from acute hospitals using these facilities. Home health care is provided to Medicare beneficiaries who are homebound (unable to leave their residences without considerable and taxing effort) and require intermittent or part-time skilled nursing care and/or therapy services. Outpatient care generally consists of follow-up physician visits and ongoing rehabilitation services or medical monitoring that are provided on an outpatient basis. In 2002, approximately one-third of Medicare beneficiaries discharged from hospitals utilized some form of PAC within one day of leaving the hospital.

Within several of these PAC settings, Medicare requires that patients be evaluated using setting-specific patient assessment instruments for patient assessment, payment, and quality assurance purposes. The Minimum Data Set (MDS) is used for patients in SNFs, the Inpatient Rehabilitation Facility – Patient Assessment Instrument (IRF-PAI) is used for patients in IRFs, and the Outcome and Assessment Information Set (OASIS) is used for patients receiving home health care. (These instruments are further discussed in Section D.) Currently, no standard assessment instruments are required for patients receiving care in long-term care hospitals or outpatient care.

2. Need for Uniform Assessment Instrument

In recent years, several federal initiatives have increasingly called for development of a uniform system for patient assessment across PAC settings. The Medicare, Medicaid, and SCHIP
Benefits Improvement and Protection Act of 2000 (BIPA) mandates the Secretary of Health and Human Services to report, by January 1, 2005, on the development of health and functional assessments for various Medicare beneficiaries using PAC and other specified services. The legislation specifies that information across providers be readily comparable and that only information necessary to meet program objectives be collected. The Secretary is also required to make recommendations regarding use of patient assessment instruments for payment purposes.

In its June 2005 report to Congress, the Medicare Payment Advisory Commission (MedPAC) recommended that data elements be identified for use by CMS in establishing payments and evaluation of patient outcomes across PAC settings, asserting that the data elements “predict resource use; capture relevant clinical data; be reliable, valid, and well accepted; and minimize the burden to providers and CMS.”

The Institute of Medicine (IOM) has advised that “the federal government accelerate, expand, and coordinate its use of standardized performance measurement and reporting to improve health care quality,” and that current performance measurement mechanisms within and across government programs be replaced by standardized measurement and reporting mechanisms. The recent IOM report entitled “Performance Measurement: Acceleration Improvement,” identified a lack of a “coherent, goal-oriented, consistent, and efficient system for assessing and reporting on the performance of the health care system” as one of the most significant obstacles to improving the quality of health care in the United States, calling for a concerted national effort to consolidate performance measures and reporting activities in health care.

In his June 2005 testimony before the House Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health, Herb Kuhn, Director of the CMS Center for Medicare Management, stressed the importance of adopting techniques that provide more uniformity and consistency in how patients are assessed and quality is measured across post-acute settings in order to minimize care disruptions, allow sharing of patient information across settings, and avoid re-hospitalizations and other negative effects. He called for collection and comparison of “consistent clinical data across various sites of service,” and use of those data in an effort to build a coordinated approach to the payment and delivery of post-acute services that focus on the overall PAC episode.

Taken together, these initiatives reinforce the immediate need for a uniform system of patient assessment across sites of care – one that promotes highly consistent, coordinated, safe, and effective care for our nation’s Medicare beneficiaries.

3. Report Objectives

Two central objectives guide the development of this report: a) to identify a long-term vision for uniform PAC patient assessment along with short-term, incremental steps for achieving that vision; and b) to identify a core set of potential measures or measure domains for collection across post-acute settings. These objectives are further discussed below.
a. **Long-term Vision and Short-term Steps:** A key objective of this report will be to present both a long-term vision for uniform PAC patient assessment and shorter-term recommendations for reaching that vision. The long-term vision will reflect the ultimate goal of the ideal strategy for uniform PAC patient assessment if we were creating the cross-site assessment without starting from the existing assessment tools. The shorter-term steps will include practical, incremental solutions toward achieving that goal over time. One short-term option, for example, while somewhat constrained, might involve testing a “cross walk” between the existing setting-specific instruments for selected domains. Other possibly intermediate solutions might involve implementation of an additional assessment – very modest in length and scope – that would contain core elements relevant to all PAC settings. A detailed discussion of specific long-term and short-term recommendations is included in Chapter 6.

b. **Potential Core Measures for Collection across Settings:** Rather than making recommendations for an assessment that would replace existing setting-specific instruments, the second objective of this report will be to identify a core set of potential measures or measure domains to be collected across settings – with the understanding that within each setting, providers will continue to expand on this core with unique information relevant to the patient populations served. Similarly, while the intent will not be to make recommendations for developing a comprehensive care planning tool or health record for all PAC patients, the core set of potential measures identified are intended to be relevant and useful to clinicians in providing high-quality, patient-centered care.

**B. POTENTIAL PURPOSES OF A UNIFORM PAC PATIENT ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENT**

Development of a uniform PAC patient assessment instrument could ultimately serve a number of purposes. The major ones include: monitoring quality and outcome across settings over time; informing decisions for placement in PAC upon hospital discharge; facilitating transitions between care settings; serving as a comprehensive care plan and clinical assessment; and serving as the basis of Medicare payment for post-acute services. Any discussion of an assessment instrument, the domains to be measured, and measurement methods should be preceded by clearly stating the instrument purposes. No instrument will be perfect for all purposes, so tradeoffs are always required when serving multiple purposes. Thus, this assessment instrument will be developed to address only certain purposes, as described below. The tradeoffs and strengths and limitations for these purposes will be discussed in Chapter 6.

1. **Monitoring Quality and Outcomes across PAC Settings over Time**

One potential use of a uniform assessment tool for PAC patients would be to serve as an accurate, consistent means of tracking health status and outcomes of patients as they move across post-acute settings over time. Because the current setting-specific assessment tools were created for different purposes and often assess different aspects of health and functional status (further discussed in Section D), data collected through these instruments are often not compatible – making it difficult to monitor and track patient progress (or lack thereof) from one setting to the next.
2. Informing Decisions Regarding Appropriate Placement in PAC upon Hospital Discharge

A number of studies have found that factors other than patients’ clinical characteristics often play a role in determining the setting to which patients are discharged from the acute hospital.7-10 Such factors include geographic location, availability of post-acute services, and particularly, payment related factors such as the discharging hospital’s organizational structure, for-profit ownership, and ownership of PAC facilities. With different Medicare payment systems in place for each of the different post-acute settings (some of which pay per day, per discharge, or per episode), varying financial incentives exist for the provision of care across post-acute settings, particularly for hospitals that also provide post-acute, in addition to acute, health care services.

Few would argue that factors other than the patient’s care needs should drive the decision regarding PAC placement upon discharge from acute care, within the constraints of provider availability. At the core of all decisions regarding subsequent care should be the best interests of the patient and his or her caregiver(s). A uniform patient assessment could serve as a patient-centered hospital discharge assessment that contains the essential elements needed for appropriate PAC placement decisions. Such a tool would establish a framework for ensuring that discharge placement decisions are based on the patient’s condition, functional status, care needs, and care preferences rather than other incentives.

3. Facilitating Care Transitions across Settings

As patients are transferred from one care setting to another (or from one level of care to another within the same setting), they become particularly vulnerable to a number of potential negative outcomes, with patient safety issues and medication errors of particular concern.11;12 The continuity of care provided within a given setting can be broken as care transitions occur, often due to problems in communicating essential information about the patient, the patient’s care plan, and the care provided in the previous setting.13 Because effective care transitions require coordination across settings as well as a reliable system for relaying key patient information, another function of a uniform assessment would be to contain a core set of key patient information that would be transferred with the patient from one setting to the next. Sharing of this core set of information would facilitate communication between care providers and help to ensure both patient safety and continuity of care.

4. Serve as a Comprehensive Care Plan and Clinical Assessment

Another potential purpose of a uniform PAC patient assessment would be to serve as a comprehensive care plan and clinical assessment for all PAC patients. While such an effort would ultimately tie in with longer-term initiatives related to electronic health records and health information technology, it would prove far too complex for the scope of this report and would therefore be better addressed within the context of other projects designed specifically for such purposes.
5. Serve as the Basis of Medicare Payment for PAC Services

The setting-specific patient assessment instruments described above serve as the basis for the Medicare prospective payment systems in their respective settings. Under prospective payment for SNFs, IRFs, and home health care, payments are established based on case mix, using a setting-specific baseline assessment and payment algorithm. For SNFs, patients are assigned to 44 groups, referred to as resource utilization groups, version III (RUG-III), which are intended to classify patients according to their needs for nursing and therapy care as indicated by the MDS. For IRFs, stays are categorized into one of 385 case-mix groups (or CMGs), which are derived based on information collected through the IRF-PAI. And for home health care, patients receiving five or more visits are allocated to one of 80 home health resource groups (HHRGs), which are determined by diagnosis, functional capacity, and service use information gathered through the OASIS.

Because the current setting-specific patient assessment instruments are used to establish Medicare payment for PAC services, the natural assumption would be that any newly developed uniform PAC patient assessment would also serve this same purpose. Such a uniform assessment would help to ensure that payment is established consistently and equitably across different sites of PAC according to the patients’ clinical characteristics and health care needs, as well as services provided. This type of system would also place more of a focus on an episode of PAC, rather than the individual providers within those care episodes. While addressing issues of payment for PAC is no doubt an ultimate priority for CMS, the scope of this project does not include an exploration or direct discussion of payment-related assessment issues. However, information generated through this work will no doubt prove useful in subsequent payment-focused endeavors.

6. PAC Assessment Purposes Addressed in this Report

In summary, of the five uniform patient assessment purposes discussed above, the development of this report and the recommendations herein are guided by three. These include: 1) assessment of patients’ health and functional status at the time of hospital discharge in order to support appropriate placement into post-acute settings; 2) facilitation of care transitions from the hospital to PAC and across post-acute settings; and 3) assessment of health and functional status of PAC patients across settings over time for quality monitoring.

C. EXISTING ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS

Each of the setting-specific patient assessment instruments introduced in Section A has unique origins in terms of conceptualization, development, and proposed uses. In addition, each was constructed using different methodology, resulting in use of different terminology, definitions, and rating scales, as well coverage of different domains and elements of care. These differences ultimately limit the tools’ utility for cross-site assessment.
1. Development and History of Setting-Specific Instruments

a. MDS: As part of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987 (OBRA), Congress mandated a national, uniform system for assessing all nursing facility residents by October 1990. In 1988, the Health Care Financing Administration (now CMS) contracted with a consortium of researchers to develop and test a uniform resident assessment system, which culminated in creation of the MDS. The MDS was initially developed as an assessment tool to identify resident care problems that are addressed within individual residents’ care plans, but over time, the use of the MDS expanded to include both payment and quality monitoring/improvement functions. As previously mentioned, information collected through MDS serves as the basis for Medicare reimbursement under the SNF prospective payment system. Data collected through the MDS are also compiled in the form of quality indicators, which are now used to monitor care quality and identify potential care problems. Quality indicator data are used by providers in their efforts to improve quality of care, by state surveyors in identifying potential problem areas for review, and by CMS for long-term quality monitoring and program planning purposes. In addition, as part of the national Nursing Home Quality Initiative launched in 2002, quality indicator information is also available to the public via the Nursing Home Care web site (www.medicare.gov/NHCompare/Home.asp).

b. IRF-PAI: The IRF-PAI consists of items from the Functional Independence Measure (FIM), which was developed as the functional assessment instrument portion of the Uniform Data System for Medical Rehabilitation (UDSmr). The concept for the UDSmr was initially developed in 1983 by a task force formed by the American Congress of Rehabilitation Medicine and the American Academy of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation. Funding for further development was provided by the National Institute of Disability and Rehabilitation Research, and the UDSmr was established by researchers at the State University of New York at Buffalo in 1984. The UDSmr consists of four components: 1) a data set used to assess disability severity and medical rehabilitation outcomes; 2) computer software; 3) a data management service for subscribing facilities; and 4) a training program for users. The IRF-PAI was implemented on January 1, 2002, and now serves as the basis for Medicare reimbursement under the IRF prospective payment system. Through the UDSmr system, the IRF-PAI also serves a program evaluation function in that it allows for ongoing monitoring of patient outcomes and comparison of outcomes across facilities.

c. OASIS: Developed by the Center for Health Services Research at the University of Colorado in the late 1980s and early to mid 1990s (with funding provided by the Health Care Financing Administration and the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation) the OASIS items were designed to measure, assess, and encourage improvement in care outcomes over time using Outcome-Based Quality Improvement (OBQI) processes. Collection and transmission of OASIS data became a requirement for all Medicare-certified home health agencies in 1999. Using OASIS data, reports presenting aggregated, risk-adjusted, descriptive, and adverse event patient outcomes are provided to all certified home health agencies; these reports permit agencies to compare their own outcomes with those of other home health agencies throughout U.S., enabling them to target their quality improvement efforts and monitor progress over time. With the implementation of the prospective payment system for home health care in October 2000, information collected via the OASIS was also used for case-mix adjustment in establishing Medicare reimbursement.
Overall, the OASIS is used for outcome monitoring, payment, and as a core but not comprehensive clinical assessment.

2. Comparison of Existing Tools

The MDS, IRF-PAI, and OASIS differ in terms of the elements they assess, their assessment periods, and their rating scales. A recent empirical comparison of the MDS, IRF-PAI, OASIS and the physical function scale of the Short-Form-36 (an assessment sometimes used with ambulatory care populations) revealed differences between and limitations within each of the instruments in terms of their content, breadth of coverage, and measurement precision. An analysis by Rogers et al., found that these tools use different terminology and definitions in describing functional ability, as well as different measurement scales for quantifying disability. Similarly, a review by Bryant et al. revealed that the setting-specific instruments assess different health domains, and that items within common domains differ in perspective, qualification, source, and time periods covered.

D. PREVIOUS EFFORTS TO DEVELOP UNIFORM PAC PATIENT ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS

In recent years, several initiatives have set out to develop and implement uniform systems for assessing PAC patients for a variety of purposes. Table 1.1 provides information regarding six of these initiatives, including the Continuity of Care Record (CCR), the Uniform Needs Assessment Instrument (UNAI), the Medicare Post-Acute Care (PAC) Quality Measurement Instruments, the VA Geriatrics and Extended Care (GEC) Referral Form, the Care Transitions Measure (CTM), and the Personal Health Record (PHR). As outlined in Table 1.1, several of these instruments – including the CCR, UNAI, VA GEC Referral, and PHR – contain key pieces of patient information needed for appropriate planning and provision of care. Others, including the CTM and Medicare PAC Quality Measurement Instruments, were designed to assess various aspects of health care quality. The CCR, UNAI, and VA GEC Referral were designed for completion by the health care provider, while the PHR, CTM, and Medicare PAC Instruments were designed to incorporate patient responses to some extent. Table 1.1 includes information regarding the intended purpose, implementation status, date developed, assessment timeframes, and domains assessed for each of these six assessment tools.

E. CHALLENGES OF UNIFORM PAC PATIENT ASSESSMENT

Development of a uniform patient assessment instrument presents many challenges, some of which include gaining provider support, minimizing burden, coordination with electronic health record initiatives, and practicalities of longitudinal follow-up. In addressing all of the following challenges as well as others, the authors’ approach will be to identify short-term, practical recommendations that will bring us incrementally closer to achieving our long-term vision of uniform PAC patient assessment. This approach will provide a road map, in essence, for taking us from where we are now to an optimal uniform assessment approach across settings.
### Uniform PAC Patient Assessment Instruments

#### Continuity of Care Record (CCR)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Domains Covered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• To organize and make transportable a set of basic information about a patient’s health status and health care treatment that is accessible to clinicians and patients.(^{23})</td>
<td>• Patient information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Intended to foster and improve continuity of patient care, reduce medical errors, improve patients’ roles in managing their health, and assure at least a minimum standard of secure health information transportability.</td>
<td>• Provider information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Insurance information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Allergies/alerts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Advance Directives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Diagnosis/problems/conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Medications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Immunizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Vital signs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Lab results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Encounters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Social history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Family history</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Implementation status:** Under development

**When developed:** Ongoing

**Timeframe for use:** At conclusion of a health care encounter

#### Uniform Needs Assessment Instrument (UNAI)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Domains Covered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• To determine an individual’s needs for continuing care.(^{28})</td>
<td>• Identification information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Not developed to replace a comprehensive geriatric assessment, to serve as a care plan, or to be the primary means for determining eligibility for Medicare covered services.</td>
<td>• Health status and medical complexity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Cognitive status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Sensory status and communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Mental health and behavioral factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Physical functioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Continence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Resources and goals for discharge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Nursing and other care requirements at discharge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Implementation Status:**
- Not implemented on a national scale.
- Field tested in 1999.
- Under consideration by CMS for use (in possibly modified form) as part of discharge planning process to determine appropriate post-acute setting, 2005.

**When Developed:**
- Originally developed in 1992
- Refined in April 1999

**Timeframe for use:** Prior to discharge

#### Medicare Post-Acute Care (PAC) Quality Measurement Instruments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Domains Covered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To measure the quality of PAC for patients with stroke, congestive heart failure, pneumonia, and back and neck conditions (as tracer conditions).</td>
<td>• Physical function outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Mental health outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Quality of life outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Utilization outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Physiology outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Satisfaction outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Process of care</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Implementation status:**
- Small-scale feasibility tests conducted as part of developmental process.
- Large-scale implementation of stroke instrument through multi-state study of Medicare PAC for stroke patients, 2002-2005.

**When developed:** 2001

**Timeframe for use:**
- PAC admission
- 90 days following PAC admission
Table 1.1: Uniform PAC Patient Assessment Instruments (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Implementation status</th>
<th>When developed</th>
<th>Timeframe for use</th>
<th>Domains Covered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VA GEC Referral Form</td>
<td>- To identify long-term care needs and assure that each patient receives necessary services at the least restrictive level of care. To be used as a screening tool, not a full assessment.</td>
<td>National implementation planned for February or March 2006.</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Prior to placement in long-term care</td>
<td>- Source of referral - Living situation - Primary caregiver information - Language - Homebound status - Instrumental activities of daily living - Services in the home - Skilled care - Basic activities of daily living - Continence - Skin - Patient behaviors and symptoms - Cognitive status - Prognosis - Weight bearing - Diet - Equipment/supplies needed - Goals of care - Program referring to; estimated duration of services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTM</td>
<td>- To assess the quality of care transitions for the purpose of performance measurement and subsequent public reporting. For use in promoting quality improvement in transitional care.</td>
<td>First used in a quality improvement project in 2000. Currently being used in at least 6 care transition quality improvement projects.</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Following a health care transition (14-28 days post-transition)</td>
<td>- Understanding one’s self-care role in the post-hospital setting - Medication management - Having one’s preferences incorporated into the care plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Health Record (PHR)</td>
<td>To encourage patient “ownership” of a core set of information important for facilitating cross-site communication and continuity of care across providers and settings.</td>
<td>Openly accessible for patients to download or for practitioners to download to share with patients.</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Upon discharge from hospital and updated by the patient and family caregiver on an ongoing basis</td>
<td>Patient information (including advance directives and PCP info.) Hospitalization information Caregiver information Medical history Medication record Allergies Tasks to complete before discharge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. **Gaining Provider Support**

In order for any uniform assessment instrument to be effectively implemented, it will be imperative that both acute and post-acute providers support the use of the instrument. Critical steps toward achieving this support will be to ensure that the data elements incorporated are useful to providers in carrying out their day-to-day patient care responsibilities (i.e., in terms of care planning, improving quality of care, etc.) and that the burden of data collection is minimized. Financial rewards based on completion of the instrument (i.e., through a pay-for-performance initiative) would also provide an additional incentive for provider compliance. Engaging provider representatives in the development process always enhances buy-in, but must be managed so that the process does not become prolonged.

2. **Minimizing Burden**

A key factor in the success of uniform assessment instrument will be to keep burden of data collection (for both patients and providers) to a minimum. By including only a core set of essential measures to be collected across post-acute settings – which can be supplemented by relevant setting-specific data elements as deemed necessary – the length of the instrument and the time required for completion can be minimized. However, we are trying to address three different purposes with the instrument, which will require tradeoffs to keep burden to a minimum.

3. **Coordination with Electronic Health Record Initiatives**

With increasing importance being placed on the use of health information technology standards and electronic health records to improve the health care quality, coordination, and efficiency of care, this movement must be considered in the development and implementation of a uniform PAC assessment instrument. While the focus of this report will not be to address the specifics of electronic data collection, entry, and transmission, the authors recognize the importance of formulating recommendations that are complementary to and consistent with the aims of health information technology and automation.

4. **Practicalities of longitudinal follow-up**

In devising a uniform tool for quality and outcome monitoring across post-acute settings over time, key decisions will have to be made in terms of appropriate intervals for assessment, appropriate respondents (i.e., provider, patient, proxy, or a combination of the three), and mode of data collection. Such decisions are complex and will require thorough consideration of many factors, including how the results will be reported and when, who will be responsible for collecting and assuring quality of the data, and psychometric and quality measurement issues.

F. **REPORT OVERVIEW**

The remainder of this report is divided into five main chapters, brief overviews of which are provided below.
The remainder of this report is divided into five main chapters, brief overviews of which are provided below.

Chapter 2 will include an in-depth review of the existing CMS instruments (MDS, OASIS, IRF-PAI), the extent to which they equate to one another, and the strengths and limitations of each. Chapter 3 will discuss key domains for use in assessing health and functional status to support appropriate PAC placement, facilitate care transitions, and monitor quality over time. Recommendations of potentially useful measures for inclusion in a uniform patient assessment instrument will be made. Chapter 4 will build upon Chapters 2 and 3 to recommend a uniform assessment approach for use in making appropriate PAC placement decisions upon hospital discharge and in facilitating care transitions for patients from the hospital to PAC and across post-acute settings. Chapter 5 will make recommendations for a uniform longitudinal assessment to monitor health and functional status of PAC patients across settings over time. Finally, Chapter 6 will present a distillation of findings and a set of conclusions and recommendations for the development of a uniform PAC assessment instrument.
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Chapter 2  
The State of the Art: Current CMS PAC Instruments  

A. INTRODUCTION  

Medicare provides insurance coverage for many types of care, which when used in succession constitute episodes of care. About 20 percent of all beneficiaries are admitted to a general acute hospital during a year. In addition, Medicare covers other types of hospitalizations which are used less frequently by the general populations, but for hospital discharges with certain conditions, a high proportion may be transferred from the general acute or directly admitted to inpatient rehabilitation facilities (IRFs), psychiatric hospitals, and long-term care hospitals. Many hospitalized beneficiaries are transferred to a skilled nursing facility (SNF). More importantly, all SNF admissions are transferred in from one of these hospital beds. About 39 percent of the hospital discharges will go on to use home health agency services during a year. These services may be in addition to, or in place of outpatient therapy services. The outpatient services may be accessed through a hospital outpatient department, rehabilitation agency, comprehensive outpatient rehabilitation facility, or independent therapist’s office. These sequences make up typical PAC episodes (Figure 2.1).

While beneficiaries may transfer across this continuum or enter PAC at different points, these providers are generally expected to be delivering different levels of care. General acute hospitals are seen as sites that treat acute illnesses or acute exacerbations of chronic illnesses. They diagnose, treat, and discharge patients typically within four to six days. Long-term care hospitals are also acute hospitals but their patients typically have longer lengths of stay, averaging admissions of about 25 days. They specialize in patients with respiratory conditions, rehabilitation needs, or psychiatric illnesses. IRFs, on the other hand, specialize in only acute patients who need inpatient-level, intensive rehabilitation therapy. Their admissions are comprised primarily of orthopedic, neurological, and other specialized cases requiring physical therapy, occupational therapy, or nursing (both rehabilitation and medical). SNFs admit patients who may need less intensive rehabilitation therapy following IRF service use, or who may be too ill to be admitted to an IRF and/or need nursing services and conditioning. Outpatient therapy settings and home health agencies provide these same therapy services to patients who do not require inpatient care; those who are home-bound may also be accessing nursing, home health aide, and social worker services in their home.

Many of these providers have the same types of staff but provide different levels of services. Each have physical therapists, speech and language pathologists, occupational therapists, nurses, and physicians but the intensity of the service provided varies by setting. Because of these overlaps, the Medicare Payment Assessment Commission (MedPAC) and its predecessor, the Prospective Payment Assessment Commission (ProPAC) have been calling for consistent measurement across settings since at least the mid-1990s.
Figure 2.1: Post Acute Care Transitions, 2002

NOTE: Sample data were inflated to estimate total Medicare service utilization.

SOURCE: Gage, Bartosch, Leung, Pilkauskas, Hoover, and Green, 2005b.
But much of the early research to develop PAC case mix measurement systems has been done by separate research groups, each with expertise in their respective PAC service area. Hence, as the new PAC prospective payment systems (PPS) went into law in 1997, CMS used the case mix systems, payment methods, and measurement tools that had been developed for each service over the prior decades.

Today, the general acute, long-term care hospital (LTCH), IRF, SNF, home health (HH), outpatient, and psychiatric payment systems each have their own, distinctive case mix systems. The most closely aligned are the general and long-term acute hospitals that both use the same diagnosis-related groups (DRGs), although the payment weights differ for the two payment systems. The psychiatric hospital PPS builds on this system but adjusts it with measures appropriate for those populations. The IRF, SNF, and HH systems are independent, despite the overlap in types of services provided, and none are based on the DRG system. Each was developed by experts in their respective service areas.

This chapter compares the patient assessment tools currently used in the Medicare program to measure case mix differences within each PAC setting and contrasts them across settings. These tools are important for monitoring beneficiary access, quality of care, and appropriateness of admissions in each setting. Ideally, if the measurement systems were consistent across settings, these types of tools could be used to monitor patient transfers and outcomes across settings. However, none of these tools were designed to measure patients across settings.

This chapter will compare the tools currently in place, identify similarities and differences in measurement and application, and discuss the research that has been conducted or is needed before a uniform tool is available for PAC assessments.

B. OVERVIEW OF THE TOOLS

The BBA and subsequent legislation established several new PPSs that use patient assessment data to adjust base payment rates for each respective provider. However, each system uses a different patient assessment tool:

- Skilled nursing facilities use the MDS or minimum data set for skilled nursing facilities;
- Home health agencies use the OASIS or Outcomes and Assessment Information Set tool;
- Inpatient Rehabilitation Facilities use the IRF-PAI or IRF Patient Assessment Instrument.

Long-term care hospitals do not have an assessment tool but the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) are currently conducting a study to develop criteria to distinguish these hospitals from other types of acute inpatient hospitals. This study is examining the tools used in the private sector to determine “level of care” definitions. These levels are used by the quality improvement organizations (QIOs) and some private insurers as guidelines to authorize services in different settings. They are based on medical severity, functional impairment levels, and treatment needs. Outpatient therapy providers do not submit patient assessment information but the SF-36 is sometimes used to measure function in this population.
1. History and Development

As noted in Chapter 1, the three tools (MDS, OASIS, and IRF-PAI) were developed by different parties for different purposes. While two of the tools, the MDS and IRF-PAI, were developed for use with inpatient populations, these populations differ dramatically. The MDS was originally developed for a long-term care population with high cognitive and functional impairments while the IRF tool was developed for use with an acute, inpatient rehabilitation population. The latter had to be strong enough to undergo at least three hours therapy across five days/week. The third tool, OASIS was developed for use with homebound, post-acute populations. Both the IRF and HH populations are relatively healthy compared to an institutionalized long-term care resident. While the MDS has evolved over time, the original form was emphasizing factors related to frailty while the other two forms have always been applied to more acute populations. The MDS now applies to both LTC and post-acute populations in nursing facilities. Each of these tools have different histories.

a. The MDS: The MDS grew out of the long-term care field as a care planning and quality monitoring tool for long-term care residents in nursing facilities. The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987 (OBRA 1987) directed CMS (then HCFA) to develop a care planning tool for long-term care facilities participating in the Medicaid program. The law identified specific components to be included in such a tool. This tool incorporated recommendations from hundreds of experts in geriatrics, psychiatry, therapy, social work and residents rights advocates (Mor, 2005). CMS funded a consortium of researchers and practitioners to develop what became known as the MDS for nursing homes. (1) The Katz ADL scales were used as the basis of this instrument (Katz, 1983). OBRA 1987 further mandated that a data collection system be established to monitor quality of care in long-term care facilities, particularly in the Medicaid program. As policymakers began discussing a PPS for SNFs, the MDS was turned into the existing instrument used in facilities that often have both long-term care and skilled nursing units. (2)

Variations of the MDS were tested with VA and other populations and eventually led to the development of companion tools for home health (MDS-HC) and other services. Today, these have evolved into a suite of tools developed by the Resident Assessment Instrument (RAI) consortium to measure functional improvement potential, institutional risk, communication disorders, cognition, depression and anxiety, social function, cardio-respiratory, dehydration, falls, nutrition, pressure ulcers, palliative care, reduction of formal services, and urinary incontinence. In general, MDS items focus on health conditions, cognitive impairments, other complicating conditions, such as communication, psychiatric, and pain issues as well as necessary nutritional approaches other than self-feeding, skin conditions, and special treatment needs, such as chemotherapy, dialysis, ostomies, tracheostomies, transfusions, ventilator management, Alzheimer’s units, podiatry, or hospice care; in other words, frailty factors that are more common in the long-term care population. The MDS documents other frailty factors such as whether the patient is comatose, delirious or has behavioral symptoms, such as wandering.

---

(1) This consortium was lead by Catherine Hawes of RTI, International and included Brant Fries of the University of Michigan, John Morris of the Hebrew Home for the Aged, and Vincent Mor of Brown University.

(2) In 1992, the Prospective Payment Assessment Commission reviewed the range of tools used in nursing facilities. (See ProPAC, 1992).
agitation, or other factors that would require restraints or closer monitoring. CMS is currently considering revisions to the MDS and where applicable, those modifications will be discussed here.

b. The OASIS: As noted earlier, the OASIS was originally developed by the University of Colorado as an outcome assessment tool for home health care. Most of the items were developed under research co-funded by CMS and the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation. The tool, which evolved over the last decade, now includes additional items that are useful for clinical assessment and care planning in addition to outcomes monitoring, but it is not intended as a comprehensive assessment.

The target population is in a home environment where issues such as personal assistance and environmental safety are as important as individual health status and functional status. This tool collects data on living arrangements, medical conditions, neurological, emotional, behavioral conditions, ADLs, IADLs, and self-management issues, such as patients’ and caregivers’ abilities to manage medications and equipment, such as oxygen, IVs, and tubes. In addition, data are collected on prior hospitalization and emergent care needs.

Like the MDS, assessments are primarily conducted by nursing staff although therapists also contribute where appropriate. The OASIS can be used to help the nurse assessor develop the patient care plan, including requests for assessments by other professionals, such as occupational therapists to assess the home environment, physical therapists to assess the level of therapy needed (if any), social workers to assess the family and other types of support available to the individual, and aides, including the types of assistance needed. This same tool is used for planning services in both the Medicare and Medicaid programs despite differences in the extent of insurance coverage for unskilled assistance, such as home health aides.

c. The IRF-PAI: Medicare’s IRF-PAI tool grew out of an effort to improve measurement of functional impairment for inpatient rehabilitation patients with various diagnoses, but all of whom needed physical medicine and rehabilitation. A task force was formed in the early 1980s, which reviewed existing scales and functional assessment instruments. Under funding from the National Institutes of Disability and Rehabilitation Research (NIDRR) coupled with support from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (RWJ), an effort was made to select the most common and useful items for rehabilitation clinicians to assess severity of disability in a uniform and reliable manner. The final result, the Functional Independence Measures (FIM)TM was based on the Barthel Index13 modified to include communication and cognition items. The scales were modified from three levels to seven levels, and the weights were removed.14

The FIMTM tool is an additive scale comprised of 13 physical motor skill items and 5 cognitive or communication items, each rated on a seven-point scale measuring degree of dependence and frequency of need for assistance. The IRF-PAI supplements these items with diagnostic information, personal support information, and certain quality indicators. The focus is on measuring impairments in a group that is strong enough (i.e., not frail) to participate in intensive

---

(1) Medicare only covers aide services if intermittent or part time skilled services are needed (nursing or physical therapy or on-going occupational therapy). Medicaid, on the other hand, provides home health aide services in many states.
therapy nearly every day. CMS has recently completed a study to modify the items to better measure quality in the IRF setting. Where applicable, those modifications will also be introduced in the following discussions.

These assessment tools must be completed on every Medicare admission in the respective setting. The MDS is completed on all Medicaid and Medicare covered nursing facility admissions, the IRF-PAI is completed on all Medicare covered inpatient rehabilitation facility admissions, and the OASIS is completed on all Medicaid and Medicare covered home health patients.

2. General Measurement Issues

While the three tools were designed to assess different populations, they all collect the same *types* of information to varying degrees. These can be grouped in five basic categories:

- Administrative information
  - Demographics
  - Insurance coverage
- Social support/residency prior to admission
  - Type of Residence
  - Level and Type of Assistance Received
- Medical diagnosis and conditions
  - Active medical conditions
  - Complicating conditions, such as skin, respiratory, pain issues
  - Special equipment needs (tubes, oxygen, dialysis, etc.)
- Functional limitations
  - Activities of Daily Living
  - Instrumental Activities of Daily Living
  - Physical mobility
  - Cognitive impairments

a. Tool Composition: While these five categories are shared by the assessment tools, the domains, actual items, item definitions, scoring methods, and metrics differ across tools. Some differences exist because of the emphasis of a respective service. For example, the IRF-PAI is the shortest form and emphasizes the medical and functional needs of the patient. Its functional measures (FIM scores) are based on a modified Barthel Index which builds on the ADL concepts but measures what a patient does and their need for supervision, not a measure of what the patient is capable of doing and expands the mobility measures to better capture small increments of change in the rehabilitation population. The OASIS, which is used in the home environment, is a longer form because it includes the health and functional domains but also adds items on need for (Instrumental Activities of Daily Living) and level of assistance available in the home.
In addition, the OASIS collects information on the medical conditions for which the patient was recently hospitalized since these may not be the reason for the HH admission but they could affect the HH treatments. The MDS is the longest form and it collects a limited number of medical and functional impairment measures but a large number of items on special equipment, neurobehavioral issues, such as cognitive impairments, memory recall, and propensity to wander. Thus, even when the domains of health and function are consistent across tools, many of the items used to measure them differ. Each of the items will be discussed in more detail below as they affect the viability of a uniform PAC assessment system based on today’s tools.

b. Assessment Timing: In addition to specific items varying across tools, the three systems also differ in terms of when a patient is assessed. Ideally, this information would be collected at admission and discharge so one could measure the severity of illness or impairment levels and use them to determine appropriate admissions, appropriate discharges, and to measure the impact of each treatment.

However, each tool collects data on a different schedule (Table 2.1). While all three tools collect data “at admission,” only the OASIS assessor records on the day of admission. In IRFs, the admission period may vary across three days and in SNFs, across eight days. The SNF admission has interim assessments at 14 days and 30 days and every 30 days after that until coverage ends at day 100. The OASIS has a follow up assessment every 60 days and both OASIS and IRF-PAI include a discharge assessment, but one is not required in the SNF.

Table 2.1: Frequency, time period covered, and measurement scales differ across post-acute patient assessment tools required by Medicare

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Inpatient rehabilitation facilities</th>
<th>Skilled nursing facilities</th>
<th>Home health agencies</th>
<th>Long-term care hospitals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of assessments</td>
<td>At admission and discharge</td>
<td>Initial (day 1-8); day 14; day 30; and every 30 days, up to day 100</td>
<td>Initial at admission; every 60 days thereafter; and at discharge</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time period covered</td>
<td>Lowest level within first/last 3 days (for admission and at discharge)</td>
<td>Generally 7-day look-back</td>
<td>Status of patient on day of assessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method of assessment</td>
<td>Directed observation preferred but can be combined with reported performance</td>
<td>Information gathered for multiple caregivers’ descriptions and documentation. Direct observation not required.</td>
<td>Direct observation preferred, but also often used interviews with patient in-home caregiver</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minutes to complete</td>
<td>25 minutes</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTES:
MDS (Minimum Data Set), OASIS (Outcome and Assessment Information Set), IRF-PAI (Inpatient Rehabilitation Facility-Patient Assessment Instrument).

SOURCE: IRF-PAI Training Manual, and MedPAC Report to the Congress 17
The tools also vary in terms of whether the assessment is judging health and impairment levels on the day of assessment or for some prior period, as in the case of the IRF-PAI and MDS assessments. This can lead to more subjective recordings than direct observation at the time of assessment. According to past studies, the three tools also vary in how long it takes to complete them.17

3. Item Comparisons

While many of the domains are similar across the tools, the actual items used to measure the domains differ substantially. Each of these areas are compared below (Table 2.2).

Table 2.2: Overview of Selected Domains and Items in the MDS, IRF-PAI, and OASIS Tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I. Administrative Information</th>
<th>SNF</th>
<th>IRF-PAI</th>
<th>OASIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Security No.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicaid No.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>II. Social Support/Residency</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Living Situation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior Residence</td>
<td>AB.5. All settings in 5 years prior to NF residence</td>
<td>16: Prehospital Living Setting (same codes as “admitted from”</td>
<td>M0300: current residence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting Discharged to</td>
<td></td>
<td>44a. Discharged to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior Lives With</td>
<td>AB.3. Lives alone (Y/N/in facility)</td>
<td>17. Pre-hospital living with (alone/family or relatives/friends/attenda nt/ other)</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B. Assistance Available</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lives with after discharge</td>
<td>AB.3. Lives alone (Y/N/in facility)</td>
<td>45: Alone, relations, friends, paid</td>
<td>MO340: Alone, spouse, other family, friend, paid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NonHC Assisting person</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MO350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Primary Caregiver</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MO360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of PC Assistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MO370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Assistance Used</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MO380: ADL, IADL, Environmental, Psychosocial, Advocates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2.2: Overview of Selected Domains and Items in the MDS, IRF-PAI, and OASIS Tools (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SNF</th>
<th>IRF-PAI</th>
<th>OASIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>III. Medical Conditions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A. Diagnosis</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Diagnosis</td>
<td>Section I.1. Check all listed diagnosis that affect ADL, cognitive, behavior, medical treatment, need for monitoring, or risk of death (set of conditions)</td>
<td>22: Etiologic Diagnosis (ICD-9 for admission)</td>
<td>M0230: Primary Diagnosis ICD-9 code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior inpatient-last 14 days</td>
<td>(Transferring information)</td>
<td></td>
<td>M0190:ICD-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment change last 14 days</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M0210:ICD-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity Rating</td>
<td>Section J.5.: Stability of general condition affecting a) behavior, b) exacerbated acute/chronic problem, c) end stage disease, d) none affected</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>M0230/240: 4 point item measuring symptom control for each primary and other ICD-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B. Comorbidities/Complications</strong></td>
<td>Section I. Check all on the list that apply, no primary diagnosis specified</td>
<td>24: Up to 10 ICD-9 being treated and 47: up to 6 ICD-9s that began with IRF admission</td>
<td>M0240: other diagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C. Specific Complicating Conditions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urinary</td>
<td>Several sections, including G.i. toilet use; section H: bowel and bladder issues (5 point scale of continent, usually (LT 1/wk), occasionally incontinent (bladder 2+/wk, bowel 1/wk), frequently incontinent (daily bladder with some control, bowel2-3/wk), incontinent (multiple daily, almost all) and appliances or programs used</td>
<td>Items 29-39 (FIMtm modifiers and Sphincter control items (7 point scale measuring complete independence, modified (uses device), supervised 100%), minimal assist (75%+), moderate assist (50%+), maximal assist (25%+, total assist).</td>
<td>M0220: lists 6 conditions in past 14 days, including: incontinence, indwelling catheter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M0510-M0550 asks if in the last 14 days, UTI treated, incontinence or catheter used, frequency/timing of urinary and bowel incontinence, and whether patient had an ostomy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table 2.2: Overview of Selected Domains and Items in the MDS, IRF-PAI, and OASIS Tools (continued)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SNF</strong></td>
<td><strong>IRF-PAI</strong></td>
<td><strong>OASIS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>J.2. Frequency daily or less, Intensity of mild, moderate, excruciating</td>
<td>51. Rate 1-10 over 3 days</td>
<td>M0420: Frequency, M0430: Intractable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive impairment</td>
<td>B4: 3 point decision impairment scale</td>
<td>See below and FIMs items P-R.</td>
<td>Impaired decisions Disruptive/inappropriate behavior Memory Loss needing supervision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E4: Symptoms over last 7 days</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B2-3: Recall last 7 days</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delirium</td>
<td>B5: Delirium in last 7 days (6 items/3 point scale)</td>
<td>26. At admission</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comatose</td>
<td>B.1.(Y/N)</td>
<td>25. At admission</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dehydrated</td>
<td>J.1c.: As part of problem conditions</td>
<td>28. At admission/discharge</td>
<td>M0840: As 1 of 9 reasons for emergent care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accidents/falls</td>
<td>J.4.: Fall/fx in past 180 days</td>
<td>53/54: Balance problem or number of falls during IRF stay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory Status</td>
<td>J.1.1 (shortness of breath)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortness of breath: exertion</td>
<td>48 (N/Y, Adm/Dc)</td>
<td>M0490</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortness of breath: at rest</td>
<td>J1.b (inability to lie flat due to shortness of breath)</td>
<td>49 (N/Y, Adm/Dc)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cough/secretions</td>
<td>50 (N/Y, Adm/Dc)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory treatments</td>
<td>Section P.1. (oxygen, suctioning, tracheostomy, ventilator/respirator)</td>
<td></td>
<td>M0500, MO44OS MO440S, 450S, 460S, 470S, 480S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure Ulcers</td>
<td>Section M1-6 (#/stage, stage/type, history, skin treatments, foot problems)</td>
<td>52A: Highest stage, 52B: Number 53: PUSH Tool M0440-M0488 (total number/stage, and #/stage of worst by type)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2.2: Overview of Selected Domains and Items in the MDS, IRF-PAI, and OASIS Tools (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D. Sensory</th>
<th>SNF</th>
<th>IRF-PAI</th>
<th>OASIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swallowing status</td>
<td>K1 (swallowing/chewing)</td>
<td>27: Regular/modified/tube/PTN feeding</td>
<td>M0710 (Feeding/eating abilities, prior/current)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vision</td>
<td>D1 (ability to see – 5 level scale)</td>
<td></td>
<td>M0390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hearing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M0400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M0410</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Initial numbers identify item number in the respective tools.

a. **Administrative Information**: Each tool collects basic demographic information on the patient including age, gender, social security and insurance numbers. These data are fairly standard across all tools and could be used to merge datasets.

b. **Social Support Systems/Residence Prior to Admission**: The types of social support questions vary across the three tools. The two tools used with the healthiest population, the IRF-PAI and OASIS, both identify where the patient lived prior to admission, who they lived with, and in the OASIS, the degree of help these people provided to the patient prior to admission. The IRF-PAI also asks where a patient will be discharged and with whom they will live after discharge. The latter does not specify whether the co-residents will provide assistance or the frequency of assistance available, which is the information the therapy staff needs to understand the level of achievable independence. In contrast, the MDS collects information on the resident’s residential history over the five years prior to admission, whether they lived alone (Y/N/Other facility), and upon discharge, the type of setting they will be entering. As reflected in the variation of the current tools, certain settings require additional information that may not be relevant to all settings, such as the IADLs in the OASIS. However, to the extent they are collecting the same types of information, the current tools do not currently use the same items.

Despite the similarities in the domains in the IRF-PAI and OASIS, they currently ask very different questions. The IRF-PAI collects information on the patient’s pre-hospital living setting. Included in the response groups are both community-based residential options and responses answering where the patient was admitted from, including three types of hospitalizations (IRF, LTCH, and general acute). The OASIS questions target mostly community-based options to determine whether the person lives alone or with others, and if the latter, the relationships they have. Both forms ask who the patient lives with but the responses are coded differently, with the

---

(4) RTI proposed changing this item to be more consistent with the OASIS item in its IRF-PAI modification recommendations to CMS.

(5) RTI also recommended to CMS that this item be replaced with the OASIS items.
IRF-PAI only distinguishing between being alone, with any family, with friends or with a hired attendant. The OASIS categories are similar conceptually but offer different choices, which identify whether the family member is a spouse. These two items could conceivably be crosswalked, or alternatively, if the IRF-PAI QI recommendations go into effect, both forms will use the same codes.

More importantly, OASIS asks about the type of assistance given by the primary caregiver and by whom. Again, it was recommended that these items be added to the IRF-PAI since they describe the type and frequency of resources that will be available if they are discharged home. The extent of available help is significant in predicting the probability of discharge home from an IRF. In contrast, the IRF-PAI contains discharge items that collect the same information as the admission set (i.e., discharged where and to live with whom) but this does not describe the degree to which their co-residents will be willing to help them. The MDS collects information on where the patient is admitted from and their discharge status. While the admission and discharge groups are consistent within the MDS, they offer more choices than the IRF-PAI or OASIS in terms of subsequent health care settings. This information, if reliable and consistent in the future, could be useful for tracking utilization patterns and care transitions across setting.

c. **Medical Conditions:** Each tool collects information on the patient/resident’s medical conditions. They differ in whether they specify the primary condition for which the patient is being treated and the degree to which they use open-ended items. Close-ended items increase the ability to compare across patients and tools but they also include some assumptions regarding the most common conditions.

d. **Active Medical Conditions:** The IRF-PAI and OASIS use open-ended items requesting ICD-9 codes to identify the medical conditions that need to be treated while the patient is receiving that service. In addition, the OASIS also asks about recent past diagnosis. First, the OASIS asks for a list of ICD-9 codes for conditions treated in an inpatient facility during the last 14 days (M0190), the codes requiring a change in HH treatment regimen (M0210), and the codes for which the patient is being treated in home health (M0230/0240). This last one has a four-point severity index applied to it which designates whether the symptoms are controlled and to what degree they need adjustment or have had related rehospitalizations because of it.

In contrast, the IRF-PAI collects only the ICD-9 codes related to the admission (22) and up to 10 comorbid conditions (24). On the IRF-PAI, the assessor is directed to list the most complicating comorbid conditions but they are also trained to first list the ones that will result in a payment adjustment. Hence, the reported comorbidities may under-represent conditions being actively treated or may not reflect those causing the greatest medical problems.

The MDS, on the other hand, gives a list of diseases and infections commonly found in long-term care cases (I.1 and I.2) and asks the assessor to identify if a disease or infection is related to the resident’s current ADL status, cognitive or behavioral status, medical treatments, need for monitoring, or risk of death. This list is not as specific as ICD-9 codes, which also can reveal the location or severity of a condition as well as the type of illness. In addition, the MDS provides an open-ended item to list two other current diagnoses and ICD-9 codes (I.3.). The 3.0 MDS

---

(6) This was also a recommended IRF-PAI change so that this information would be collected for IRF patients.
version proposes to replace these items with ICD-9 codes, which will make these three forms more consistent in terms of conditions assessed. Severity is currently measured on the MDS in a general overall question (Item J.5.) rather than specific to an individual ICD-9 code.

e. Complicating Conditions: The tools vary in how they identify complicating conditions. Each of them list different conditions, or where they list the same type of complicating condition, it is often measured differently. For example, all three tools measure whether the patient is in pain, has skin conditions, such as ulcers or wounds, and their respiratory status. These are each important measures because they can reduce a patient’s ability to participate in treatment independent of the severity of the primary illness. This changes the expected outcomes and levels of treatments that can be provided during a stay. As a result these have the potential to be important risk adjusters when examining case mix differences within and across settings. They also may explain differences in site of care used or level care needed.

i) Pain items: The IRF-PAI uses a ten-point scale that notes the worst level of pain documented on any shift during the prior three-day assessment period. In contrast, both the MDS and the OASIS document the frequency of the pain but use different measures. The MDS notes (M0420) whether a) no pain or not interfere with activity or movement, b) less than daily, c) daily, but not constant d) all the time or M0430) is intractable. OASIS captures this in two items. J2a asks frequency (no pain, less than daily, daily) and J2b asks intensity (mild, moderate, excruciating). While the “excruciating” OASIS item may be comparable to the MDS “intractable” item, this has not been tested. Further, the two “daily” responses may not be measuring the same level of frequency as one identifies the pain as “daily, but not constant” and the other tool is silent on whether the daily pain is constant or not.

ii) Skin conditions: Skin conditions are sometimes considered a quality indicator although it is difficult to determine when a skin condition actually began developing, and therefore, difficult to use as a quality measure. Each tool measures the type and degree of skin conditions with different items.

The MDS section M addresses skin problems through a set of six items identifying:

1. Number of ulcers at each of the four stages during last seven days and as identified through a body exam,
2. Whether each ulcer identified in #1 is a pressure or stasis ulcer,
3. History of unresolved ulcers in last 90 days,
4. Other types of skin problems in last seven days including abrasions/bruises, rashes, desensitized skin spots, tearing, and surgical wounds
5. Whether any skin treatments were provided in the last seven days including special chairs, turning programs, nutritional or wound care programs, or other preventive activities
6. Series of foot and nail problems during the last seven days.

The OASIS asks a different series of questions about the current skin condition and whether the patient has a wound or ulcer (M0440s), the number and stages of ulcers (M0450), and the stages
and status of: a) pressure ulcers (M0460s), b) stasis ulcers (M0470s), and c) surgical wounds (M0480s). Measures are only reported on the most problematic ulcers rather than all ulcers as in the MDS.

The IRF-PAI is similar to the OASIS in that it asks for information on the worst ulcer rather than all ulcers but it also measures the severity of the ulcer based on width, exudation amount, and tissue type using the PUSH tool. Effectively, it is the most specific documentation of skin conditions although only for the worst conditions, unlike the MDS, which measures the severity of each ulcer.

This is a growing field of science that has been developing nurse certification and standards of practice for effective wound care management. One way to standardize the elements used to measure ulcers and skin conditions is to compare the current tools with the measures currently being developed in this field. Skin care treatment is an important preventive measure since patients with ulcers range from those with multiple, infected wounds needing treatment in an acute care setting, such as a long-term care hospital to wound management for a homebound person who may need debridement through an outpatient therapy setting, a fairly non-threatening condition that has the potential to become more severe.

iii) Respiratory conditions: Like the skin conditions, respiratory conditions are often complicating conditions in the more severely ill populations as well as primary diagnoses. Certain hospitals, like long-term care hospitals and some rehabilitation hospitals have specialized programs to treat patients with these conditions, including the use of special equipment such as ventilators. While ventilator weaning may occur in the LTCHs and some IRFs, nursing facilities may provide ventilator management for longer term residents. More information than whether a patient is on a ventilator is needed to distinguish between these levels of care.

Less intensive respiratory conditions are also noted on these forms. On the IRF-PAI, three questions currently exist that document whether the patient is short of breath in exertion, at rest, or has a weak cough or difficulty clearing airways at admission and discharge (N/Y items). The OASIS has two items (M0490 and M0500), which ask whether the patient is short of breath at different stages of exertion and whether they are using respiratory treatments such as oxygen, ventilators, or continuous positive airway pressure. While the OASIS M0490 is more specific than the IFPAI items 48-50, they could be crosswalked to answer whether the patient is short of breath under exertion or at rest or not at all. These questions target the healthier patient who has respiratory complications but not severe impairments.

The MDS records shortness of breath in items J1 (problem conditions) where it is noted if a patient has shortness of breath during the last seven days or an inability to lie flat due to shortness of breath. It also documents under section P whether the resident has had ventilator support or suctioning over the last 14 days.

f. Special Equipment/Treatment Needs: The third major domain under medical issues relates to the use of special equipment or special treatments. The IRF-PAI documents the smallest number since these patients are the healthiest. The IRF-PAI measures difficulties with swallowing (item 27) and whether the patient requires modified food consistency or supervision or the use of a tube or parenteral feeding either partially or completely for sustenance.
The OASIS documents tube/PTN feeding needs in two different sections. Under ADLs, (M0710) measures the level of ability to feed oneself (prior and current) and identifies whether assistance is needed and level of assistance (setup, supervision, modified diet). Responses range from able to feed self independently to unable to take in nutrients orally or by tube feeding. In addition, M0810 asks whether the patient needs assistance with equipment, including feeding, oxygen or IV/infusion therapy. It specifically refers to ability, not willingness and rates the patient on a four-point scale. A similar question is asked of the caregiver’s ability to manage the three types of equipment (M0820). In addition, OASIS uses a three-point item to measure the patient’s ability to take oral medications (M0780), inhalant/mist medications (M0790), and injectable medications (M0800). In complement to these medical issues, the OASIS also asks about the patient’s prior and current abilities to complete their Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (IADLs).

The MDS documents similar issues such as the nutritional approach (K.5.) and the proportion of intake associated with tube use (K6.) but it also documents much more medically intensive needs than the IRF-PAI or OASIS. J1 lists a set of problem conditions that range from weight changes to dehydration to shortness of breath, edema, fever, internal bleeding, lung aspirations in the last 90 days to hallucinations and delusions. In addition, section P asks whether the patient has received any of a set of treatments in the last 14 days, including chemotherapy, dialysis, IV medications, ostomy care, radiation, suctioning, tracheostomy care, transfusions, ventilator or respirator support, Alzheimer’s special unit services, hospice, respite care, or alcohol and drug treatments (P1). In addition, therapies in the last seven days are tracked, including physical, occupational, speech, respiratory, and psychological therapies (P2). The MDS also tracks whether the nursing staff has provided at least 15 minutes per day of range of motion or mobility training during the last seven days. Other items in the P section document whether, and how frequently, restraints have been used; frequency of physician visits and orders in the last 14 days, and whether the patient is likely to be discharged within a 90-day period. These items target services for both the medically complex patient and the long term, frail patient.

g. Functional Limitations: All three instruments contain items to assess functional status, although each tool relies on different items to elicit this information (Table 2.3). These three instruments are similar in their shared clinical concern with functional improvement. Despite these similarities, the information collected is not entirely comparable across the three instruments.18

The FIM instrument sums two subscales measuring the motor and cognitive independence levels. These scales are based on seven-level ratings of independence in each item including, eating, grooming, bathing, dressing, toileting, sphincter control, transfers, and locomotion. The FIM also measures comprehension, expression, and cognitive items such as social interaction, problem solving, and memory. All items are scored for their highest levels of dependence (from total independence to total dependence with varying levels of assistance between level 1 and 7) during the three prior days for an admission and discharge assessment.

The MDS uses a different set of functional items with a different scoring system. It measures functional impairment using a five level measure of ADL support provided during the last 7 days of the assessment period (no support, setup only, 1 person assist, 2+ assist, or did not occur) in
bed mobility, transfer, walking, locomotion, dressing, eating, toilet use, personal hygiene, and bathing.

The OASIS uses different scales to measure functional impairment at two points in time – prior to admission and currently (on the assessment day). It uses eight ADL measures with a four-level response scale. The four levels measure ability and level of assistance needed. They range from no assistance needed to materials must be placed within reach to individual assistance needed to total dependence on someone else.

While each of these tools are well-respected in their respective fields, little work has been conducted to apply them across settings. In recent years, several studies have tried to compare the functional measures on these three tools. They differ in whether they modified the tools, created a crosswalk using statistical methods, such as Rasch analysis, or collected data on one sample using multiple forms.

### Table 2.3: Functional Measures Used on IRF-PAI, MDS, OASIS Tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IRF-PAI</th>
<th>MDS 2.0</th>
<th>OASIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assessment Period</strong></td>
<td>Last 3 Days</td>
<td>Last 7 days</td>
<td>Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-Care</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39B. Grooming</td>
<td>G1.j. Personal hygiene – how resident maintains personal hygiene, including combing hair, brushing teeth, shaving, applying makeup, washing/drying face, hands, and perineum</td>
<td>M0640. Grooming – ability to tend to personal hygiene needs (i.e. washing face and hands, hair care, shaving or make up, teeth or denture care, fingernail care</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39C. Bathing</td>
<td>G2. Bathing – how resident takes full-body bath/shower, sponge bath, and transfers in/out of tub/shower</td>
<td>M0670. Bathing – ability to wash entire body excludes grooming (washing face and hands only)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39D. Dressing-Upper</td>
<td>G1.g. Dressing – how resident puts on, fastens, and takes off all items of clothing, including donning/removing prosthesis</td>
<td>M0650. Ability to dress upper body – including undergarments, slacks, socks or nylons, shoes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39E. Dressing-Lower</td>
<td>G1.g. Dressing – how resident puts on, fastens, and takes off all items of clothing, including donning/removing prosthesis</td>
<td>M0660. Ability to dress lower body – including undergarments, slacks, socks or nylons, shoes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39F. Toileting</td>
<td>G1.i. Toilet use – how resident uses the toilet room; transfer on/off toilet, cleanses, changes pad, manages ostomy or catheter, adjusts clothes</td>
<td>M0680. Toileting – ability to get to and from the toilet or bedside commode.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2.3: Functional Measures Used on IRF-PAI, MDS, OASIS Tools (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment Period</th>
<th>IRF-PAI</th>
<th>MDS 2.0</th>
<th>OASIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sphincter Control</td>
<td>39G. Bladder</td>
<td>H1.b. Bladder continence – control of urinary bladder function, with appliances, or continence programs, if employed</td>
<td>M0520. Urinary incontinence or urinary catheter presence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>39H. Bowel</td>
<td>H1.a. Bowel continence – control of bowel movement, with appliance or bowel continence programs, if employed</td>
<td>M0530. Urinary incontinence frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfers</td>
<td>39I. Bed, Chair, Wheelchair transfers</td>
<td>G6. Modes of transfer – bedfast all or most of time, or bed rails used for bed mobility or transfer</td>
<td>M0690. Transferring: ability to move from bed to chair, on and off toilet or commode, into and out of tub or shower, and ability to turn and position self in bed if patient is bedfast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>39J. Toilet transfers</td>
<td>G1.i. Toilet use – how resident uses the toilet room; transfer on/off toilet, cleanses, changes pad, manages ostomy or catheter, adjusts clothes</td>
<td>M0690. Transferring: ability to move from bed to chair, on and off toilet or commode, into and out of tub or shower, and ability to turn and position self in bed if patient is bedfast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>39K. Tub, shower transfers</td>
<td>G2. Bathing – how resident takes full-body bath/shower, sponge bath, and transfers in/out of tub/shower</td>
<td>M0690. Transferring: ability to move from bed to chair, on and off toilet or commode, into and out of tub or shower, and ability to turn and position self in bed if patient is bedfast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locomotion</td>
<td>39L. Walk/wheelchair locomotion</td>
<td>G1.e. Locomotion on unit – how resident moves between locations in his/her room and adjacent corridor on same floor. If in wheelchair, self-sufficiency once in chair</td>
<td>M0700. Ambulation/Locomotion – ability to safely walk, once in a standing position, or use a wheelchair, once in a seated position, on a variety of surfaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>39M. Stairs locomotion</td>
<td>G1.f. Locomotion off unit – how resident moves to and returns from off unit locations. If facility has only one floor, how resident move to and from distant areas on the floor. If in wheelchair, self-sufficiency once in chair</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2.3: Functional Measures Used on IRF-PAI, MDS, OASIS Tools (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment Period</th>
<th>IRF-PAI</th>
<th>MDS 2.0</th>
<th>OASIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Last 3 Days</td>
<td>Last 7 days</td>
<td>Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39N. Comprehension</td>
<td></td>
<td>C6. Ability to understand others – understanding verbal information, however able</td>
<td>M0390 Vision impairment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Auditory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Visual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Both</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39O. Expression</td>
<td></td>
<td>C4. Making self understood – expressing information content – however able</td>
<td>M0410 Speech and oral (verbal) expression of language – in patient’s own language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Vocal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Non Vocal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social Cognition</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>B4. Cognitive skills for daily decision making – made decision regarding tasks of daily life</td>
<td>M0560 Cognitive functioning – patient’s current level of alertness, orientation, comprehension, concentration, and immediate memory for simple commands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39P. Social interaction</td>
<td></td>
<td>B2. Memory – recall of what was learned or known</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39Q. Problem solving</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39R. Memory</td>
<td>B3. Memory/recall ability – that resident was normally able to recall during last 7 days</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CMS funded research during the late 1990s to develop a “unified” instrument that measured functional impairments across all three post-acute settings – IRFs, SNFs, and HH services. This tool, the MDSPAC, modified the MDS incorporating information from both the MDS and the MDS-home care. It differed from the FIM in how data were collected (input from multiple respondents, including all caregivers in addition to patient and family), the scoring system (multiple dependent episodes instead of just lowest dependency level during the three day look back period) and scoring range from 0 to 6 in reverse order of the seven-point scale used in the FIMs. In addition some of the scoring for ADL assist codes were changed to incorporate whether the patient was weight-bearing. The study had mixed results. A factor analysis on items combined from both instruments found that the original MDS items did not load onto the same factors as the FIM’s, while the revised MDS items had higher agreement with the FIMs items. However, the greatest agreement was achieved when the calibration teams actually collected data on the same patient using both forms. Despite this, when the team mapped the MDSPAC and the FIMs items into the IRF payment cells, the classification agreement levels were low. As a result, CMS opted to retain the FIM for use in the IRF.

Another study used the current MDS to develop a pseudo-FIM score for patients in IRFs and SNFs. This study used an expert panel to crosswalk the FIM and MDS functional items. Data were collected in six nursing homes on rehabilitation patients. The FIM was administered by
therapists and nurses while the MDS was administered by nurses as is currently the practice. MDS levels were rescaled based on the TEP input to create pseudo-FIM measures. Ten FIM items had corresponding MDS items (eating, transferring bed to chair, toileting, bathing, grooming, bowel and bladder incontinence, problem solving, expression, and comprehension). Three FIM items were judged as not available on the MDS (climbing stairs, tub/shower transfer, toilet transfer). The TEP also disagreed on whether the walk/wheelchair FIMs item was equivalent to the MDS locomotion item since the latter incorporated distance. The cognitive FIMs items appeared to be related to several dichotomous MDS items so they and the three FIMs items without an MDS equivalent were dropped from the analysis. The results showed high levels of agreement (no significant difference in mean scores) on 8 items (eating, transferring, toileting, dressing, grooming, bladder control, memory, and problem solving. In testing the subscales, the researchers found a bias where subscales were higher (less impaired) for FIMs than pseudo-FIM on the motor and ADL subscales and lower on the cognitive subscales suggesting a ceiling and floor effect on certain items in the FIMs. This is consistent with earlier work which found there were no major ceiling effects, but certain patients those with lower level amputations and major multiple trauma groups, were unable to climb stairs and therefore their ratings were misleading. Similarly, patients tended to score higher at admission in eating, grooming, and the five cognitive items suggesting small ceiling effects.

While the FIM serves as a valuable assessment instrument in its inpatient rehabilitation facility setting for which it is intended, it lacks sufficient variation in functional status in order to be used across the range of PAC settings. The FIM primarily defines the distinctions within the lower levels of functioning where individuals with the greatest level of impairment score. The resulting concentration of scores at the higher end of the FIM scale constitutes a ceiling effect. While these tools are effective with the populations they were intended to address, they may mask variability when applied to other patients. As noted by Steinman et al, the floor and ceiling effects could be addressed by adjusting the definition of an item so that more people could be measured on it. Application to populations that are either too disabled or too able bodied could be misleading in that it would appear no functional gain occurred. Items would need to be added that would reflect much more difficult and much less difficult activities.

An alternative approach has been used by Kramer et al., in which all three instruments have been mapped back to the Barthel (modified because stairs are not included on the MDS). In one study, IRF and SNF patients with hip fracture and stroke were assessed at PAC admission using the Barthel Scale, demonstrating substantially higher (more independent) Barthel scores in IRF patients than SNF patients. More recently, the IRF-PAI, MDS, and OASIS scores for stroke patients were mapped to the Barthel Index, demonstrating the greatest independence among HH patients, moderate independence among IRF patients, and least independence among SNF patients. This mapping to the Barthel Index, however, requires further validation.

More work needs to be done to obtain consensus and test the comparability of these measures. Some work is underway collecting information using multiple tools on one set of patients. One study is collecting information on 600 patients using the FIMs, MDS ADLs, and the OASIS functional measures to create a crosswalk that can be used across settings. Other researchers are interested in developing item banks that provide measures independent of setting and build...
on the WHO ICF framework. These types of studies can provide the tools needed to compare patients’ functional limitations independent of site of care.

C. MISSING ELEMENTS FROM TOOL

The above discussion highlighted some of the issues in trying to standardize the types of information collected on PAC admissions using the current tools. The three existing tools are only used with the IRF, SNF, and HH admissions. However, as shown in Figure 1, these same types of cases may be discharged to long-term care hospitals (LTCHs). Often these cases are more medically complex than those admitted to IRFs but not always since the hour therapy rule has no intensity requirement. Both types of hospitals may wean a patient from a ventilator or provide rehabilitation services, depending on the region of the country. However, LTCHs do not currently submit any assessment data. As a result, they do not consistently document health or functional limitations in their patients.

A recent RTI study collected assessment tools from a survey of LTCHs to identify the types of factors monitored to determine treatment needs. Many of the factors were similar to the MDS special treatment section. Items documented the use of ventilators, types of dialysis machines (peritoneal or hemodialysis), oxygen therapy, suctioning and tracheostomies. However, they also collect more objective measures of patient intensity, such as respiratory rates, stability of hemodynamic measures and other factors that measure intensity and the need for higher level monitoring or other services. This is particularly important when considering levels of care and determining whether a ventilator patient on certain drugs belongs in an ICU, LTCH, or IRF.

LTCHs varied in their collection of function items. Some LTCHs collected FIMs items while others used measures more similar to the MDS measures. Most were measuring performance rather than assistance provided. However, there appeared to be no standard measure of function across LTCHs.

These clinical and functional factors are important for many reasons. In addition to patient management, they are also useful to the Medicare program management. Many of these factors are used by the QIOs to assess appropriateness of acute hospital admissions, including LTCH admissions. Their current criteria are based on private sector efforts to develop “level of care” definitions. These systems use clinical measures such as comorbidities, blood and oxygen levels and equipment needs such as tubes, drips, and ventilator weaning or management. The ventilator items are particularly important because different levels of medical attention are needed by patients who are on a ventilator and being weaned versus the one who is being managed. The current indicator in the MDS does not distinguish between the two levels of intensity for patients on ventilators. These private sector efforts are similar to the RAI suites that have grown out of the MDS, but again, the measures have their basis in the medical rather than long-term care field.

D. CONCLUSIONS

The ultimate long-term goal of this effort is to create a minimum data set that collects standardized information on medical and functional status across settings, with additional components specific to each setting. Of utmost importance is the minimizing reporting burden. These data sets should be minimal so that the quality of care, outcomes, and case mix can be
tracked across settings without creating undue paperwork burdens. However, the limited research to date has shown that the current measures have each been designed to evaluate patients at a certain level of function. As stated in the beginning, IRF and HH admissions are likely to have greater strength and mobility than SNF admissions who likely have medical conditions and greater frailty, complicating any rehabilitation needs. And by definition, HH patients are likely to be healthier than SNF admissions in that the latter have to meet the needs for 24-hour nursing care.

Developmental work remains before we can create a unified assessment instrument. Logically, one would expect to develop new items that could build on each other to create better measures of a domain that can cross settings and provider levels of care. The World Health Organization has begun to build on this concept in their new taxonomy of disability and impairments. Through multiple governments and collaborating centers, the WHO is developing a 3,000 plus item pool to classify human functioning at the body, person, and social interaction levels. When ready, this taxonomy can provide a set of measures that when used across the three levels can measure similar body impairments at different levels of physical and social limitations. It will be important, however, to have a minimum standardized set of items if one of the goals is to compare cases across an episode of care.

In the short term, the current system needs to be refined to allow continued use of the items included in the payment algorithms while still improving the ability to standardize case mix measures across settings for other purposes. The two most difficult areas to achieve consensus in are those measuring medical severity and functional impairments. By definition, the populations admitted to IRFs are “healthier” medically than those admitted to SNFs or LTCHs. They must be able to sustain three hours therapy per day, on average. Admissions at LTCHs are typically most medically complex as the average length stay is much longer than in other acute level settings and past work has documented the difference in severity between LTCHs and SNFs.

The work that is currently underway to build crosswalks in functional measures by using multiple forms on the same patients will be important in building an item bank that allows one to move across a wider continuum of measurement. These represent one type of effort to allow measurement across settings as beneficiaries continue to be discharged from one setting to the next lower level of care. In addition, research is needed to develop a refined item bank that can be used for uniform functional assessment.
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Chapter 3
Review of Uniform Assessment Items and Tools for Ambulatory and Hospital Settings

A. OVERVIEW

Providers, researchers, and health systems have explored a plethora of approaches to standardizing and improving the assessment of older adults. In this chapter, we will identify, from among these approaches, those domains that are commonly included in efforts to measure important patient characteristics, outcomes, and basic transitional care needs. We will also provide examples of some items that are used to measure these domains. We will then discuss some of the challenges that have been encountered in measuring these domains. Finally, we will review the content of some available assessment tools and approaches that have been proposed or tested in ambulatory and hospital settings. Although the list of measures and assessment tools is too extensive to review in its entirety, this review involved an attempt to identify the most widely used assessment instruments and measures outside of those tools used under Federal mandates, including instruments used for managed care and private initiatives.

This review will focus on those assessment domains and related items that might further the potential goals for a hospital discharge assessment instrument. As outlined in Chapter 1, a standardized assessment might be used to measure those patient characteristics that significantly influence outcomes as patients receive care in different settings over time. By assessing these characteristics, providers are better able to anticipate their patients’ outcomes and improve their quality of care. Another goal of a standardized hospital discharge assessment might be to improve discharge care planning. By assessing those factors that influence the patient’s discharge outcomes, care and support needs, providers might better tailor discharge recommendations to meet their patients’ needs. A third potential goal for a standardized discharge assessment is to improve care transitions by identifying patient characteristics and care elements that allow subsequent care providers to best manage care. The remainder of this chapter will focus on domains, items within domains, and examples of existing assessment tools that have been identified, either in the medical literature or in expert opinion, as important for meeting one or more of these potential goals of a hospital discharge assessment instrument.

B. POTENTIAL DOMAINS

Multiple domains have been included across standardized patient assessments. The large number of recognized factors that contribute to important health outcomes can be divided into four groups—demographics and socio-economic status (SES); function; health behaviors and preferences; and diagnoses, conditions, and associated treatments.

1. Group I: Demographic and SES Domains

An individual’s age influences his or her response to disease and chances of functional recovery, decline and death, even after accounting for other patient characteristics. As a result, age is included in many assessment models or scoring systems. Care guidelines and care recommendations for preventive and screening services often are targeted to particular age groups. In addition, age has been associated with differences in care quality and access.
Gender and marital status have been associated with differences in health outcomes, may play some role in patient discharge choices, and are relevant for future medical care. Male gender may be protective for some outcomes, but is associated with increased risk for others. In addition to variations in disease incidence and prevalence, both quality of care and proclivity to report symptoms may vary by gender. Marital status may influence health states, and may provide relevant information for future providers. However, the relationship can be complex and interacts with gender and the health of the caregiver. Measures of caregiver availability and social support may be more important for predicting future needs, access, and discharge planning.

The importance of language for effective communication and health literacy is clear and is relevant for interpreting survey responses, scoring cognitive tests, and discharge planning. The role of race and ethnicity, independent of language, is more complex. These factors continue to be associated with differential access, poor care transitions, care delivery and quality, although care reports from some settings offer hope that these quality differences can be eliminated. As such, race and ethnicity are relevant for monitoring disparities in outcomes. Race and ethnicity have also been associated with differences in health beliefs, behaviors and content of self-report. These associations point to possible utility for care planning, care transitions, and identifying best items for a standardized assessment. Finally, race may independently influence disease prevalence and outcomes, with various analyses showing differential disease progression and medication response, even after controlling for quality and other risk factors. Pharmacology sometimes uses race as a crude proxy for applied genomic pharmacology.

Education, health literacy, and income are important influences on health outcomes and access to services. In addition, education and literacy influence patients’ ability to comprehend and adhere to discharge instructions and to answer particular assessment items.

2. Domain Group II: Functional Status

Many widely accepted health models emphasize function over disease and define important disability as the functioning of individuals within their environment. Function potentially clarifies the severity and impact of self-reported medical conditions in the geriatrics population. Several guidelines advocate documentation of functional status on admission to hospital or physician practice. Functional status is a broad dimension of health, and several scales are available for measuring functional limitation and disability. Functional measures can be divided into three large groups: measures of physical function, measures of the instrumental activities of daily living (IADL), and measures of the basic activities of daily living (ADL).(1) Although many tools have items from all of these domains, more recent scholarship treats them as separate functional domains, at least for purposes of measurement. We will discuss each group separately below.

---

(1) This grouping is used to facilitate practical review of existing instruments. The WHO International Classification of Impairments Disabilities and Handicaps employs a conceptual framework in which disease can lead to three general functional outcomes: impairment, disability, handicap. While we are aware of this model, it is not employed in this review.
Physical function or performance measures aim to capture underlying impairments and range from ability to accomplish gross physical activities such as climbing stairs \cite{80} to measures of dimensions of physical activities such as strength, range of motion, and speed. \cite{25, 30, 81, 82} The most commonly used measures focus on lower extremity strength, mobility and balance. \cite{81} Physical function clearly influences health outcomes and gives the provider important information about a patient’s current health status. \cite{11, 30, 77, 83-89} Routine, standardized assessments of physical function can aid providers in recognizing declining health and items such as ability to climb stairs or walk are relevant for discharge planning and needs assessment to minimize resulting disability and handicap. Some measures are based on patient self-report \cite{80, 90, 91} and others are based on provider tests and observations. \cite{92-96} The choice of self-report vs. provider-tested function should be considered in the context of the purpose of the measure: Self report captures the patient's view of his/her abilities, which is critical for care transitions and to examine outcomes over episodes of care; whereas providers may wish to record observed physical functions for care planning and monitoring. Table 3.1 gives two examples of item sets that emphasize physical function.

Instrumental activities of daily living (IADLs) and basic activities of daily living (ADLs) \cite{97-100} are a mainstay of geriatric assessment and serve to describe an individual’s ability to accomplish tasks needed for self-maintenance and independence in the community. \cite{101} The ADL scales typically include items such as bathing, dressing, toileting, eating, transferring and continence. Several scales include ability to walk across a room with or without an assistive device. The Katz ADL, Barthel Index, and Functional Independence Measures were all created as observer reported ADL scales. In common practice, the Katz ADL items and Barthel Index are used as self or proxy reported items. IADLs/ADLs can be queried with different response scales “have difficulty,” “need human assistance,” or “receive help/human assistance.” IADLs and ADLs reflect both underlying physical and cognitive limitations. \cite{102-104} ADLs have been noted to have a hierarchical relationship for loss. \cite{103, 105, 106} This hierarchical structure can be useful as providers review patient status. IADLs do not consistently demonstrate this property. \cite{99, 105}

Because of their focus on an individual’s ability to function independently in the community, IADLs/ADLs are important quality of care outcomes. In addition, IADL/ADL difficulty and requiring or receiving help are recognized and robust predictors of mortality, hospitalization, and nursing home use. \cite{11, 17, 24, 105, 107-111} IADL disability also predicts outpatient and home care resource use. A common concern with ADL items is whether they are sufficiently sensitive to clinical improvement and change. However, the longer Functional Independence Measure (FIM), with its 7-point response scale, has shown more sensitivity to change.
Table 3.1: Illustrative Item Sets that Emphasize Physical Function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Administration</th>
<th>Item Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SF 36 Physical Function Scale</td>
<td>Self Report</td>
<td>“The following items are about activities you might do during a typical day. Does your health now limit you in these activities?”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Vigorous Activities, such as running, lifting heavy objects, participating in strenuous sports</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Moderate Activities, such as moving a table, pushing a vacuum cleaner, bowling, or playing golf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Lifting or carrying groceries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Climbing several flights of stairs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Climbing one flight of stairs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Bending, kneeling, or stooping</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Walking more than a mile</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Walking several blocks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Walking one block</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Bathing or dressing yourself. “a”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Response options for each item = Yes, limited a lot; Yes, limited a little; No, not limited at all.

Summary Performance Score, Lower Extremity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observation</th>
<th>Scaled score combining:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walking Speed “the participant was asked to walk over a 4-meter course…Participants were instructed to stand with both feet at the starting line and to start walking after a specific verbal command. Timing began when the command was given. … subject could use a cane, a walker, or other walking aid, but not the aid of another person. The times to complete the first meter and the entire path were recorded. The test was repeated three times, twice at the woman's usual pace and once at her fastest possible pace. The speed of the faster of the two usual-pace walks is presented. The length of the walk expressed in meters divided by the time in seconds was used to calculate average walking speed.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair Stand “participants were asked to sit with their arms folded across their chests in a straight-backed chair placed with its back against a wall, and then to stand up from the chair one time. If they were successful, they were asked to stand up and sit down as quickly as possible five times in a row. Timing commenced from the initial sitting position and ended at the final standing position at the end of the fifth stand.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standing Balance “Static balance is evaluated in three different, progressively more difficult stances…: (1) side-by-side: feet side by side, touching; (2) semi-tandem: side of the heel of one foot touching the big toe of the other; (3) tandem: heel of one foot directly in front of and touching the toes of the other foot. Each stance is progressively more difficult to hold. Women unable to hold a position for 10 seconds were not asked to attempt further stands.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a Note, this later item is typically considered an ADL, however, it is included here as part of the SF-36 physical function scale.

Table 3.2 summarizes the activities included in two common ADL assessment tools. Many consider the Katz scale as the most fundamental set. The Barthel Index uses a different response metric for various items and adds two mobility items, increasing the assessment range of the index.
Table 3.2: Comparison of Katz Scale and Barthel Index Activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Response scale</th>
<th>Activities Included</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Katz</td>
<td>3 points:</td>
<td>Eating/feeding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Bathing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Limited Assistance</td>
<td>Dressing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extensive Assistance/ Cannot do</td>
<td>Toileting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Transfer, chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Continence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barthel Index</td>
<td>Varies by item</td>
<td>Feeding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0-5 for</td>
<td>Bathing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bathing</td>
<td>Grooming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>grooming</td>
<td>Dressing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0-10 for</td>
<td>Bowel continence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>feeding</td>
<td>Bladder continence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dressing</td>
<td>Toilet use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>continence</td>
<td>Transfer, bed to chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>toilet use</td>
<td>Mobility on level surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0-15 for</td>
<td>Stairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>transfers</td>
<td>mobility (from immobile to &gt;50 yards)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Lawton list of IADLs is shown below.

- Unable to use telephone
- Unable to take care of all shopping needs
- Unable to plan, prepare, and serve meals
- Unable to do any laundry
- Unable to maintain house alone (excludes occasional assistance)
  - unable to perform light daily tasks
  - cannot keep clean
  - needs help with maintenance
- Drive car or travel alone on bus or taxi
  - arranges travel by taxi
  - can use public transportation if assisted
- Not responsible for taking own medications
- Not manage financial matters independently
  - not manage day-to-day purchases

Despite the importance of functional status measures for patient well-being and function, most providers fail to assess or document them routinely during the course of care for older adults.

3. Domain Group III: Health Behaviors and Preferences

Tobacco use strongly influences health and the ability to recover from injury or illness. Screening for tobacco use and providing guidance and assistance with cessation are considered quality care processes. Knowledge of a patient’s level of alcohol use is important and improves quality because of the potential interaction of alcohol with many medications.
number of drinks a week can be directly queried. In addition, excessive alcohol use can be an
important influence on overall health, safety, and adherence to medications. Screening tools
such as the Cut down, Annoyed, Guilty, Eye-opener (CAGE), Alcohol-Use Identification Test
(AUDIT), and the Alcohol-Related Problems Survey (ARPS) have been used to identify
problem drinking in older adults.

The role of physical activity and diet in patient prognosis and improvement are clearly
recognized, and screening is considered important for high quality care. In addition to IADL
items addressing ability to prepare meals and mobility items discussed under functional status
above, food access may be relevant for discharge planning. Likewise, dietary needs and allergies
related to conditions below would be of importance.

Patient autonomy and control over health decisions is a recognized care value. Advance care
plans and goals of care seek to formally document patient preferences for future interventions in
the event the patient becomes unable to express preferences. Despite the seeming wisdom of
such planning, providers infrequently devote resources to assisting patients with this process.
Simple queries, whether part of a study intervention or mandated data collection, do not appear
to improve the quality or frequency of completion of advance care directives. It is important,
however, to standardize transmission across care sites of those preferences that have been
expressed and documented. The POLST, a one-page form, includes current treatment
restrictions, treatment restrictions for future states, and decision-making. It has had overall
success in one region for conveying advance care information about nursing home residents
across providers.

4. Domain Group IV: Diagnoses, Conditions and Associated Treatments

Active diagnoses requiring care management and follow-up are clearly important for discharge
planning and care transitions. Medical diagnoses and conditions are recognized factors
influencing death, hospitalization, functional improvement, and functional decline. The common
medical diagnoses and conditions that are important for improving outcomes and discharge
planning are dementia, diabetes, stroke, mood disorder and other psychiatric diagnosis, myocardial infarction or angina, valvular heart disease, heart failure, other heart conditions, limited vision, limited hearing, limited vision or hearing, hip fracture, cancer, falls, and arthritis. While these are the most commonly named significant risk factors for decline or future utilization, multiple other diagnoses and conditions may be important for a given patient. These diagnoses and conditions would vary by individual and could include, but not be limited to, the list provided above.

Medications used to treat disease are a marker for active diagnoses, disease severity and health
status. Medication errors continue to be a common source of medical error. Such errors can
stem from drug-to-drug interactions, from drug-disease interactions or from potential over- and
under-utilization of certain classes of drugs. Clear and accurate transmission of reconciled
medication lists (admission and discharge lists with name, indication, dose; allergies) is central
to safe care transitions. The Medicare Modernization Act offers an opportunity to systematically
collect medication information and could be a powerful supplement to assessment data and
quality improvement activities.
Administrative data are frequently used to identify diagnoses and conditions. These data typically have better specificity than sensitivity for capturing medical diagnoses and conditions.\textsuperscript{145-148} A few exceptions are notable. Outpatient diagnoses may be assigned to justify diagnostic testing for some conditions leading to a decrease in specificity of administrative data used for filing claims.\textsuperscript{149, 150} In addition, long-standing problem lists may lack specificity for detecting active disease and should be distinguished from other administrative data.

a. **Under-detected Conditions and Syndromes With Potential Importance for Standardized Assessment Tools:** Although administrative data have acceptable sensitivity for noting many conditions, under-detection is a significant problem for several important conditions and geriatric syndromes\textsuperscript{151, 152} such as dementia,\textsuperscript{153, 154} depression,\textsuperscript{155-157} pain,\textsuperscript{158-160} delirium,\textsuperscript{161} and falls.\textsuperscript{162} Medical record data and administrative data frequently demonstrate poor sensitivity for identifying these conditions because providers fail to systematically assess for their presence. This has important quality of care implications because these under-detected conditions are critical to the quality management of vulnerable older adults,\textsuperscript{79, 163} may be caused by drug side effects or interactions,\textsuperscript{164} are important for discharge planning and improving care transitions,\textsuperscript{165} and are the conditions most likely to evidence quality deficiencies in care processes.\textsuperscript{166} In addition, with the exception of falls, these conditions and syndromes have each been associated with variations in how patients report on preferences, other symptoms, and conditions. As such, measurement is particularly important if a discharge assessment tool will contain patient self-report items. The following paragraphs discuss some approaches to screening for these conditions.

b. **Depression:** Several depression screening tools have been tested and found to be valid. Most instruments screen for symptoms of possible depression. Because some symptoms such as disturbed sleep may reflect diseases other than depression, final diagnosis requires additional clinical identification that the symptoms relate to depression and that DSM-IV depression criteria are met. Some of the more commonly used self-report depression screeners are the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS);\textsuperscript{167, 168} the Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale (CES-D);\textsuperscript{169} the Primary Care Evaluation of Mental Disorders (Prime MD);\textsuperscript{170, 171} the PRIME-MD 2-item;\textsuperscript{172} and the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9).\textsuperscript{131, 173-175} The Cornell Scale for Depression in Dementia (CSDD) and the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (Ham-D) are among the more commonly used interviewer or observer rated tools for use in severely cognitively impaired or non-communicative patients. Both the CSDD and the Ham-D require considerable evaluator training to achieve acceptable reliability.\textsuperscript{176, 177}

The CES-D and GDS are the more long-standing tools and represent a significant advance from older surveys that asked for somatic symptoms such as palpitations. The CES-D consists of 20 items, has acceptable psychometric properties in adults, but has had limited acceptability to providers. The GDS was developed specifically for older adults and also has acceptable psychometric properties, but has not been widely adopted outside of the Geriatrics community. Thirty-, fifteen-, twelve-, and five-item versions of the GDS are available. The 15-item GDS shows almost equivalent sensitivity and specificity to the longer 30 item version. One study that compared the CES-D to the GDS in 130 community-dwelling adults age 60 or older found comparable performance. Sensitivity and specificity were 0.92 and 0.81 for the GDS-15 and 0.92 and 0.87 for the CES-D.\textsuperscript{178} Specificity is typically significantly lower in sicker populations. In a nursing home sample that was limited to persons with mild or no cognitive impairment,
comparable sensitivity and specificity were 0.88 and 0.62 for GDS-15 and 0.74 and 0.70 for CES-D.\textsuperscript{179}

The PRIME-MD, PRIME-MD 2-item, and PHQ-9 are a related group of depression screening tools. The PRIME-MD is the longest. It is a 27-item questionnaire with follow-up clinical interview. The PRIME-MD is considered a gold standard diagnostic tool, but its length prevents widespread implementation as a screening tool. The shortest is the PRIME-MD 2-item. Its two items have a high sensitivity (0.96) but a low specificity (0.57) for detecting depression. The developers acknowledge that this level of specificity means that at least 35 out of 100 persons screened would have a false positive result. This would seem to be too high for a publicly mandated assessment tool. The PHQ-9 is a self-report version of the PRIME-MD with a reported sensitivity of 0.88 and specificity of 0.88. Its items directly relate to DSM-IV criteria for diagnosing depression. The PHQ-9 is increasingly being used across health care settings,\textsuperscript{180, 181} and has been shown to be sensitive to change.\textsuperscript{173} It has been used effectively in practice-based interventions to improve primary care of depression in older adults.\textsuperscript{175, 182-184}

In addition to the PRIME-MD 2-item, other one- and two-item screeners have been explored. One study found that the Yale Depression single-item screen “Do you often feel sad or depressed” had comparable sensitivity and specificity to the GDS (0.69 and 0.90 for Yale Depression; 0.54 and 0.93 for the GDS)\textsuperscript{185} but some have suggested that these single-item approaches may not perform as well in older populations.\textsuperscript{186} Moreover, these abbreviated items would be unlikely to show sensitivity to change and therefore might fail to meet the important need for serial assessments to monitor response to therapy.\textsuperscript{187} Table 3.3 describes selected self-report depression screening instruments.

**Table 3.3: Examples of Self-Report Depression Screening Instruments**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Response metric</th>
<th>Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRIME-MD</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>During the past month have you been bothered a lot by</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>1. Little interest or pleasure in doing things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Feeling down, depressed, or hopeless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PHQ-9</strong></td>
<td>Not at all</td>
<td>Over the last 2 weeks, how often have you been bothered by any of the following problems?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Several days</td>
<td>1. Little interest or pleasure in doing things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>More than half the days</td>
<td>2. Feeling down, depressed, or hopeless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nearly every day</td>
<td>3. Trouble falling or staying asleep, or sleeping too much</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. Feeling tired or having little energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5. Poor appetite or overeating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6. Feeling bad about yourself — or that you are a failure or have let yourself or your family down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7. Trouble concentrating on things, such as reading the newspaper or watching television</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8. Moving or speaking so slowly that other people could have noticed? Or the opposite — being so fidgety or restless that you have been moving around a lot more than usual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9. Thoughts that you would be better off dead or of hurting yourself in some way</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 3.3: Examples of Self-Report Depression Screening Instruments (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Response metric</th>
<th>Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GDS-15</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1. Are you basically satisfied with your life?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>2. Have you dropped many of your activities and interests?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Do you feel that your life is empty?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. Do you often feel bored?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5. Are you in good spirits most of the time?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6. Are you afraid that something bad is going to happen to you?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7. Do you feel happy most of the time?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8. Do you often feel helpless?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9. Do you prefer to stay at home, rather than going out and doing new things?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10. Do you feel that you have more problems with memory than most?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11. Do you think it is wonderful to be alive now?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12. Do you fell pretty worthless the way you are now?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13. Do you feel full of energy?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14. Do you feel that your situation is hopeless?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>15. Do you think that most people are better off than you?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**c. Pain:** Pain is a prevalent condition in older adults. For patients with pain, appropriate assessment and tracking of pain is an important element of care.79, 188 It is also an important quality of life outcome and relates to other outcomes.140 Because of the need to track pain symptoms, treatment response, and the need to determine if pain is new or worsening, a standardized measure should be considered for inclusion in information conveyed at care transitions. As an indicator of the importance of serial assessment, standardized pain measurement is sometimes referred to as the “fifth vital sign.”189-191 Several different generic (i.e., not condition-specific) pain scales have been developed and used across care settings.

The most commonly used pain intensity scales are the 0 to 10 Numeric Rating Scale (11-point NRS) and Verbal Descriptor Scales (VDSs). The 11-point NRS is commonly used in hospital settings. It can be administered verbally, asking the patient to rate pain with 0 indicating “no pain” and 10 indicating “worst pain can imagine.” The preferred mode of administration in older adults or populations with mixed communication abilities is face-to-face with both verbal questioning and visual display of the NRS scale in large print. An example of a NRS is shown in Figure 3.1. Other NRS number lines might show only the bottom and top anchor. Verbal descriptor scales offer a variety of response metrics. A common VDS is the one included in the McGill Short Form questionnaire and is listed in Figure 3.1. A different VDS commonly used independently in the literature is also shown. Other tools, such as the faces rating scale, may have poorer performance in population sub-groups such as cognitively impaired.188, 192

Longer pain multi-dimensional assessment tools also consider frequency of pain, location of pain, and effect on function. The original McGill Pain Questionnaire is a standard in the field, using body maps to identify pain location, word groupings to describe pain, and items for rating pain. It also includes items on history, medications, etc. The authors report that it takes 15-20 minutes to initially complete and the time decreases to 10 minutes or less with interviewer experience.193 Shorter forms of the McGill have been proposed but these remain time consuming. The Geriatric Pain Measure is a shorter multidimensional pain assessment designed...
to evaluate older adults. It has been shown to have convergent validity with the McGill (Pearson’s r = .63, p < .0000). It includes 24 items that address pain intensity, disengagement, pain with walking, and pain with activities.194

Figure 3.1: Examples of Numeric Rating Scales and Verbal Descriptor Scales

**Numeric Rating Scale (NRS):**

"On a scale of zero to ten, where zero means no pain and ten equals the worst possible pain, what is your current pain level?"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numeric Rating Scale (NRS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Pain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Verbal Descriptor Scales (VDS)—two examples:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>McGill VDS</th>
<th>Other commonly used VDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rate the overall intensity of your pain</td>
<td>Have you had pain over the past two weeks? (or Do you have pain now?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0. No pain</td>
<td>0. No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Mild pain</td>
<td>1. Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Discomforting</td>
<td>If Yes, ask patient to describe the intensity of the pain at its worst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Distressing</td>
<td>1. Mild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Horrible</td>
<td>2. Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Excruciating</td>
<td>3. Severe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Very severe, horrible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

d. Cognitive Impairment: Cognitive impairment influences discharge location195 and rehabilitation outcomes196 and is important for discharge planning and safety issues during care transitions. Some quality indicator sets advocate documentation of cognitive status on admission to the hospital or a new physician practice.79 The US Preventive Task Force, however, has failed to find sufficient evidence to support routine screening.112 Multiple tools have been developed to aid in cognitive screening and assessment. The most commonly used and accepted cognitive assessment is the Mini Mental State Exam (MMSE).197 Its 20 items assess orientation, memory (recall), calculation/task memory, language, and visuospatial skill. It must be administered face-to-face and requires approximately 10 minutes to complete. For those providers who do screen for cognitive impairment, the MMSE has gained wide clinical acceptance. It correlates well with more in-depth gold standard neurocognitive testing by trained clinicians, although some cognitive domains are not assessed by the MMSE. It may be most lacking in its ability to identify early cognitive impairment and early loss of executive function, even after using accepted norms to adjust for education and age. Nonetheless, the MMSE has become the standard assessment against which shorter assessments are typically compared.

Clock drawing has been proposed as a simple screen for early cognitive impairment or loss of executive function that may be missed by the MMSE.198 It must also be administered face-to-
The Clock draw test may have some value as an independent screen for care planning because it may identify persons at risk for future institutionalization. However, it may not have equal validity in different cultural groups and even when coupled with MMSE is not sufficient for screening for all cognitively-related safety concerns.

The Mini-Cog combines 3-item recall with the clock draw. A score of 0-2 suggests dementia. When “naïve” interviewers use the Mini-Cog, their performance has been found to be comparable to trained interviewers. Sensitivity and specificity for classifying as “some” versus “no” impairment was similar to the MMSE in one community based sample, sensitivity = 76% vs. 79%, and specificity = 89% vs. 88% for dementia.

Researchers have developed abbreviated tools that can be administered by telephone. One such tool uses 3-item recall (apple, table, penny) and 3-item temporal orientation (day week, month, year) items to screen for cognitive impairment. Greater than 3 errors has sensitivity (89%) and specificity (88%) for classifying as dementia. Other cognitive screening tools that can be administered by telephone include the 7-item Blessed Orientation Memory Concentration Test (BOMC) and the 10-item Short Portable Mental Status Questionnaire (SPMSQ). For these shorter instruments, brevity and ease of administration come at the expense of floor and ceiling effects and ability to identify executive dysfunction. The Callahan and BOMC tools offer limited ability to measure change over time. The SPMSQ does allow some differentiation of levels of impairment. The Telephone Interview for Cognitive Status (TICS), has been more recently created for telephone screening for research purposes. It has a proxy version and does allow differentiation of levels of impairment. It requires about the same amount of time to complete as the MMSE, and may have fewer ceiling effects. However one recent, small study suggests low sensitivity (0.38) for detecting age associated memory impairment.

e. Delirium: Delirium is another under-detected health condition that is associated with poor health outcomes across settings, is a marker of hospital quality, and is important to detect in order to improve care transitions. It is associated with significant increase in current and future healthcare utilization. Detection is complicated by the fact that delirium may be superimposed on dementia or may occur in persons with no prior history of cognitive impairment. The Confusion Assessment Method (CAM) is an accepted gold standard screening tool for delirium. It is completed after conducting a structured cognitive exam such as the MMSE, and requires significant staff training to achieve acceptable sensitivity or reliability.

f. Falls: A history of falling is related to important patient outcomes including future falls, hip fracture, recovery, mortality, and self-imposed limitation in mobility because of a fear of falling. Discharge planning might be improved by identifying those patients with fall history. This can be accomplished by a simple query regarding number of falls in past year, classifying responses as 0, 1, >1. In addition, it is important to note that some persons who limit their activity because of fear of falling do not have a prior history of falls. However, measuring fear of falling may require a more complex set of items.
C. CHALLENGES FOR MEASURING DOMAINS

The preceding discussion presents domains with strong support for inclusion in standardized assessments. There is less consensus regarding their priority for inclusion or the best specific items for measuring these domains across population groups and across care settings. Unfortunately, the evidence base for identifying “best items” varies widely in sampling, the number and combination of considered domains and items, and the approach to querying those important patient domains and outcomes.\textsuperscript{226, 227} This variation yields many apparently contradictory findings.\textsuperscript{228} Unfortunately, very few studies have been conducted in older adults to directly compare the performance of different assessment instruments or the best combination for covering the full range within domains.

As indicated by the date range of the references above, most of these domains have been recognized and confirmed as important predictors for many years. The current challenge is selecting from among the potentially relevant domains those that are most appropriate for the purposes of this assessment, and then identifying the best ways to measure each domain to meet these needs. Once a domain is targeted, a further challenge arises from the need to include items and scales that are relevant for the entire Medicare PAC population. Covering the full range within a domain to avoid floor and ceiling effects can be extremely burdensome. Approaches such as those presented in Chapter 5 offer promise for minimizing burden while assuring precise measurement across the population. Developmental work might require the collection of data to allow better comparisons of performance in diverse populations of older adults in order to address the potential challenges to item validity and relevance outlined below.

The potential challenges to validity and feasibility of the assessment include achieving agreement across assessors in actual care settings, identifying how items will be collected, minimizing burden, achieving acceptability to providers and patients, accounting for item performance across population subgroups, accounting for the effect of variations in item wording on the relationship of items to each other and to the underlying construct, and translation of data into improved care. Each of these is discussed briefly below.

1. Agreement Across Assessors (inter-rater reliability)

Reliable information and reporting are fundamental to achieving assessment validity. Reliability and validity must be considered in the context of both efficacy (performance in ideal circumstances), and effectiveness (performance in actual conditions).\textsuperscript{229} Ideal or research collection of items may differ from collection in the real world because research teams are typically well trained for and charged with focusing on a limited set of measurement tasks. On the other hand, modern practice time pressures may limit provider attention to assessment, particularly if a significant amount of training or clinical evaluation time is needed. This makes it difficult to achieve reliability when collecting a large number of items in active clinical settings. In addition, users may lack motivation to invest in accurately assessing mandated items, particularly if they do not perceive a direct benefit. For these reasons, reliability performance should be tested under real-life conditions with the same conditions, providers, and levels of training as would be expected when the scale or item is in actual use. This has been conducted only for a limited number of the scales or items discussed above and has very rarely been tested for combined assessment tools.
A particularly relevant concern for implementing a common assessment tool is the need to achieve reliability across care settings. Different health settings naturally vary in their approaches to patients and care. Providers in different settings may have different levels of training, different experience, and a different framework for viewing patients. Many of the provider-tested measures of physical function would require significant training to achieve agreement, particularly if the type of provider performing the assessment will vary across settings. Even short interview items can be strongly influenced by the interviewer’s approach to the patient. To some extent, having items collected at the hospital prior to discharge may decrease some of the variation that would be expected across settings and increase the chance for a more common assessment approach. This provides a strong argument in support of the current effort to implement a common assessment prior to hospital discharge. Even in a single setting, it remains important to ascertain whether the type of clinician collecting the data matters, and if so, specify who should provide which elements.

2. How Items will be Collected (Modes of Administration)

In a related issue for evaluating older adults, variations in mode of administration present another important factor that must be considered in efforts to develop a care transition assessment. Mode of administration (patient, provider, or proxy response) is a significant source of variation for interview items, even within a given setting. Careful attention will need to be paid to determine the best information source for a given item because different sources (patient interview, proxy interview, provider interview or observation, medical record) do not always agree. Whether a patient's or a provider's views are preferred is important to consider when determining whether an item should be patient vs. provider response. In addition, research comparisons have even shown significant differences for the same items between self-administered and interviewer-administered questionnaires. An algorithm identifying a priority order for information source may be necessary for some items when a primary source is not available. For example, a non-communicative patient may not be able to answer depression items, requiring other approaches for assessment.

3. Burden

While each of the above domains is individually important for improving outcomes, care transitions and care planning, it is necessary to consider multiple domains in order to fully capture a patient’s health state. This is particularly challenging when assessing vulnerable older adults with multiple conditions and syndromes. In addition, the number of items that are proposed to measure some domains can be significant. For example, most IADL/ADL lists used in surveys contain 10-15 items, and many item responses require follow-up questions (e.g., identifying task modification, identifying need for human assistance). Thus, a full set of IADL/ADL items can be cumbersome to incorporate in surveys and could pose significant provider and respondent burden. Further adding to potential burden, many items and scales are subject to floor and ceiling effects. The potential for these effects can be somewhat minimized in more homogeneous groups such as long-stay nursing home residents. However, for more diverse populations or for assessing across population subgroups with potentially wide ranging health states, this can present a significant but not insurmountable challenge to achieving parsimony. Providers are less likely to see an item as burdensome if they see relevance and utility for care processes that they value.
Different data sources offer different advantages and disadvantages for balancing reduced burden against relevance and accuracy. These considerations will vary across domains and items. This is a particularly important issue for follow-up and post-discharge assessments. Collecting information from pre-existing administrative data might decrease provider and respondent burden. However, administrative data vary in quality and content across organizations, and has well recognized limitations for monitoring or assessing populations. As noted above, many important conditions in this population are under-recognized and underreported, particularly in administrative data. For other items, such as ethnicity and race, administrative data vary in accuracy for particular racial groups, being plagued by frequent missing data and being more accurate for white and African American than for other groups. Most importantly, administrative data do not capture functional status.

A simple telephone survey or questionnaire could make the assessment transportable across settings and organizations and potentially more representative of a patient’s real health. However, surveys can be time-consuming to administer and may be plagued by non-response. Not all domains have identified items that have been collected by telephone interviews.

Cognitive impairment presents a particular measurement challenge for some members of this population. Most research shows that even persons with moderate cognitive impairment are able to self-report symptoms of depression and pain as well as answer multidimensional assessments, although this finding is not consistent across all item sets or across all studies. Other approaches are clearly needed for assessing persons who are non-communicative or with severe cognitive impairment. Despite this challenge, it remains important to assess symptoms in persons with cognitive impairment as they appear to be at increased risk for under-treatment.

4. Acceptability

Provider acceptance is important for encouraging accurate assessment and for incorporation of assessment findings into better care. In addition to time and data collection burden discussed above, the subject matter of a particular item may limit acceptability. This appears to be particularly relevant for many of the SES variables. Providers express ethical concerns about considering race in clinical care, and correctly point to genetic heterogeneity that exists within socially constructed racial categories. Many patients feel uncomfortable with being asked about race, ethnicity, or SES, although this might be mitigated if they understand that the query is meant to ensure equal quality. Many SES variables present unique challenges for self-report and administrative data with potentially complex interactions and variations in conclusions depending on definitions applied. Although less dramatic, other items may not be asked because of limited acceptability. Despite the widespread use of the GDS to screen for depression in research studies and geriatric training programs, it has not been incorporated into standard care, with some providers objecting to routine screening terminology such as “worthless.” For both GDS and other tools with scales, providers may fail to understand the need to ask and respondents may resist answering several items that seem redundant, merely because they load onto a common factor and permit scaling.
5. Item Wording and Application to Subsets of the Population

In describing the domains above, we noted that some, such as gender, race, language, and cognitive status are associated with variations in proclivity to report and in ability to respond to items. In addition, for these groups, individual item responses for subgroups of respondents may vary in terms of how they relate to the underlying construct being measured. Analytic methods are available to assess and address this problem if the same set of items has been collected in the relevant subgroups. For example, concerns have been raised that the self-reported difficulty of IADL/ADL items may vary by gender because of traditional differences in role-function, and the hierarchical order of IADL items has been shown to vary between age subgroups. Item response theory (IRT) methods have been used to show that the relationship of these items to the construct of disability do not vary for women compared to men or for oldest old compared to younger old. Systematic cross-cultural testing is lacking for many items that may be subject to cultural variations in performance. If data on items were available in sufficiently large and diverse samples, similar approaches could be used to examine other items across relevant population subgroups.

Specific item wording is important in the performance of a domain across population subgroups and overtime. The prevalence of self-reported difficulty and self-reported need-for-help varies by age, and item wording changes the relationships of the items to the underlying construct of disability. For example, the response categories used to assess IADL/ADL limitations can include difficulty vs. no difficulty, able vs. not able, receive-help vs. not receive-help, and does vs. does not do. Difficulty is not a simple mid-point value on a scale extending from no difficulty to receive-help. The choice of item wording and response categories can lead to different prevalence and outcome estimates across studies and in the same population. In addition, individual IADL/ADL items differ in the extent to which they vary across response categories. These variations affect the interpretation of IADL/ADL items and can make comparison of ordered lists difficult.

Item wording also circumscribes the conclusions that can be drawn from a given item. For example, the MCBS asks if the respondent received help, not if the respondent needed help. This may lead to differential identification of IADL/ADL problems across groups with different access to resources. For example, assistive devices can avert the need for assistance and unmet need for these devices may hasten dependency. In one study of a dementia population, persons with baseline unmet need were more likely to be placed in nursing homes, die or be lost to follow-up, even after considering IADL/ADL and cognitive status.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, it is not clear whether any type of assessment, in the absence of other systematic quality improvement activities, will improve outcomes. It is increasingly recognized that assessing and noting these factors is a necessary but not sufficient condition for improving care and care outcomes. Indeed, the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force recommends screening adults for depression if the clinical practice has systems in place to assure accurate diagnosis, effective treatment, and follow-up. In one research study, a comprehensive assessment initiated in the hospital and followed up for completion at home identified problems and led to some changes in therapy; however, the effect was limited and six-month outcomes were not improved. Coupling assessment with management can make a difference. In a controlled trial of Geriatric Evaluation and Management (GEM) Units that
combined assessment with clinical management, patients cared for in inpatient GEM units had less functional decline at 6 months than those receiving standard care, and patients in outpatient GEM care had better mental health outcomes.291

D. EXAMPLES OF AVAILABLE INSTRUMENTS AND SURVEYS FOR COMMUNITY-DWELLING POPULATIONS

1. Health Outcomes Survey (Medicare HOS, formerly known as the Health of Seniors Survey)

The HOS is part of the Health Employer Data Set (HEDIS®) collection of measures published by the National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA). Plans collect this data as part of NCQA accreditation (if sought). The 90-item HOS includes 3 components: the SF-36, items for case-mix risk adjustment, and items added by CMS for monitoring Medicare Managed Care Plans. Both a baseline random sample of 1,000 Medicare Beneficiaries in each plan (if enrollment population <1000, then all beneficiaries are surveyed) and two-year follow-up survey are obtained. Since 1997, CMS has required all Medicare Managed Care Organizations (MCOs) to collect and report HEDIS® measures and MCOs have submitted HOS to CMS since 1998.292

The HOS is derivative of SF-36, a core set of 36 items.88, 90, 293, 294 A slightly different scoring system has been put forth for the proprietary MOS SF-36® (International Resource Center for Health Care Assessment, Boston MA) and the publicly available RAND 36-item Health Survey 1.0. Two point changes on the overall score have been associated with clinically meaningful changes in status.

The SF-36 includes eight scales that measure the following domains: physical function (10 items); physical role limitations (4 items); emotional role limitation (3 items), social role limitation (2 items); emotional well-being (5 items); pain (2 items); energy or fatigue (4 items); general health perceptions (5 items). It has repeatedly been shown to evidence strong psychometric properties. The internal reliability of the scales has been reported as: physical function (0.93); physical role limitations (0.84); emotional role limitation (0.83), social role limitation (0.85); emotional well-being (0.90); pain (0.82), energy or fatigue (0.87), general health perceptions (0.78). Two component scores can also be generated: a physical component and a mental component.

The SF-36 has been repeatedly shown to be a valid measure of health status in a wide range of patient populations,88, 295-302 has been used as a gold-standard outcome measure in multiple studies, has shown sensitivity to change, and has shown convergent validity with differences in care quality and other health indexes or physiologic measures, including studies in vulnerable and frail populations.291, 303-314 The MHI-5 has shown validity when compared to gold-standard measures for identifying major depression in functionally impaired elders (sensitivity = 78.7% and specificity = 72.1%),315 and the mental health subscale is highly correlated with the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) in nursing home residents capable of self-report.316 Some scales such as role-emotion showed less convergent validity in nursing home populations.316 It has also been applied as a validation gold standard in multiple studies developing new health status and quality of life measure.317-320 The SF-36 has been tested in persons with mild to moderate cognitive impairment and shown to have continued acceptable psychometric properties.271
The HOS is designed to be a self-administered, mailed survey. The SF-36 and HOS can also be interviewer administered. A Spanish language version of the HOS is available. The SF-36 has been translated and validated in multiple languages.321-330

The SF-36 may not capture all relevant components of quality of life for all patient subgroups.331-334 It has been criticized as more relevant to younger populations and subject to floor effects.335-337 One study of the SF-36 (without ADL/IADL items) in an acute stroke population found internal consistency of the scales and sensitivity to change over time, but poor correlation with accepted measures of stroke severity.338 Likewise, abbreviated versions of the SF-36, such as the SF-20, have been more subject to floor effects in more severely ill populations.315,326 However, the HOS added more ADL items, and some analyses in more vulnerable elders reveal continued validity of scales.339 A modified version of the SF-36 that expands dichotomous response options has been developed for veteran populations with a resulting reduction in ceiling and floor effects for the expanded item responses.340

2. Continuity of Care Record (CCR)

The Continuity of Care Record (CCR) aims to provide a structure and standard to facilitate documentation and transfer of health information across providers and settings. It is intended as a longitudinal snapshot of patient data. The structure aims to accommodate multiple clinical domains with required sections addressing conditions (active, resolved, admission and discharge diagnoses), allergies (pharmacy, dietary, general), and medications (history, administered, discharge, current). Optional sections allow capture of advance directives, functional status, procedures, encounters, family history, social history, immunizations, vital signs, lab results and plan of care. In order to enhance interoperability, the CCR does not allow individual users of the standard to add additional sections. The CCR standard process is set up to allow additional sections to be added through a formal ballot process.

There are two sets of constraints or rules on the standard. The CCR intends to apply HL-7 messaging standards and if used in an electronic format requires adherence to XML schema, which says what names tags must have and in which order. It also defines what is optional and what is required. Work is underway to develop a HL7 CDA implementation guide for the CCR, which would easily allow HL7 V3 messaging. The second set of constraints comes from the implementation guide. It contains the constraints that are not easily definable in a XML schema, such as which controlled vocabulary to use. The CCR intends to have the ability to capture coded data such as type of clinical document/encounter, conditions, allergies, laboratory, vital signs, radiology procedures, operative procedures, other procedures such as LP, aspiration – in LOINC or any other controlled vocabulary. CCR will allow for the coding of a particular data element in multiple controlled vocabularies. For example, the problem list could be coded through a controlled vocabulary such as ICD9, SNOMED, or ICPC. The final specification will also be influenced by current efforts to establish which controlled vocabularies can quickly be absorbed by users and software developers and by current efforts to work with controlled vocabulary developers to achieve complete coverage of the concepts that might be captured by the CCR.

CCR does not specify a particular standardized item, scale or question wording, aiming instead to identify controlled vocabulary that would allow capture and summary of medical record
content in a uniform presentation. Enumerations of items were part of the early development of the standard, but the consensus process required that they be removed. Work is ongoing to identify or develop standardized, controlled vocabularies for several of the optional sections such as advance directives, functional status, family history, and social history. The CCR Acceleration Task Force is also looking at enumerations for concepts such as <Status>, which are not covered by a controlled vocabulary. Some of the vendors in the CCR Acceleration Task Force have taken the initial enumeration work and have worked to refine it for their needs. The need for these enumerations is due to the fact that some domains within the CCR are not covered by current “free” controlled vocabularies (or any controlled vocabulary). CCR Acceleration Task Force Leaders have noted that no demographic elements have been specified in the standard.

There is no consensus as to which medication controlled vocabulary should be used. The two most widely available, NDC and RxNorm, have recognized but different limitations. Some believe that NDC is not modeled in a way that facilitates physician use or decision support. RxNorm may be modeled in a more accessible way, but is not complete.

The CCR has not been implemented. The generation of a longitudinal health summary that relies on controlled vocabularies and can enhance information exchange in an EHR holds great promise for improving care transfers. However, a lack of standardized survey or assessment items raises questions about the ability of a tool such as a CCR to track quality issues or outcomes across providers and patients. One could imagine that some process measures based on appropriate medications for diagnoses could be generated.

3. VA GEC Referral Form

This assessment form was adapted from the Michigan Choice Instrument which includes items related the MDS-HC. Its primary purpose is to improve care planning at discharge, including the identification of the appropriate level of care and support needs. It includes 91 questions across the following 22 sections: (1) referral source; (2) patient’s living situation; (3) caregiver characteristics (contact information, relationship to the patient, type of support, access, ability to increase help); (4) language; (5) homebound status; (6) IADLs (meal preparation, housework, shopping, transportation, telephone use, medication management, managing finances), and recent change in IADL; (7) services in the home; (8) other (recent change in living arrangements, want other living situation; amount of physical activity, left alone, surrogate decision maker, advance directive); (9) skilled care and treatments (DME, special diets, tube feeding, IV, catheter, dialysis, wound care, pressure ulcer care and stage, frequency of nurse observation, rehabilitation, substance abuse treatment); (10) ADLs (bathing, dressing, eating, using the toilet; moving in bed, transfers, moving around indoors, mobility with wheelchair) and recent change in ADLs; (11) continence (urine, stool); (12) skin; (13) behaviors and symptoms (wandering, verbally abusive behaviors, physically abusive behaviors, resisting care, hallucinations); (14) cognitive status (ease of decision making, ability to make self understood, agitation or disorientation poses danger); (15) prognosis (recent flare, direct care staff perception of possibility for increased independence, limited life expectancy); (16) weight bearing status; (17) diet; (18) equipment needs; (19) supplies needed; (20) goals of care (check all that apply); (21) program to which referred; and (22) estimated duration of services.
The VA instrument includes many of the domains of interest for the uniform assessment instrument; however, little information is available on the scales that are being proposed in terms of precision at different levels of impairment, reliability, and sensitivity to change. The background materials that support the VA GEC referral form indicate that, in field trials, if “a provider who knows the patient” completes the form, the completion time is under 10 minutes. A study is currently underway in the VA to evaluate baseline referral practices prior to full implementation of the VA GEC, which is scheduled for early 2006.

4. Core Outcome and Comprehensive Assessment – Basic (COCOA-B)

The 174 items in the COCOA-B address multiple domains relevant to patient outcomes, care transitions and resource planning. It serves as a comprehensive health assessment reviewing the domains listed above as well as additional symptoms, sensory impairments, prognosis, and nutritional status. Sections and items include: demographics & SES (gender, age, Medicaid eligibility, ethnicity, race, marital status, primary language and English fluency, education); diagnoses (record up to 8, ICD-9, severity rating 0-4; acute or chronic); overall prognosis and life expectancy; pain (presence, severity, frequency, interfere with daily activities, intractable); pressure ulcers (presence, number at each stage, stage of most problematic, status of most problematic); select health behaviors; flu immunization status; vision; hearing; height and weight; hydration (oral fluid intake, skin tugor); nutrition risk (10 items); other symptoms (dyspnea, edema); continence (UI frequency, UI occurence, treatment for UTI, bowel incontinence); falls; medication management (independence, adherence); adherence to therapy/interventions; self-rated health; 9 IADL/ADL items (difficulty, receive help); functional performance (lifting 10 lbs, walk ¼ mile); attendance at day health center; type of residence; with whom the patient lives; caregiver (existence, number, frequency of assistance, type of assistance); advance directives; anxiety, stress/concerns; 10 symptoms of reported or disturbed mood; frequency of 6 behavior problems; cognitive items (cognitive function, memory, judgment, ability to understand others, ability to express thoughts); satisfaction and problems with care and access; social isolation; self-rated quality of life; caregiver stress, coping and satisfaction with services and access; items completed by therapist include patient endurance, ability to perform 8 ADLs (5-point response scale) and 6 IADLs, prognosis for rehab and structural variables.

5. The Vulnerable Elders 13 Item Survey (VES-13)

The VES-13 was developed as a parsimonious approach to identifying older adults at significant risk for health decline in order to allow better targeting of evaluations and care. It was developed as part of the Assessing Care of Vulnerable Elders (ACOVE) project. Its 13 items address age, physical function, self-rated health, and IADL/ADLs. It is being used in several health care systems to screen for and identify elders warranting referral for more comprehensive geriatric assessment. It provides information on a set of elders for whom quality of care measurably improves 15-month outcomes.

The VES-13 is provided as an example of the type of tool that can be developed when common factors and outcomes are available for a group of patients. Its development considered a range of domains important for health outcomes in older adults. IRT methods were employed to test the applicability of IADL/ADL items to population subgroups (male, female, oldest-old, younger-
old) and to test change in performance if response choices were varied. Because it was planned as an easily transportable paper and pencil tool, best subset analyses were used to decrease item burden within a domain and regression models were used to eliminate domains from the tool. Finally, an integer-based scoring approach was developed and tested in order to facilitate provider and patient assessment. It can be self-administered, administered by non-clinical office staff over the phone, or in face-to-face interviews in less than 5 minutes (average telephone = 2.8 minutes).

Its brevity prevents it from capturing all of the functional status items that might be important for a given patient, screening for syndromes such as mood or pain, and from capturing all of the data that would be important for an individual’s care transition. Because diagnoses did not add to its targeting ability, they are not included, but are clearly relevant for care transitions. It is subject to ceiling effects in healthy populations. However, its physical function and IADL/ADL items are highly correlated with mood, pain and cognition; reported problems with VES-13 items are being used to identify those patients warranting more detailed queries of these conditions and syndromes. Self-rated health also correlates with multiple dimensions of health, including disease diagnoses and function, and provides additional information even when these items are considered.

E. CONCLUSION

Several domains are recognized as important for standardized, quality assessment of older adults in hospital and community settings. To select items for measuring domains in diverse populations, several challenges will need to be addressed. Some instruments exist that aim to improve assessment but none seem to offer the brevity, flexibility, adequate testing across provider and population subgroups, and a range that avoids ceiling and floor effects. The VA GEC and COCOA-B assess multiple domains, but feasibility and acceptability for providers remains to be determined. The CCR includes multiple domains, but has not been tested and fails to identify specific item sets for measuring those domains. While this achieves the desired flexibility for an electronic health record, it would prohibit comparisons across providers, an important objective for a national data collection effort. For many domains, it would also limit its utility and ease of translation for different providers because they may not be familiar with or understand how to translate particular measures applied by other providers. The SF-36 has the widest experience and offers the advantage of current use as part of HEDIS. Domains like medications that are untapped by the SF-36 could be added.
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Chapter 4
Hospital Discharge Assessment and Data Items that Facilitate Appropriate Placement and Efficient Care Transitions

A. INTRODUCTION

This chapter focuses on two of the three explicit primary purposes for a uniform assessment tool: the facilitation of decision making regarding appropriate PAC placement and the provision of core patient information to promote safe and efficient care transitions between care settings. The third primary purpose, assessment of outcomes across settings and over time, is addressed in Chapter 6.

In conceptualizing the approach to developing a Uniform Patient Assessment Instrument (UPAI) that could be used across acute and PAC settings, MedPAC recommended that the initial focus should be to develop an instrument that would be completed at the time of discharge from the acute hospital. This assessment would enable providers to adequately initiate PAC in the most appropriate setting and provide a baseline uniform characterization of patients for longitudinal monitoring as they transfer between acute and post-acute care, as well as between different PAC settings. In so doing, this tool would be integral to promoting greater beneficiary-centered care by ensuring smooth transitions among care providers.

Ultimately, this assessment instrument will support CMS’ vision for a broader model of PAC in which payment, care-planning, quality assurance, and program monitoring are driven according to the individual beneficiary’s needs. A more integrated approach to patient assessment will give providers in different settings more uniform information about a beneficiary's previous medical and health history to better plan and manage patient care.

However, it is important to recognize that assessment in and of itself is not the key to achieving this broader vision. Leaders of this effort need to avoid the pitfall of, “all assessed up and nowhere to go”. In other words, avoid the scenario whereby the emphasis is disproportionately placed on assessment rather than initiating the appropriate actions to improve care. Assessment that does not directly address one of the three primary purposes described above could potentially adversely affect quality if clinicians’ attention is distracted away from the essential task of preparing beneficiaries to participate in the care delivered in the next setting. Similarly, if the core information collected and transferred with the beneficiary is inaccurate, this approach could adversely affect patient safety by propagating medical errors. As with most successful efforts, this broader vision needs to articulate the desired outcome(s) first, and then work backwards to define how assessment can help to produce these outcomes.

Equally as important as defining what this assessment instrument would be is to concurrently articulate what this assessment instrument would not be. It would not replace existing setting specific assessment tools such as the MDS, OASIS, or IRF-PAI. It would not comprise a comprehensive data set for care planning. Rather, the assessment instrument would contain core data that could be incorporated into setting specific assessments and then augmented with additional information pertinent to a given setting.
In approaching the development of a uniform assessment instrument, a few lessons from the literature and a few caveats are worth considering. A recent Cochrane review concluded that there is insufficient evidence to suggest that hospital discharge planning reduces hospital readmission rates, hospital length of stay, hospital costs or that it improves health outcomes.\(^1\) Similarly, beyond a few select conditions such as stroke and hip fracture, there is a paucity of research to assist clinicians in determining the optimal discharge destination setting for most beneficiaries. Clinicians in most care settings function in silos, operating independently from one another, and consequently have little insight into how care is delivered in other settings.\(^2\) The different settings often have different staffing ratios, different orientations and approaches to assessment and management, and face different regulatory and reimbursement requirements. These different requirements also demand different data needs, and guidance will be needed for how the proposed uniform assessment instrument tool completed at hospital discharge would impact the MDS, OASIS, and IRF-PAI. For instance, the new instrument could either populate or be populated by these setting-specific assessment tools.

The timing for CMS to develop the uniform assessment instrument is ideal, as this effort will likely result in potential synergies with many existing national efforts. As will be discussed later in this chapter, new Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) initiatives will focus on continuity and coordination out of the hospital. The National Quality Forum has issued a call for performance measures aimed at coordinating care out of the hospital. The Institute for Healthcare Improvement Hospital is launching a transition out of the hospital initiative as part of its program aimed at Transforming Care At the Bedside. With support from the John A. Hartford Foundation, the Society for Hospital Medicine (SHM) has undertaken a consensus effort to create a model for Idealized Hospital Discharge Planning. The United Hospital Fund is planning a new program aimed at improving communication and collaboration between health care practitioners and family caregivers at the time of hospital discharge. Finally, the Institute of Medicine’s December 2005 report “Performance Measurement: Accelerating Improvement”, explicitly addresses transitional care and pay-for-performance.\(^3\)

**B. FINDINGS/DISCUSSION**

1. **Factors Influencing Beneficiaries’ Post-Hospital Destination**

Before discussing the potential application of a uniform PAC assessment instrument, it is worth considering the wide and varied factors that have the potential to influence a beneficiary’s post-hospital destination. Many key factors may not routinely be captured during assessment. Ideally, the post-hospital destination decision should be a joint decision made between the responsible clinicians and the beneficiary, with input from family caregivers. The decision should be based primarily on the beneficiary’s care needs at the time of transition and the beneficiary’s preferences. The beneficiary should be informed as to what his or her financial obligation would be for the various PAC options under consideration.\(^4\) To the extent that family caregivers are expected to assist in the execution of the care plan, their input should be explicitly obtained to determine whether they are willing and able to participate.

A host of factors that may not directly concern the beneficiary’s immediate care needs often enter into the decision. Such factors include: service capabilities and staffing of the receiving
provider; complexity of patient care and resource needs; payor source(s); existing financial
arrangements/contracts between providers; discharge planner’s familiarity, professional and
personal views; time of day, day of week; availability of able and willing caregiver support;
patient/family preference; cultural preferences; patient cognition/capacity for carry over learning;
transportation/geography/weather; and fear of litigation. Some of these factors are within the
control of the clinicians handling the discharge, while others (e.g., daily per diem rates under the
RUGS III system) are not.

Currently, there are no evidence-based criteria to inform hospital personnel in determining what
the appropriate PAC setting is for a beneficiary with a known set of conditions and skilled care
needs. Most of the studies conducted to date have focused on discreet conditions such as stroke
and hip fracture. For example, one study by Kramer and colleagues found that since
implementation of PPS, beneficiaries are increasingly transferred to IRF with the majority
subsequently receiving care in a second Post Acute Care provider.5 Previous work has
demonstrated that beneficiaries discharged to inpatient rehabilitation facilities had improved
functional outcomes compared with those discharged to SNF. However, this relationship was
not observed for beneficiaries who suffered a hip fracture.6 The researchers then used propensity
scores to determine the factors that distinguished patients transferred to IRF versus SNF. Among
numerous characteristics, the factors that distinguished IRF from SNF patients who suffered a
stroke, the main factors were caregiver availability, cognition and social/recreational functioning.
For patients who suffered a hip fracture, these same factors also predicted placement, as did
physical function and walking ability. In developing guidelines for stroke care, the Agency for
Health Care Policy and Research (now the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality) was
unable to reach consensus on the setting or service needs.7 Thus the evidence needed to guide
placement decisions is relatively limited and it is not clear that findings for one condition such as
stroke can necessarily be generalized to other conditions.

2. Current Regulations That Might Impact a Discharge Planning Tool

Prior to the development of a uniform PAC assessment instrument, it may be instructive to
consider how such a tool might be informed by and aligned with existing regulations. Medicare
Conditions of Participation and HIPAA regulations are perhaps most relevant to the primary
purposes articulated for this assessment instrument.

Within Medicare’s statutory framework, Conditions of Participation explicitly include
requirements concerning continuity of care and discharge planning for hospitals. JCAHO has
deemed status from CMS to provide oversight for these Conditions of Participation. Under
statute, this requires JCAHO to assess the care practices delineated in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Medicare Conditions of Participation Concerning Hospital Discharge Activities

**Discharge planning: General Requirement**
The hospital must have in effect a discharge planning process that applies to all patients. The policies and procedures for discharge planning must be specified in writing.

**Identify Patients At-Risk for Adverse Health Consequences**
The hospital must identify at an early stage of hospitalization all patients who are likely to suffer adverse health consequences upon discharge if there is no adequate discharge planning.

**Discharge-Planning Evaluation**
The hospital must provide a discharge-planning evaluation to the patients identified as at-risk and to other patients upon the patient’s request or at the request of a physician.

**Elements of the Discharge-Planning Evaluation**
The discharge-planning evaluation must include an evaluation of the likelihood of a patient’s needing post-hospital services and of the availability of the services.

**Evaluating the Likelihood of Self-Care**
The discharge-planning evaluation must include an evaluation of the likelihood of a patient’s need for self-care or the possibility of patients being cared for in the environment from which they entered the hospital.

**Timely Discharge Planning Required**
The hospital personnel must complete the evaluation on a timely basis so that appropriate arrangements for post-hospital care are made before discharge and to avoid unnecessary delays in discharge.

**Documentation of Discharge Planning and Patient Discussion**
The hospital must include the discharge planning evaluation in the patient’s medical record for use in establishing an appropriate discharge plan and must discuss the results of the evaluation with the patient or individual acting on his or her behalf.

**Qualified Personnel for Discharge Plan Development**
A registered nurse, social worker, or other appropriately qualified personnel must develop, or supervise the development of, a discharge plan if the discharge planning evaluation indicates a need for a discharge plan.

**Physician Request for Discharge Plan**
In the absence of a finding by the hospital that a patient needs a discharge plan, the patient’s physician may request a discharge plan. In such a case, the hospital must develop a discharge plan for the patient.

**Hospital to Arrange Services**
The hospital must arrange for the initial implementation of the patient’s discharge plan.

**Reassessing the Discharge Plan**
The hospital must reassess the patient’s discharge plan if there are factors that may affect continuing care needs or the appropriateness of the discharge plan.

**Pre-discharge Counseling**
As needed, the patient and family members or interested persons must be counseled to prepare them for post-hospital care.

**Transfer and Referral**
The hospital must transfer or refer patients, along with necessary medical information, to appropriate facilities, agencies, or outpatient services, as needed, for follow-up or ancillary care.
JCAHO has been criticized for its lack of vigorous oversight and monitoring of the Medicare hospital Conditions of Participation in general and with respect to the discharge planning process in particular. In 2002, more than 90% of all hospitals nationwide received the highest score of 5/5 (i.e., “substantial compliance”) for discharge planning accreditation items. These findings are in sharp contrast to the growing evidence base that demonstrates there are serious quality problems in transitional care. In its defense, JCAHO has explained that it believed it does not have “deemed status” with respect to compliance with discharge planning standards (i.e., that these particular Conditions of Participation had been “carved out”). However, subsequent discussions between CMS and JCAHO have clarified that in fact JCAHO does have deemed status for discharge planning standards.

Among those Conditions of Participation related to discharge planning identified in Table 4.1, the standard for a Discharge Planning Evaluation is particularly relevant to the development of a uniform PAC assessment instrument. The discharge-planning evaluation is different from the discharge plan. The evaluation is an assessment that looks at the patient’s physical and mental condition, the likely post-hospital living situation, and the patient’s ability to engage in such daily living activities as eating, dressing, bathing, and ambulating. The plan, including the type of setting to which the patient is to be discharged, focuses on the medical and social support needs of the patient in that setting.

CMS’ Interpretive Guidelines provide that the needs assessment can be formal or informal. The hospital may develop an evaluation tool or protocol. Generally, the assessment should include an evaluation of factors that affect an individual’s needs for care after discharge from the acute care setting, such as an assessment of bio-psychosocial needs, the patient’s and caregiver’s understanding of discharge needs, and identification of post-hospital care resources. At the present time, nonetheless, there is no nationally accepted standard for this evaluation. The purpose of a discharge planning evaluation is to determine continuing care needs after the patient leaves the hospital setting. It is not intended to be a care-planning document.

Returning to JCAHO, in January 2004, JCAHO implemented a new approach to the survey process, Tracer Methodology. This new approach also has potential implications for the development of a uniform PAC assessment instrument. Tracer Methodology includes the following elements: (a) following the course of care and services provided to a particular patient; (b) assessing relationships among disciplines and important functions; (c) evaluating the performance of relevant processes related to patient care; and (d) identifying potential vulnerabilities in care processes. It is now part of the typical 3-day onsite hospital survey process, and in most instances, a typical team of three surveyors is expected to complete approximately 11 tracers. The Tracer Methodology has not yet been extended beyond the hospital setting but it has potentially important implications for discharge planning and transitions. In particular, this approach can follow a particular patient, assessing how the patient fares along a continuum of care. It can potentially assess how well the hospital staff has ascertained post-hospital needs of a particular patient, the planning for discharge that has occurred, and, through patient interviews, can assess the patient’s understanding about the PAC aspects of his or her care. At the time of this writing, JCAHO plans to extend the Tracer Methodology to include the discharge process from hospital to home. JCAHO surveyors will
contact beneficiaries several days after discharge to assess whether hospital staff made adequate arrangements and appropriately prepared beneficiaries for discharge.

Another particularly relevant regulatory concern that may potentially influence the development of a uniform PAC assessment instrument is the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). Exchange of patients’ health information for purposes of treatment, payment, and health care operations is allowed under HIPAA. This would include not only the physicians and nursing staff but also case managers, home and community services personnel, and the communication of referral information to multiple facilities just prior to the decision determining appropriate placement. Thus although HIPAA regulations are relatively clear, misinterpretation is common. Clinicians’ may be apprehensive to share information for fear of violating HIPAA laws and facing accompanying penalties. The HIPAA regulations are not the primary barrier per se but rather it is the perceptions, the myths, and the false assumption about the regulations. If CMS were to implement a uniform PAC assessment, it would be important to take this opportunity to provide accompanying language clarifying CMS’ interpretation of HIPAA laws for potential end-adopters.

3. Existing Hospital Discharge Assessment Tools

Prior attempts to create a uniform PAC assessment instrument can provide important lessons and insights to the current discussion. In some cases, the content of the instrument under development provides valuable information into the domains of the new instrument proposed, which are discussed in the following section. However, in other cases, it is the set of actions or processes that did or did not lead to successful implementation that are particularly instructive. Four instruments will be discussed: the Uniform Needs Assessment Instrument (UNAI), the Veteran’s Association Geriatrics and Extended Care (GEC) Referral, a predictive tool developed by Holland and colleagues, and a prediction tool developed by Fairchild and colleagues.

The creation of the UNAI was mandated under OBRA 87. Not unlike the current effort discussed herein, the primary purpose of the UNAI was to determine individual’s needs for continuing care and not to replace comprehensive geriatric assessment. The UNAI was intended to improve continuity of care between acute, post-acute, and long-term care. It was explicitly designed to help discharge planners make more informed decisions and also transmit essential information to PAC providers to initiate appropriate and timely care. An extensive effort was made to create the UNAI and the domains that were selected are quite similar to those proposed in the next section for the new instrument. Research Triangle Institute and Meyers Research Institute received the contract to conduct field-testing. Thus there are many parallels between this past effort and the current effort under discussion. According to CMS (HCFA) staff working directly on this instrument in the 1990’s, the reasons why the UNAI effort did not go forward were two-fold: (1) there was no Congressional mandate for implementation; and (2) the UNAI was not tied to payment. To the extent possible, this current effort will be strengthened by directly addressing both of these critical issues that were significant barriers to the success of a similar prior effort.

The VA Geriatrics and Extended Care (GEC) Referral Discharge Planning Tool also provides considerable overlap with the current effort towards the creation of a uniform PAC assessment instrument. The VA GEC referral form contains items pertinent to determining the level of care...
required by the patient. It was designed to serve as a single document that could be shared with multiple PAC providers, thereby facilitating a way that a common set of information would be available to all programs that might accept the patient. The GEC referral form is not intended to be a full assessment; rather, it is a screening tool. The tool was not designed for outcome assessment, so some of the measures such as ADL and IADL are gross scales that do not map onto single metrics and would be unlikely to be sensitive to change. Although it shares many of the domains identified as important for the Medicare assessment instrument, the form deliberately does not include information that can be automatically retrieved from VISTA, the VA’s electronic health information system. Such information includes a problem list, medication list, orders, notes, consults, discharge summary, labs, reports, and vital signs. A 2004 study of interoperable electronic health records for PAC and long-term care settings by Kramer et al. found that a major limitation of the VA’s VISTA system is that it does not extend to providers outside of the VA system. This is particularly problematic in relation to medication data, which were at times found to be incomplete, even when the non-VA settings used electronic systems. Because transfer of medication information is especially important in facilitating appropriate PAC placement and transitions between PAC settings (see discussion below), the inability to transfer this information across PAC settings is of concern. Current testing of the VA GEC referral form is underway in the Pacific Northwest and the VA is planning a national rollout in early 2006.

Holland and colleagues from the Mayo Clinic have developed and validated a screen for specialized discharge planning services. These services were operationally defined as multifaceted and complex, requiring coordination between hospital and community-based care providers. Of 24 different variables examined, only four (age, living alone, disability, self-rated walking limitation) predicted use of specialized discharge planning services with sensitivity of 75% and specificity of 78%. The developers are currently exploring how to obtain the variables directly from the electronic health information system.

Fairchild and colleagues created a prediction rule for the use of post-discharge medical services. These services were defined as use of visiting nurses or physical therapists, medical equipment, or placement in a rehabilitative or long-term care facility. Similar to the findings of Holland and colleagues, the prediction tool uses age and SF-36 physical function and social function scores to stratify patients with regard to their likelihood of needing discharge planning to arrange for post-discharge medical services. While the work of Holland and Fairchild may not directly pertain to the current effort discussed in this report, the variables identified may have application to the next section on identifying the appropriate domains.

4. Candidate Domains for Inclusion in an Assessment Tool

Before discussing potential candidate domains to be included in a uniform PAC assessment instrument, it is important to re-emphasize several points made at the beginning of this chapter. First, the three primary purposes for this tool (facilitate appropriate post-hospital placement, provision of core patient information to promote of safe and efficient care transitions between care settings, and assessment of outcomes across settings and over time) must drive the selection of the domains. In other words, the developers need to begin with the desired outcomes and work backwards. Second, this tool will not be comprehensive in scope or content. Doing so
Individual post-acute and long-term care settings will need to supplement the information contained in this tool with their own setting-specific information. This includes information used to complete the MDS, OASIS, and IRF-PAI. It is conceivable that items from these instruments could be used to populate this new instrument and vice versa. Third, the construction of this new instrument needs to be beneficiary-centered, accounting for beneficiary preference(s) and beneficiary financial obligation, and it needs to acknowledge the central role assumed by family caregivers.

Table 4.2 summarizes candidate information that hospital staff routinely rely upon to facilitate appropriate post-hospital placement. Earlier in this chapter, a number of factors beyond the purview of the hospital staff were articulated. The items included in this table are largely within the purview of hospital staff. This is not to say that each item is already gathered or used in a systematic way. For example, the first item, goals of care, is often not explicitly stated and often lacks the essential input of beneficiaries and their family caregivers. Further, articulating a beneficiary’s skilled care needs requires a broader understanding than simply knowing what transpired during the hospital stay. It necessitates taking the time to learn what services the patient needed and among those, which were received prior to hospital admission. It also includes conferring with family caregivers to determine if they are able and willing to sustain their current level of involvement, before giving them additional responsibilities.

**Table 4.2: Assessment to Determine Discharge Needs/Setting**

- Goals of care—rehabilitation, skilled nursing, monitoring, respite, palliation, reduce hospital visits/adherence, stabilize behavior
- Skilled nursing or rehab care needs (RN, PT, OT, ST) (Oxygen, suctioning, tracheostomy care, ostomy care, tube feeding, parental feeding, IV infusions, medications by injection, urinary catheter care, dialysis, wound care, pressure ulcer care)
- Patient’s current residence and with whom
- Meets Medicare criteria for homebound (y/n)
- Current services receiving in home (pre-hospital)
- Current DME receiving (pre-hospital or in hospital)
- Capacity to perform self-care (includes cognition/carry over learning)
- IADL supportive needs/ADL supportive needs (pre-morbid and current)
- Pre-morbid and current cognitive functional status
- Pre-morbid and current physical functional status
- Family caregiver willing and able to help with the execution of the care plan as outlined? What is caregiver relationship to patient, what support currently provided (advice/emotional support, ADL help, IADL help, medication administration, and transportation)? Does caregiver live with patient?
- Ethnic or cultural considerations
- Infectious precautions
- Active problem list (including behavioral problems)
- Medication list (as it pertains to per diem)
- Prognosis/estimated duration of services
- Insurance/payor
As discussed earlier, the factors that determine discharge placement are not well understood and nationally wide variation has been observed. Prediction tools are being developed but much work remains. Nevertheless, in the absence of an extensive research base, these decisions are being made thousands of time per day and a uniform PAC assessment instrument could help to bring greater standardization to an otherwise heterogeneous process. The domains listed in Table 4.2 could serve to drive beneficiary placement to appropriate PAC settings. (Please note that the functional domains listed in this chapter are defined more specifically in Chapter 6.)

For example, a beneficiary who suffered a stroke whose goal is primary rehabilitation and who has the functional reserve to withstand intense rehabilitation would likely be best served in an IRF. In contrast, a beneficiary with advanced congestive heart failure whose goals are primarily palliative with transition to end-of-life care might be discharged to a skilled nursing facility for initiation of hospice care. As another example, a beneficiary whose skilled care needs primarily included intravenous antibiotics and wound care for an infected lower extremity with secondary rehabilitative needs might be preferentially discharged to a skilled nursing facility. Finally, a patient with intact cognitive function who prior to hospitalization was living in her own home and managing her self-care without difficulty may return home with skilled home care services and daily visits from a concerned family caregiver.

Table 4.3 includes a suggested set of domains that could be used to ensure provision of core patient information to promote safe and efficient care transitions between care settings. The goal is to provide the receiving team of clinicians with a core set of information needed to provide high quality and safe care of the beneficiary. To reiterate, the domains included in Table 4.3 are but a subset of all possible items that clinicians in acute, post-acute and long-term care settings may use in constructing a comprehensive care plan for an individual beneficiary. The domains in this table represent a starting point and undoubtedly, modifications will be made. This table was directly informed by the domains included in the UNAI, the VA GEC, a Colorado-based collaborative project between hospitals, PAC providers, payors, and the QIO, and from a best practices report on care transitions based on the work of some of the nation’s exemplary health delivery systems.17

The information included in Table 4.3 is designed to help the receiving care team quickly develop an understanding of an individual beneficiary from the standpoint of functional status (pre-morbid as well present), the immediate care needs that require attention, an accurate and up-to-date medication list, self care ability and family support, and insurance coverage. All too often an older adult exhibits some confusion related to an acute illness or a medication side effect and is incorrectly labeled as having Alzheimer’s Disease because key information such as this is unavailable.

Once the potential domains for a uniform PAC assessment instrument are selected, an important next step will be to identify the most accurate and efficient sources of data collection to populate these fields. Administrative data is often the most efficient to use and can reduce provider burden but suffers from the fact that it does not include the majority of information in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. Clinician assessment has been the most commonly used approach for hospitals using their own assessment instruments. Accountability for the completion and accuracy of this information has been a gray area. Finally, patient self-report would ultimately provide the most
useful information for promoting beneficiary-centered care and would ensure that patient preferences and family caregiver input is obtained. However, due to transient or progressive cognitive impairment, not all beneficiaries are in a position to participate in such an assessment.

Table 4.3: Core Information Set Needed for Transfer

- Goals of care—rehab, skilled nursing, monitoring, respite, palliation, reduce hospital visits/adherence, stabilize behavior
- Active problem list (including depression/anxiety)
- Medication list—reconciled—including indication for each medication and once reconciled, indicate new medication, same medication different instructions, same medication same instructions, medications suspended (with guide when to re-evaluate), medications stopped
- Allergies/intolerances
- Resuscitation status/advance directive/DPAHC
- Discharge instructions/outstanding diagnostic tests/scheduled follow-up appointments
- Pre-morbid and current cognitive functional status
- Pre-morbid and current physical functional status
- Pain status
- Skin integrity
- Sensory deficits (vision, hearing, neuropathy)
- Dietary needs
- Continence
- Fall risk
- Current services receiving in home (pre-hospital)
- Current DME receiving (pre-hospital or in hospital)
- Capacity to perform self-care (includes cognition/carry over learning)
- IADL supportive needs/ADL supportive needs
- Family caregiver willing and able to help with the execution of the care plan as outlined? What is caregiver relationship to patient, what support currently provided (advice/emotional support, ADL help, IADL help, medication administration, and transportation)? Does caregiver live with patient?
- Ethnic or cultural considerations/language
- Equipment/assistive devices
- Immunizations (Pneumonia, Influenza, Tetanus) and most recent PPD testing result
- Self-rated health status
- Insurance/payor

5. Communicating the Assessment

With the domains selected and the source of information identified, the next question becomes how will the assessment be communicated from the hospital to PAC provider? The inadequacy of the current non-standardized approach poses problems for both quality and safety.\textsuperscript{17,18} Within our existing technology, the current options include communicating the information electronically (through interoperable electronic health information systems or e-mail), facsimile, U.S. Mail, or sending a paper copy of the assessment with the beneficiary.
Similar to other national quality improvement and performance measurement initiatives, implementation of a uniform PAC assessment instrument could also serve to promote more widespread use of health information technology. To date, most electronic health information systems are based in hospital or ambulatory settings with little to no extension into the post-acute and long-term care arenas. Ensuring interoperability across disparate information systems remains a significant challenge but could be overcome with the proper motivation and financial incentives that would stimulate providers’ interest in making this investment. However, before existing software can support auto-population of comparable fields to promote cross-site data transfer, standards will need to be developed and approved for many of the items included in Tables 4.2 and 4.3.

Beyond the transmission of information in a timely accurate manner, promoting the use of health information technology potentially opens the door for the use of decision support software that may be able to identify high-risk beneficiaries and facilitate their placement to PAC settings based on the current state of evidence. Health information technology could facilitate the assessment of outcomes across settings and time, thereby creating the opportunity for performance measurement and pay-for-performance initiatives.

6. How a Hospital Discharge Assessment Tool Could Support Pay-for-Performance

The Institute of Medicine’s recently released report on Performance Measurement encourages CMS to address the current measurement gaps, including the need for comprehensive measurement, longitudinal measurement, patient-, population-, and system-level measurement and shared accountability. The IOM report specifically identifies measures of continuity and transitions as priority areas. Thus, in many respects, the IOM report has set the stage for how a uniform PAC assessment instrument might support a value-based purchasing or pay-for-performance initiative. The National Quality Forum has issued calls for measures of care coordination out of the hospital and in ambulatory care as well.

A gradual or phased-in pay-for-performance approach may be preferred over a more ambitious full-scale implementation. For example, providers might first be given a differential payment for simply completing the PAC assessment instrument. Next, the bar would be raised such that the differential payment would only be issued for the accurate completion of the assessment. This is particularly important for transfers between acute and PAC providers. For example, there are often problems with accountability and accompanying “finger-pointing” about skin integrity whereby each provider blames the other for a new pressure ulcer. Further, as with any assessment, there is a risk that the clinician may indicate that an assessment has been completed without actually completing the assessment. This is particularly important for activities that assess a beneficiary’s capacity for self-care. Feedback loops that include beneficiary self-report will be needed. Next, the added payment would only be made if the information from the assessment were transmitted in a timely manner. Finally, payment would be made for the achievement of outcomes that are based upon the uniform PAC assessment instrument. Using this approach, CMS leaders and Congress will have a better understanding of the value of services paid for by the CMS budget.
7. Facilitating the Implementation of a Hospital Discharge Assessment Tool

The successful implementation of a uniform PAC assessment instrument across acute, post-acute, and long-term care providers will ultimately hinge on obtaining the support and “buy-in” from provider groups and professional societies. Clinicians working in these settings are overextended and mandating a new assessment that is perceived to not directly benefit patient care will be met with strong resistance. It is essential that this new assessment is not viewed as simply a check off list but rather be seen as an interactive process that promotes healing relationships. It is also critical that this new assessment does not detract from clinicians’ face-to-face time with beneficiaries, as this is already inadequate for supporting post-hospital self-care activities.

Thus it is worth considering the potential advantages a uniform PAC assessment instrument may offer. From the standpoint of the hospital, implementing a standardized assessment tool that facilitates appropriate placement could potentially expedite discharge planning, resulting in an overall reduction in hospital length of stay. With increasing attention and rigor planned for future JCAHO surveys, an assessment tool may enhance a hospital’s accreditation. Many hospitals have embraced patient safety initiatives and the timely and accurate communication of a core set of clinical information could be encouraged as a patient safety goal. Additional advantages might include less redundancy in assessment, presuming that for beneficiaries re-admitted to the same facility, the assessment could be updated rather than began anew. Hospitals may also see the value in having to only complete a single assessment for all potential PAC transfers, rather than having to fill out a new form for each potential provider group. Finally, should the IHI transition out of the hospital program prove successful, CMS could work with the QIOs to promote widespread adoption of this model.
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A. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

As discussed in Chapter 1, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) has acknowledged that steps need to be taken toward developing a PAC system in the United States that provides payment and assures quality for an overall episode of PAC, rather than for each individual component within the continuum of care. As an essential step toward accomplishing this policy objective, assessment methods are needed to collect and compare relevant outcome and quality of care data across various sites where PAC is provided.

Unfortunately, since each PPS system within PAC was developed independently for each PAC setting, patient-centered assessment systems used as the informational platforms for these new payment systems are distinct and setting specific. Consequently, a persistent barrier to fulfilling this policy mandate for PAC has been the inability to achieve a standardized, patient-centered outcome assessment approach that can provide CMS and other interested stakeholders with appropriate information on outcomes and quality of care that can be applied over time, and across different settings where PAC services are provided.4

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the reader to contemporary methods for developing and evaluating outcomes measures which, we believe, provide the CMS with a methodology that can be implemented to track outcomes and quality of care provided across entire episodes of PAC. In the first section of this chapter we will summarize the major limitations in traditional methodology for assessing health outcomes. We will then briefly introduce contemporary measurement concepts of Item Response Theory (IRT) and Computer Adaptive Testing (CAT) methods as alternatives to the traditional approaches used to assess and monitor PAC outcomes. Finally, we will explain how contemporary techniques for measuring outcomes can be used as a strategy to achieve episode-wide assessment in PAC and discuss some recommendations to CMS for implementing episode-wide outcomes assessment and monitoring in PAC.

B. SCOPE OF VARIABLES

To recap, there are three primary purposes for uniform PAC patient outcomes assessment that are the focus of this report: 1) assessment at the point of hospital discharge for the purpose of achieving appropriate PAC placement; 2) facilitating care transitions across PAC settings; and 3) outcome assessment for longitudinal monitoring of quality of care.

The focus of Chapter 5 is on methods for achieving longitudinal outcome assessment for the purpose of monitoring and improving the quality of care provided across an episode of PAC. We will not discuss assessment for the purposes of achieving appropriate PAC placement or for facilitating care transitions within an episode of PAC; however, we do believe that the contemporary measurement techniques described in this chapter may also have important applicability for assessments aimed at hospital discharge placement and to facilitate care transitions across PAC settings.
In this chapter, we will use the example of functional status for the purpose of illustrating the application of contemporary measurement methods to PAC. In putting forth recommendations on the need and potential for standardizing patient-centered data collection for the purposes of quality monitoring and quality assurance purposes, the National Committee on Vital and Health Statistics (NCVHS) was unanimous in recommending information on a patient’s functional status for inclusion in such quality monitoring systems. Consistent with the NCVHS recommendations, in this chapter we use the term functional status very broadly to include an individual’s ability to carry out activities of daily living (ADLs and IADLs) as well as their participation in advanced functional activities.

C. SHORTCOMINGS OF TRADITIONAL MEASUREMENT METHODS

Outcome systems in PAC traditionally take the form of analyses at a single-item or multiple-item (instrument) level. A single-item approach employs a functional status question that stands alone and can estimate a patient’s functional status at a point in time or data on functional change. Single items have been identified, for example, on the OASIS as target outcomes for a given clinical sample. Although a single item outcome approach has the advantage of simplicity of use and direct interpretability, it has important limitations. Single items can be much less reliable than an instrument comprising multiple items, and since outcomes such as functional status outcomes are complex, they may not lend themselves to valid measurement and tracking using a single item. With a multiple-item instrument, each item is designed to sample content important to the underlying outcome, leading to improved reliability, validity, precision, and responsiveness in comparison to a single item.

There are numerous well-respected, multiple-item functional outcome instruments in widespread use within PAC. Some have developed aggregate scoring systems and sub-domain scores by summing raw scores (such as the FIM), and others are primarily analyzed at the single-item level (such as MDS). A barrier toward developing meaningful summary scores for certain multiple-item instruments used in PAC (such as the OASIS) is the varying response scales across OASIS items, which range from 4 to 6 categories. Using conventional methods, certain items may be weighted more based on a greater number of response categories.

Most existing functional status instruments that generate and employ summary scores have been created under the umbrella of Classical Test Theory (CTT), a set of assumptions and psychometric procedures that have been widely used to develop tests for much of the 20th century. The defining signature of functional status instruments developed using CTT is the use of a fixed set of questions (or items) presented to a respondent, regardless of the appropriateness of any specific item for a given PAC patient. In this discussion we will use the term respondent when referring to the person who is completing the functional status assessment. The respondent can be a patient receiving care, one or more clinicians providing care, or a family member or significant other serving as a proxy respondent for a patient. Items in most traditional instruments are selected or written to represent a moderate range of functions at a moderate level of difficulty or limitation. By selecting items that are fairly homogeneous, acceptable levels of reliability and validity with a limited number of items can best be achieved. The major limitation of CTT for application in PAC is the reliance on a fixed set of items (test-
dependency) that are expected to measure functional status across a wide variety of patients and settings.\textsuperscript{17}

As was stated earlier, separate instruments have been developed for each PAC setting. Data incompatibility across PAC instruments renders the ability to track relevant outcomes across different care settings almost impossible to accomplish. For example, a recent attempt to rescale items from the MDS-PAC to FIM-like items in a desire to explore whether the MDS-PAC could be substituted for the FIM was not sufficiently accurate to ensure payment equity.\textsuperscript{18} Because each instrument used a different set of items, rating scales, and different administration and scoring rules, payment cell classification using FIM data agreed with that using MDS-PAC data only 56\% percent of the time.\textsuperscript{19}

Instead of developing translational cross-walks across different functional status instruments, some have argued for the development of a core set of functional items that could be used to monitor functional outcomes across PAC settings.\textsuperscript{4} To be useful, this core set would need to contain items that cover a wide range of the functional status continuum with good measurement precision at all levels.\textsuperscript{20-22}

In a recent study, we assessed the test precision using test information function across four key setting-specific functional status instruments used within PAC.\textsuperscript{23} This was done in an attempt to identify whether one traditional functional status instrument could be used for the expressed purpose of monitoring the quality of PAC over time, and across different settings where PAC is provided. In a sample of PAC patients, we collected functional status items from standardized instruments including, the 18-item Functional Independence Measure (FIM\textsuperscript{TM})\textsuperscript{12} for persons in inpatient rehabilitation settings, 19 Minimum Data Set (MDS)\textsuperscript{24} items (physical functioning and selected cognitive items) for persons in skilled nursing home settings, 19 ADL/IADL items from the Standardized Outcome and Assessment Information Set for Home Health Care (OASIS)\textsuperscript{10} for persons receiving home care, and the 10 physical functioning items of the SF-36 for individuals receiving outpatient services.\textsuperscript{25}

In Figure 5.1, the measurement precision of each instrument is depicted by its unique test information function curve. These curves are superimposed with the average score on the functional continuum and ±2 sd for the inpatients and community samples. Note the location of the peak amount of precision for each instrument in relationship to each sample. Although the OASIS items contain a broad range of content, they provide a high degree of measurement precision at only the very low end of functional status dimension for both the inpatient and community samples. The precision of MDS items is also greatest at the lower functional status dimension levels, although the MDS items have a greater span of functioning in which they provide some levels of precision. The FIM items peak at the low to moderate end of the inpatient sample. In contrast, the information function of the PF-10 items peaks at the high end of the community functioning sample with very poor precision for the inpatient sample.
The results of these analyses illustrate the challenge of finding or constructing one instrument with sufficient precision across a broad range of functional status. In our judgment, none of the instruments examined in this study achieved an acceptable level of precision across the broad continuum of function for longitudinal monitoring of function in PAC. Because setting-specific functional status instruments are geared to the functional level of patients in a particular PAC setting, those patients at either end of the functional continuum covered by a particular instrument tend to be poorly defined. The FIM, for example, yields serious ceiling effects when applied to home care patients, while the PF-10 possesses serious floor effects when applied with more disabled populations. Ceiling and floor effects are serious concerns when functional status instruments are applied for quality of care monitoring. It is impossible to distinguish among patients at the ceiling or floor, even though they may be functionally different in important ways. For quality of care monitoring, ceiling effects produce serious type II errors in testing whether or not outcomes have improved in PAC patient populations, while it is equally difficult to determine if there have been important declines in function for persons at the floor.

A final comment on practicality should be mentioned. Using a CTT approach, it is impractical for any one instrument to include the number of items necessary to yield precise measures across the wide range individuals’ function as they progress throughout an episode of PAC. Patients and/or clinicians are often frustrated by being asked to respond to items that seem redundant, of low relevance, or take considerable time to complete. The resulting length and complexity of such approaches may be problematic and raise concerns over respondent burden, administration

---

Figure 5.1: Test Precision of FIM, MDS, OASIS, and PF-10
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costs, and acceptability to users. The “ideal” measure, possessing enough questions to cover the full content range with a high degree of precision at all relevant levels, however, is impractical when using traditional measurement technology. Although the application of traditional functional status instruments have led to important insights into PAC practice, we believe the deficiencies inherent in CTT methodology have impeded progress toward achieving a successful uniform methodology for monitoring, managing, and improving the outcomes of services provided to PAC patients across the entire episode of care.23,27

D. A PARADIGM SHIFT: CONTEMPORARY MEASUREMENT METHODS

Precise measurement of functional status at all levels is a critical feature of any measurement method proposed for monitoring outcomes for the purpose of quality of care determination across the entire continuum of PAC. The assessment goal at each point in time is to match the level of item difficulty to the ability level of the patient at any particular point in the PAC episode, and thus provide a set of items in an assessment that closely corresponds to the current functional level of the patient.17 There is a way to achieve feasible, practical, and precise measurement of functional status through the conjoint use of two Contemporary Measurement Theory methods, a test administration method known as Computer Adaptive Testing (CATs) coupled with a measurement theory known as Item Response Theory (IRT).17,28-31

1. Computer Adaptive Testing

CAT selects test items tailored to an individual patient, shortens or lengthens the test to achieve the desired precision of measurement, scores every patient on the same underlying outcome continuum so that results can be compared across the continuum of that outcome, and displays the results instantly for immediate interpretation and use. CAT administration requires computer technology to administer the instrument and is adaptive in the sense that each item administered is tailored to the unique outcome level of a patient. Each respondent is administered a different version of the instrument because individual items are selected based on the respondent’s previous answers.

The basic notion of a CAT test is to mimic what an experienced clinician does. A clinician learns most when he/she directs questions at the patient’s approximate level of proficiency. Administering outcome items that represent tasks that are either too easy or too hard for the patient provides little information. In contrast to traditional, fixed form functional tests that ask the same questions of everyone regardless of how the respondent answers, CAT instruments, like a skilled clinician, tailor their assessment by asking only the most informative questions based on a person’s responses to previous questions.

A CAT is programmed to first present an item from the mid-range of a defined list of functional items, and then directs subsequent functional items to the level based on the respondent’s previous responses, without asking unnecessary questions. The selection of an item in the mid-range is arbitrary and the CAT can be set to select an initial item based on other information entered about the patient such as age, diagnosis, or severity of their condition. By having comprehensive item banks available in each functional outcome domain of interest, the selection of additional items after the initial one is based on responses to the previous items. This allows
for fewer items to be administered while gaining precise information regarding an individual’s placement along an outcome continuum.\textsuperscript{32}

An important advantage of CAT is the ability to update the item bank and the CAT programs easily as new items become available. Since item banks are built using an IRT model, items can be updated, changed, or removed without disputing the overall functional scale and scoring metric. For example, if new items were written that have potential advantages over existing items, or cover content that is not currently in the item bank, those items could be imbedded in a CAT program. These new items would not be part of the current scoring system, but rather would be “test items.” These new items could then be examined in an IRT analysis to determine if they fit the functional scale, have content advantages over current items, and have locations on a functional scale that fill in a content gap, and then subsequently be incorporated into the next revision of the CAT program.

Although relatively new in the health field, CAT methodology is already commonplace in knowledge-based testing situations. For example, the Graduate Record Examination, the Scholastic Aptitude Test, and the Test of English as a Foreign Language, as well as numerous professional credentialing and licensure examinations use CAT methodology. CAT methods reduce instrument administration times dramatically while allowing test precision to be tailored to the specific needs of a particular testing situation or context. Large educational testing organizations that provide services for college entrance are constantly testing new items in existing exams so that new items that better reflect the construct of interest are being developed for future assessments. If introduced into PAC assessment, we could conceive of a constant process of new item writing and cost-effective improvement in functional assessment by improving the items available for individual CAT assessments. This could be accomplished without changing the underlying scoring metric, so that validity data needed to anchor and interpret scores would not have to be redone after every CAT revision.

2. Item Response Theory

IRT methods open the door to understanding the linkages among items used to assess a common outcome domain, and in this way serve as the psychometric foundation underlying CAT. IRT methods examine the associations between individuals’ responses to a series of items designed to measure a specific outcome domain (e.g., functional status).\textsuperscript{17,33,34} IRT measurement models are a class of statistical procedures used to develop measurement scales. The measurement scales are comprised of items with a known relationship between item responses and positions on an underlying functional domain, called an item characteristic curve. The form of the relationships is typically non-linear. Using this approach, probabilities of patients scoring a particular response on an item at various functional ability levels can be modeled. Persons with more functional ability have higher probabilities of responding positively to functional items than persons with lower functional abilities. These probability estimates are used to determine the individual’s most likely position along the functional dimension. When assumptions of a particular item response theory model are met, estimates of a person’s functional ability do not strictly depend on a particular fixed set of items. This scaling feature allows one to compare persons along a functional outcome dimension even if they have not completed the identical set of functional items. Since items and functional outcome scores are defined on the same scale,
items can be optimally selected to provide good estimates of each outcome at any level of the scale. This feature of IRT creates important flexibility in administering tests in a dynamic and tailored approach for each individual.

**E. THE ACTIVITY MEASURE FOR POST ACUTE CARE**

At Boston University, our research group has devoted six years to developing, evaluating, and refining a group of functional status measures built with contemporary measurement techniques. These measures are designed to examine functional status outcomes across the full spectrum of PAC settings including inpatient rehabilitation, long-term care hospitals, skilled nursing facilities, home care, and outpatient rehabilitation clinics. Our main functional status instrument is called the Activity Measure for Post-Acute Care (AM-PAC).35

The AM-PAC is a functional status measure developed using the World Health Organization’s International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF).36 Within the ICF, an Activity Outcome is defined as “the execution of a task or action by an individual,” making it consistent with the definition of functional status used in this chapter. In developing the AM-PAC, we employed two different samples of over 1000 patients who received PAC in acute inpatient rehabilitation units, transitional care units, home care, and ambulatory care settings.37;38 Based on factor analytic work and IRT analyses,35;39 three distinct functional status domains have been identified and confirmed:

(a) Physical & Movement Activities;
(b) Personal & Instrumental Activities; and
(c) Applied Cognitive Activities.

The Applied Cognitive Activity domain reflects difficulties or inability to perform basic communication, social and daily management activities (e.g., use of print information, speaking and understanding, interpersonal skills). The domain of Personal Care & Instrumental Activity encompasses primarily basic personal care and instrumental ADLs. The Physical & Movement Activity domain includes basic physical activities such as bending, walking, carrying, or climbing stairs. The classification of specific activities into these three factors is not identical to the ADL and IADL distinction made in Chapter 2 nor Chapter 6; however, these three factors contain a mix of function that may be classified differently by other authors. What they are called is less critical than what is included in each factor.

In developing the AM-PAC, we constructed an underlying functional status item pool of 101 Movement & Physical Activity items, 62 Personal & Instrumental Activity items, and 59 Applied Cognitive Activity items. We developed an initial pool of functional items based on the following: input from measurement and content experts, suggestions solicited from several focus groups of persons with disabilities, and a comprehensive literature review. We selected items underscored by our consumer participants that were perceived as pertinent to their own ability to regain competence in daily activities during a PAC episode. Some items were modified from existing PAC functional instruments such as the FIM, MDS, OASIS, and PF-10, but adapted to the common difficulty and assistance response categories used for AM-PAC item pool. We framed the activity questions in a general fashion without specific attribution to health, medical...
conditions, or disabling factors. AM-PAC data were collected by self-report, administered either by the participant’s clinician, or by a trained data collector. In 3% of the cases, a proxy respondent (health provider or family member) provided the data.

A series of adaptive short forms and a CAT version of the AM-PAC have been developed and have undergone beta testing in various PAC samples.40

We will use a patient case to illustrate below how the AM-PAC CAT works. This case uses the Physical & Movement Activity scale of the AM-PAC. In this scale, we assume that the midpoint of the scale is 50, and this serves as the initial (default) score estimate prior to the CAT administration. For this case example, we used data collected in our Rehabilitation Outcome Study.41 We set the CAT precision stopping rule as a 95% CI < 3.0. The patient is an individual with congestive heart failure.

Patient A is a 74-year old female who is recovering from congestive heart failure and is being discharged home after an eight-day hospital stay. She has mild arthritis and is leaving the hospital able to only walk for short distances. She is scheduled to have home care visits to assist her with mobility and self-care activities at home. Prior to leaving the hospital, she is asked a series of CAT generated AM-PAC questions regarding her current mobility status. Three months later, she is also asked to respond to CAT-generated AM-PAC questions by her home health care provider to update her functional mobility changes. The results from these two functional assessments are illustrated in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Illustrative Functional Assessments Using AM-PAC CAT Methodology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical Functioning CAT at Hospital Discharge</th>
<th>Physical Functioning CAT at Follow-up (3 months post-hospital discharge)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Question</td>
<td>Response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standing up from a chair?</td>
<td>Lot of difficulty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standing for one minute?</td>
<td>Little difficulty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking indoors (50 meters)?</td>
<td>Lot of difficulty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On and off toilet?</td>
<td>Little difficulty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight of stairs?</td>
<td>Unable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Hospital Discharge Physical Functioning Score Estimate</td>
<td><strong>35.6 (2.9)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final 3-month Post-hospital Discharge Physical Functioning Score Estimate</td>
<td><strong>60.4 (3.0)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that the patient’s responses at hospital discharge indicate that she was functioning at a low level, and therefore the CAT provided AM-PAC questions that addressed these low levels of mobility. At the 3-month follow-up assessment, her responses to the AM-PAC clearly indicated that she was no longer limited in basic mobility and had progressed considerably in physical functioning. The CAT at this phase tailored items in response to the higher levels of functioning.
noted by her responses and provided an assessment using more challenging items, yet the two assessments were scored on the same underlying metric. During the 3-month period she improved from a 35.6 score to a 60.4 functional level on the AM-PAC Physical & Movement Scale. The CAT provided an estimate of functional ability after she responded to each item, and continued that estimation until some stop-rule based on number of items or precision was satisfied. By adapting to her responses, the CAT yielded questions that were designed especially for her estimated level of ability, and thus provided a precise estimate of her function at each time point with fewer questions than a fixed-length form where she would have been asked the same questions each time.

1. AM-PAC’s Sensitivity to Change

Using Adaptive Short Form versions, the utility of the AM-PAC was employed in a Rehabilitation Outcomes Study,\(^{41}\) to track the functional outcomes of 435 PAC patients.

These adults were recruited at the point of discharge from an acute care hospital or on admission to a rehabilitation hospital and followed for 1, 6, and 12 months through their entire episode of PAC. By linking scores across different Adaptive Short Form versions of the AM-PAC, we tracked the pattern of functional recovery for this cohort across all settings where they received PAC. Sensitivity analyses of the AM-PAC compared with the FIM revealed that the AM-PAC adaptive short forms reduced ceiling effects and increased sensitivity to change at 6 and 12 months follow-ups as compared to the FIM.\(^ {42}\)

In a recently completed project of a 3-month follow-up of patients who were tested after being discharged from inpatient rehabilitation, we found the CAT programs to be equally responsive to patient-reported change over a 3-month interval as compared to fixed-length forms with covering three functional content domains (66 items). On average, the CAT programs required 43% of the time and 33% of the items compared to the fixed-form alternative. We concluded that accurate estimates for group-level functional changes can be obtained from CAT administrations, with a considerable reduction in administration time.\(^ {38}\)

2. Clinical Meaningfulness of AM-PAC Scores

At this stage of development, the clinical meaningfulness of specific scores on each AM-PAC functional domain scale has yet to be identified. However, with additional testing in larger samples of patients receiving PAC, we believe it is feasible to predict clinically important levels of functional status on the AM-PAC scales. As an illustration of how this might be accomplished, we estimated the scale value of the AM-PAC Physical & Movement Activity that optimized the ability to predict unlimited community participation 6 months after a hip fracture for the 53 hip fracture patients in our Rehabilitation Outcomes Study. The Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (ROC) analysis illustrated in Figure 5.2 graphically depicts the relationship between the Positive Predictive Value (PPV) relative to Sensitivity and False Positive Rate (1-Specificity) across values of the AM-PAC’s Physical & Movement Activity scale. The binary outcome being predicted is unlimited community participation measured by answering the following question: “Think about how you go places, using any help or means of transportation available. How much are you limited in getting around?” As the illustration shows, 6 months
after suffering a hip fracture, an AM-PAC Physical & Movement scale score of 70 achieves a PPV of approximately 0.80.

Figure 5.2: Predicting Community Participation with AM-PAC Scores 6 Months Post Hip Fracture

3. Applications Using the AM-PAC CAT

The AM-PAC has been implemented and/or by a number of private health systems throughout the country, as described below.

a. Merck Phase 2 Clinical Trial (currently underway): The AM-PAC CAT is being used as a functional endpoint in a 24-week, double blinded, randomized, placebo controlled, multinational, study that is assessing the safety and efficacy of a compound (MK-0677) developed by Merck Pharmaceuticals for the treatment of sarcopenia in patients recovering from hip fracture. In preparation for use as an endpoint in this trial, the AM-PAC was translated into 7 languages: British English, Spanish, German, Swedish, Norwegian, Danish, and Hebrew.

b. HealthSouth Outpatient Division (currently underway): During 2005, a AM-PAC CAT Clinical Outcomes Monitoring System was pilot tested with 20 HealthSouth (HS) outpatient rehabilitation practices located in Texas, Connecticut, New Jersey, Florida, and Virginia. During the pilot, 6,000 AM-PAC CAT patient assessments were performed. This pilot was very successful. A new contract was executed in October 2005, to expand from 20 pilot sites to 190 HS sites located in several regions where HS operates. The roll out began in January 2006. HS has identified 450 outpatient sites, which would benefit from the software and the plan is to expand to all sites.

c. SeniorMetrix (currently underway): SeniorMetrix, a case management company, currently uses the FIM instrument as the key functional assessment instrument to assess inpatients. They
are interested in using the AM-PAC as an alternative to the FIM. As a first step, a research study
to develop a crosswalk between the two instruments will be jointly undertaken. If the crosswalk
is successful, Seniormetrix will begin using the AM-PAC instead of the FIM.

d. Kaiser Permanente of Northern California (currently underway): An agreement was reached
with Kaiser to implement the AM-PAC CAT system in Northern California. In 2006, a 6-month
pilot study will be conducted in an outpatient site run in the Napa Solano Area. If successful,
extension to other areas within Kaiser is likely. Kaiser has asked to use AM-PAC in a study
proposal they are writing in the area of multiple sclerosis.

e. Select Medical (under discussion): Select Medical is a company with over 700 outpatient
rehabilitation locations and is similar to HealthSouth. The plan is to establish an AM-PAC CAT
monitoring system in their outpatient sites during 2006.

F. DATA COLLECTION METHODS

Understanding variation across respondents who provide information on functional status is an
important step in the process of creating a sound outcome instrument for PAC. This examination
is especially important if the functional assessment will be used to examine recovery of daily
activities over time and across settings, as more than one respondent may be required. Currently,
established practice in most hospital and home care settings relies on clinician-based
assessments. However, long-term outcome monitoring and examining functional recovery in
community settings (e.g., outpatient programs) are likely to require patient-reported data. In
addition, some patients cannot provide their own information on function due to limitations in
cognitive or communication abilities. Our research has found acceptable proxy-patient reliability
(intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) = 0.68-0.90) across functional domains on the Activity
Measure for Post-acute Care (AM-PAC) with the lowest ratings for the items included within the
Applied Cognition domain. We have also found that discrepancies are more likely to occur in
early stages of recovery during which patients may not be able to successfully self-report. The
combination of proxy reports from family members or clinicians with patient report is
controversial and information on the variation introduced by proxy respondents is necessary.
Variance in functional status between respondents would need to be carefully examined and
scores would need to be adjusted as systematic effects in respondent differences are established
in each functional domain.

G. RECOMMENDATIONS

1. CAT-based Monitoring System

To achieve its long-term goal of longitudinal monitoring of functional status and other relevant
outcomes across PAC settings, we propose that CMS consider launching a large-scale
demonstration project to examine the feasibility and utility of adopting IRT and CAT methods to
develop PAC outcome measures that are psychometrically adequate, comprehensive and precise
to monitor change across an entire PAC episode while being practical for widespread application
and use across settings. We further recommend that CMS consider using the AM-PAC for the
purpose of testing the utility of the IRT/CAT approach to functional status assessment and
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monitoring across PAC settings. There are several reasons to consider using the AM-PAC in a field demonstration of this method.

1. The AM-PAC instrument was designed specifically for cross setting functional status monitoring in PAC.
2. IRT item banks for 3 functional domains have been developed and have undergone initial testing and evaluation with over 1000 PAC patients. The item banks have been reviewed by content experts, consumer groups, and have undergone cognitive testing and subsequent revision.
3. Adaptive short form and CAT versions of the 3 AM-PAC functional domains have been developed and have undergone beta testing in PAC patient samples.
4. Given the developmental work already done on the AM-PAC, a large-scale field demonstration could be designed and launched in a short period of time.

Testing of CAT models have been reported in rehabilitation and PAC settings, and early results are promising. We believe there is sufficient evidence to date to suggest that a CAT system could provide a workable model for longitudinal assessment of functional status outcomes in PAC. Using the CAT method has the potential to decrease the response burden of assessment, while providing an individually-tailored assessment at each recovery stage. The National Institutes of Health have recently included computer-adapted testing approaches as part of their Roadmap, and have funded major multi-year CAT projects for clinical research applications. These major initiatives are designed to develop more uniformity in outcome endpoints used for clinical trials and to capitalize on the efficiency and precision advantages of contemporary approaches towards estimating health status changes. A clear parallel can be drawn for the need to use a similar approach to the measurement requirements of PAC monitoring.

To undertake a field demonstration of the CAT version of the AM-PAC, access to a CAT platform would be needed in each participating hospital, and then a system would need to be in place to access the CAT data in the PAC setting and to complete longitudinal data collection. Providers conducting each assessment would need some type of PDA, stand-alone computer, or Internet access. Point-of-contact computing power is necessary since the order of CAT questions administered requires real time computing power in developing a score estimate and the application of an algorithm to choose an optimal item at after each respondent response. Once established, the CAT platform could provide an optimal system for acquiring accurate and efficient assessments in a uniform PAC outcome monitoring system. If such a CAT platform were not available, an alternative approach would be to use a series of Adaptive Short Form versions of the AM-PAC for the field demonstration.

2. CAT Test Development for Other PAC Outcomes

We recommend that CMS consider undertaking a series of development projects aimed at developing contemporary measurement method approaches to assessing outcomes across PAC settings for outcomes other than functional status. Development of an initial CAT strategy for monitoring other PAC outcomes across PAC settings would take 3-5 years and would require...
several stages of methodological development. Let us use the example of cognitive status outcomes again to illustrate each stage of development.

The first stage would involve assembling, testing, and revising item banks designed to tap each cognitive status domain of interest. For example, one domain could encompass basic reasoning, and another might cover memory or problem solving skills. An item bank consists of individual instrument items or questions that are drawn or written to match a specific functional domain of interest. In the case of cognitive status item banks, items can be drawn from existing fixed-form instruments or newly written. A separate item bank would need to be developed for each domain of cognitive status to be included within the overall instrument. An appropriate rating scale would need to be selected or developed for each cognitive status domain to maximize measurement reliability and validity as well as to maximize respondent understanding.

The second stage would be to conduct cognitive interviews with relevant PAC patient groups to obtain the in-depth information on the patient’s understanding of the items included in the item banks and the need for item revision or rewording to enhance understanding and clarity. Cognitive testing can also be useful in identifying gaps in item content within a cognitive domain that may need to be addressed with newly written or revised items.

The third developmental phase would be the application of IRT methodology to evaluate the usefulness of each item included in the item bank, particularly its relative difficulty on the underlying continuum for that particular cognitive domain. This step requires that cognitive item banks be administered to a large sample of PAC patients so that IRT techniques can be subsequently applied to build new instruments, scale responses, and equate scores, as well as to identify item bias that may need to be eliminated. These IRT methods are the foundation on which CAT methodology is implemented. Various IRT mathematical models can be used to estimate the association between an individual’s cognitive ability and item difficulty on the instrument’s item bank.

In the fourth stage of development work, information on a patient’s ability on a particular cognitive domain and the item’s known difficulty on the underlying continuum is used to develop efficient CAT algorithms and to equate different forms of a given CAT test with each other. This is the key feature of CAT methodology that allows different users of the same underlying item bank to speak a shared language even though individuals may be responding to different items included in the item bank.

In the fifth and final stage, a series of validation studies would have to be undertaken to provide interpretation guidelines for different levels of cognitive scores generated by the CAT cognitive status instrument. This could take the form of predictive validity studies where different threshold levels of the CAT-generated cognitive status scores are used to predict relevant and important PAC outcomes such as length of stay in a setting, discharge from one care setting to another, or other outcomes of interest such as mortality risk, hospital readmission, or community or social participation levels. A CAT system could ultimately also provide a basis for grouping patients into cognitive groups for use in prospective payment systems.
3. Alternative Strategies

a. **Summary Score Cross-Calibration:** If CMS is unable to adopt a CAT approach in the short term, a strategy CMS might consider is to equate summary scores from existing functional status instruments using an IRT cross-calibration approach. This method places corresponding items from two instruments on the same scale to develop linkages and summary score correspondence tables.\(^{52,53}\) Using this IRT approach, one or more functional status instruments could be calibrated to the metric of another instrument, provided the two scales are measuring similar underlying functional constructs. This provision is critical in using an IRT approach, since a key assumption of these models is that items from one or more instruments are one-dimensional.

The summary score cross-calibration approach would require a calibration sample of patients who completed each instrument that was to be cross-calibrated. A series of IRT analyses would be completed to confirm the unidimensionality of the combined item set, an estimation of the item parameters, and the development of expected value curves superimposed on the combined underlying metric.

By way of illustration, Figure 5.3 displays a cross-calibration we developed of scores from the six MDS-PAC functional items and five mobility items of the FIM (unpublished data). Using item parameters developed across the two instruments, we developed expected scores for each instrument at each level of the overall mobility continuum. The FIM items are on a 5-35 metric, and the MDS-PAC is on a 0-35 metric. On both scales, higher scores indicate increasing physical functioning ability. An expected total score can be obtained for either the AM-PAC or the FIM at any level of the underlying scale. Based on this figure, a correspondence table (Table 5.2) could be developed that links the scores from one instrument to another.

**Figure 5.3:** Cross-calibration of Scores from Six MDS-PAC Functional Items and Five FIM Mobility Items
Table 5.2: Score Correspondence Between FIM Mobility Items and MDS-PAC Mobility Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying Scale of Mobility Functioning (logits)</th>
<th>FIM Mobility Items (raw scores)</th>
<th>MDS-PAC Mobility Items (raw scores)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-4.0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2.0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A final step in this process would be to confirm the validity of the expected scores to the observed scores from a new cross-validation sample.

An advantage of this approach is that it combines items into a common metric. However, if the content coverage of the items within the two instruments is similar, then no additional content coverage beyond the range of either instrument becomes available. If the items from the two instruments cover different content, then a broader range of functional status can be assessed by a combination of items from the two instruments, yet placed on a similar scale. Note in Figure 5.3 that the FIM has a broader content range than the MDS-PAC at the higher range of mobility functioning. This, of course, is the important advantage of using IRT methods; by combining items from multiple instruments, one can develop a uniform scale with broader content coverage than with any one instrument alone.

b. Develop Adaptive (Parallel) Short-forms: A final interim strategy that CMS might consider is the development and application of Adaptive Short Form instruments. There are several examples in health care applications that use adaptive short forms for measuring a functional construct across different levels of expected patient functioning or between PAC settings. The adaptive short form approach uses IRT as the basis for linking the two forms together on a common metric. This technique has the advantage of providing a means to compare functional scores across persons using different yet parallel short forms. Using adaptive short forms for different groups of patients increases scaling efficiency over a single fixed form applied to everyone. Respondents need only respond to one form (a subset of the functional items that best targets their level of function based on the setting in which they are receiving PAC). While CAT scales would yield the largest increases in efficiency, adaptive short forms can provide an initial step toward improving measurement across PAC settings while not increasing response burden. A key characteristic of the adaptive short form approach is that the functional items selected and used in the different short forms must all come from the same item bank. This approach links the forms together so that scores from each form can be compared, avoiding the problems of combining scores from two instruments that have not been co-calibrated using IRT on the same metric.

We recently developed a series of adaptive short forms to measure physical functioning across the PAC continuum. We developed a short form of 10 optimal items for application in a...
hospital or facility setting, and 12 optimal items for patients who had returned to a community setting. Our reasoning was that questions on physical functioning for patients who were in the hospital should be centered toward the low ability end, and should not include outdoor walking or other items that would be meaningless to assess in the hospital setting. For community assessment (patients receiving home care or outpatient services), questions that were selected for inclusion were broader and evaluated higher levels of home and community mobility. The items selected for both forms were from an established AM-PAC item bank, and so the items were linked to an underlying continuum and common score metric.\textsuperscript{35} In a recent field trial of these adaptive short-forms in a 12-month follow-up of patients receiving rehabilitation, the adaptive forms were more sensitive to long-term changes at a 6- and 12-month follow-up period in comparison to a standard fixed form used typically at an early recovery stage in inpatient rehabilitation.\textsuperscript{42}

Consider the following case example:

\textit{Patient B is a 66-year old male who is recovering from a fractured hip and pelvis from an automobile accident. He is being discharged home post-surgery after a six-day acute care hospital stay. He is only partially weight-bearing on affected hip when discharged from the acute care hospital. He is scheduled to have home care visits to assist with mobility and transfer activities at home. Prior to leaving the hospital, he is asked a series of questions from a 10-item survey on his current physical functioning abilities. At six months after discharge, he is sent a form that asks him to update his current physical functioning status.}

Note in Table 5.3 that the two adaptive forms have different questions, which are related to expected physical functioning in either the hospital or home setting. The ability to use the two parallel forms helps to spread the range of functioning that can be covered by questionnaires with relatively small numbers of items.

Table 5.3: Illustrative Functional Assessments Using Adaptive Short Form Methodology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical Functioning Adaptive Short Form at Acute Care Hospital Discharge</th>
<th>Physical Functioning Adaptive Short Form for Home/Community Settings (6-months post-hospital discharge)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Question</td>
<td>Response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitting up in bed?</td>
<td>Lot of difficulty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reach in standing?</td>
<td>Unable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair transfer?</td>
<td>Unable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bending or kneeling?</td>
<td>Unable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bed mobility?</td>
<td>Little difficulty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use bathroom?</td>
<td>Total assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bed transfer?</td>
<td>Total assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walk in hospital room?</td>
<td>Total assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walk in hospital hallway?</td>
<td>Total assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight of stairs</td>
<td>Total assistance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Hospital Discharge Physical Functioning Score Estimate = 20.6 | 6-month Post-hospital Discharge Physical Functioning Score Estimate= 55.4 |
Although use of parallel short forms improves the efficiency and precision of measurement over a single fixed-form, this approach has not been shown to be as effective in estimating scores as the CAT, especially for persons at the low and high end of functional ability.\textsuperscript{40}

**H. CONCLUSIONS**

Precise measurement of functional status at all levels is a critical feature of any outcome assessment system proposed for quality of care determination across the entire continuum of PAC. *Computer Adaptive Testing (CATs)* coupled with *Item Response Theory (IRT)* provides a way to achieve practical and precise measurement and tracking of relevant outcomes throughout an entire episode of PAC. Although relatively new in the health field, CAT/IRT methodology is already commonplace in other fields. As an initial step toward developing a PAC monitoring system, we propose that CMS launch a demonstration project to examine the feasibility and utility of adopting IRT and CAT functional status instruments to monitor functional change across an entire PAC episode of care using the Activity Measure for Post Acute Care, developed by researchers at Boston University. Testing of CAT models has been reported in rehabilitation and PAC settings, and early results are promising. We believe there is sufficient evidence to suggest that a CAT system could provide a workable model for longitudinal assessment of functional status outcomes in PAC. Using the CAT method has the potential to decrease the response burden of assessment, while providing an individually-tailored assessment at each recovery stage throughout an episode of PAC.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Recommendations

In this chapter, we begin in Section A with a summary of the major findings in the report, which are referenced in earlier chapters. Section B discusses the recommended domains and justification for these domains in a uniform assessment instrument. Section C presents a long-term vision and recommendations for assessment in post-acute care (PAC). Section D proposes a set of short-term recommendations, with particular emphasis on the first-year activities that would lead to the long-term vision.

A. SUMMARY OF REPORT FINDINGS

1. Purposes of the Proposed Uniform Assessment Instrument

This 10-week project was conducted to examine existing approaches to assessment for PAC and make recommendations to CMS on how to proceed with respect to uniform assessment. In PAC, we are including the inpatient settings of skilled nursing facilities (SNFs), inpatient rehabilitation facilities (IRFs), and acute long-term care hospitals (ALTCs), as well as residential-based care provided by home health agencies (HHAs) and outpatient programs. The three purposes of the instrument that we have highlighted for this report include: 1) making placement decisions related to the most appropriate PAC setting and services at hospital discharge; 2) serving as a core set of information that should be transmitted to the receiving provider to enhance the safety and quality of care transitions; and 3) providing baseline information for longitudinal follow-up of health and function, elements of which would be repeated over time. Given the settings that need to be covered and these three purposes, in essence the uniform assessment instrument needs to suit all Medicare beneficiaries discharged from the hospital.

The major tradeoff in developing such an instrument is balancing burden with the desired set of information to characterize the full spectrum of the population of interest. For example, some might argue that disease-specific measures for the major diagnoses ought to be incorporated into the instrument. However, the factors that are most important for these three purposes generally cut across conditions, and while disease-specific information is critical for care planning, it is not essential for these purposes. Thus, the assumption for this uniform assessment instrument is that it would be completed at hospital discharge, providing information that is useful to the receiving PAC site, but would not substitute for a clinical assessment conducted at the site directed toward care planning and treatment. If CMS ultimately gravitates toward comparable site-specific assessments, this uniform assessment instrument could underlie the site-specific assessment tools, reducing the assessment burden at the PAC sites.

Identifying uniform assessment items for the purposes of determining payment or resource needs was also beyond the scope of this project. The proposed uniform assessment instrument is not intended to replace the payment variables that are included in the existing instruments. However, the fact that the proposed domains will be important for placement determinations and identification of transitional care needs suggests that some of the most important payment items will be included (although not necessarily using the same metrics that are used in the current
instruments). For example, payment rates in the RUGs, CMGs, and HHRGs are driven more by measures of physical function than any other domains, with the possible exception of service variables such as therapy provided. While the uniform assessment instrument may not include the exact same functional scales as used in those tools, function will most certainly be included, and the proposed metric could ultimately be used to recalibrate payments across settings.

A final point is that the purposes of an instrument and the population of interest drive the selection of both the appropriate domains and specific measures. Approaching the development of the uniform assessment instrument without initially clarifying the purposes and population would provide no framework for including or excluding specific domains and for deciding on the appropriate measures. Thus, although it may seem easiest to just select an assessment tool that was developed for some specific purpose within a certain population, such an approach would not lead to the optimal cross-site assessment tool with the lowest possible burden.

2. Current Post-Acute Care Instruments

The MDS, OASIS, and IRF-PAI were developed from very different historical roots, without the intent of uniformity across assessments. In addition, they were developed for different purposes, none of which pertain to the first two purposes of the proposed instrument. As a result, lack of consistency in domains, measures, time intervals, and the nature of the questions makes it extremely difficult to generate clear and comparable metrics across these instruments. None of these instruments, nor the vast majority of the measures in these instruments, can serve as the basis for a uniform assessment tool. However, work is underway to cross-walk or map the instruments to uniform metrics.

A major issue in using one of these instruments across settings or rendering the instruments comparable is that the items are not sensitive to conditions or functional abilities of patients across the full spectrum of the PAC population. For example, the MDS functional items are targeted at assessing function in nursing homes, and in fact were originally developed for the long-term nursing home population, which is generally more dependent than the IRF or HHA populations. The IRF-PAI functional items (FIM) were designed to be sensitive to changes in the IRF population, which is typically less dependent than the SNF population and more dependent than the home health population; whereas the OASIS items were designed for the less impaired home health population. In addition, the SF-36 was designed for the ambulatory care population with functional items that are sensitive to these patients’ status. Thus, none of the scales are sensitive to functional status across the full spectrum of function, and the difference in the items and time frames makes it very difficult to scale them using the same metric.

A major limitation of the existing systems is that they use outdated questionnaire and measurement designs, paper forms, and an infrastructure that once put in place are extremely difficult to change. The data collection and measurement methods used result in extremely burdensome forms because the same set of items is asked of every individual, even when a substantial portion of the items are irrelevant for a specific person and could be avoided based on previous responses. This situation would be exacerbated if the uniform assessment instrument used the same questionnaire design because the spectrum of patients across PAC settings is far broader than the spectrum in any given setting. In addition, until we move away from the
widespread use of questionnaires administered on paper forms that have to be entered and transmitted, we not only are expending excessive resources on this process but also will continue to be locked into a rigid set of questions. Thus, the existing tools do not take advantage of information technologies or questionnaire design and measurement development techniques that now exist.

3. Non-CMS Instruments and Measures

Several attempts have been made to develop uniform assessment instruments for various purposes: the VA Geriatrics and Extended Care (GEC) Referral Form, the Health Outcomes Survey (HOS), the Uniform Needs Assessment Instrument (UNAI), and the Continuing Care Record (CCR). Our conclusion after carefully reviewing these is that we do not recommend that any of them be used in its entirety by CMS as the uniform assessment instrument. These instruments generally focus on one segment of the population (e.g., HOS is largely for outpatient care) or have such gross measures of impairment that precise measurement of impairment across the full PAC spectrum would not be feasible (e.g., the VA GEC form has 9 dichotomous ADL/physical mobility items). Thus, the items would not meet all the purposes for the populations of interest for Medicare PAC. They also have some of the other weaknesses of existing CMS PAC instruments involving a fixed item set requiring complex infrastructure, making the questions difficult to revise.

Nevertheless, these initiatives all offer useful information both for measures of specific domains that will be necessary for the uniform assessment instrument, and technologies relating to IT infrastructure and large-scale data acquisition and monitoring efforts. Measures that have been developed, tested, and/or are in use, which will ultimately be recommended for the uniform assessment can and should be proposed from these various tools. Through consensus and testing, these efforts have certainly built knowledge regarding the most important domains, as well as measures for those domains. In addition, many measures exist for the various domains of function, cognition, depression, etc. that have been developed in either comprehensive assessment tools or specific research activities. Development of a uniform assessment instrument should fully consider this research base in selecting measures rather than starting anew wherever possible.

4. Placement and Care Transitions

Although most would argue that patient and caregiver factors should drive placement decisions for PAC, other system and reimbursement issues such as bed availability, geographic area, and availability of coinsurance or co-payments, come into play. Evidence-based criteria or algorithms for optimal placement in the most cost-effective settings for most patients with different conditions and characteristics are lacking for PAC; however, the information set that is important to consider in making placement decisions has been suggested by a number of studies, which we will present within the discussion of recommended domains. Lack of a uniform information set at hospital discharge has made it impossible to develop specific norms for different settings, much less algorithms for clinicians to use as guidelines for decision-making. The importance of patient- and caregiver-reported items in this information set cannot be underestimated.
Providing a core set of information to patients, families, and receiving clinicians following hospital discharge has become increasingly evident to ensure safe and efficient care transitions. From the hospital side, this activity falls under the broad rubric of discharge planning, which is being more fully incorporated into the JCAHO methodology for hospital quality review. A number of studies have demonstrated the benefits of communicating an accurate core set of information accompanied by interventions that assure this information is utilized. These studies have identified important domains for care transitions. A critical lesson from these studies is the need for assessment information that is both timely and accurate. Ideally, such information would be available electronically through interoperable records, the web, or email. Alternatively, fax or sending a paper copy with the beneficiary has also been used successfully.

5. Health Outcome and Quality Assessment

Several domains can be identified in which baseline data and longitudinal follow-up are important for monitoring outcome and quality of different PAC settings. Functional outcomes are the most widely applicable and complex domains for PAC. In this report, we discuss four major domains of function including physical mobility, ADLs/personal care, IADLs/advanced cognitive activities, and social functioning. For monitoring outcomes in each of these domains, we require metrics that can accommodate the full spectrum of patients at baseline and are sensitive to changes in these metrics across this spectrum of patients as they improve or decline.

Item Response Theory (IRT) and Computer Adaptive Technology (CAT) are well developed methods for minimizing the number of items that need to be asked of a given respondent, while mapping all of these items to the same metric (see Chapter 5). For mobility, for example, there may be 50 items in the item pool, but based on each answer, the respondent is directed to an appropriate question, and inappropriate and unnecessary questions are never asked. So a respondent who cannot transfer out of bed is never asked questions about walking a block and the person who is able to walk a mile is never asked questions about whether he or she can move around in bed. This dramatically reduces the burden of the instrument, maps all items on the same metric regardless of where an individual falls on the scale, and is most sensitive to change for each individual because questions are targeted in the area where he or she falls on the scale. Another advantage is that new items can be added and tested, and items can be refined while retaining the same metric.

These methods are not only developed for applications such as national educational testing, but have been used for functional measurement and shown to meet these objectives. The Activity Measure for Post-Acute Care (AM-PAC), a functional status measure developed by researchers at Boston University over the last six years, is currently in use by providers such as HealthSouth, Kaiser Permanente of Northern California, and used for measurement in trials by Merck. Other provider entities such as Senior Metrix are considering using this metric if it can be mapped adequately to the FIM. Collection of information using this methodology is optimized with the use of a PC or web application in which all the logic is programmed. Testing has also suggested that patient response measures (in which a proxy is used if the patient cannot respond) are reliable when using these methods for functional assessment. The SF36 and the HOS as well as
numerous other tools have relied on patient response in order to obtain truly patient-centered measures of outcome.

A final consideration of health outcome assessment is the need for collection of these uniform data at fixed intervals regardless of the admission and discharge pattern among the individual PAC providers. PAC episodes frequently involve multiple providers with relatively short stays in each provider, making it necessary to assess outcomes using a fixed interval following hospital discharge regardless of location. These outcome measures therefore would not replace outcome monitoring within settings conducted by individual facilities for the purposes of clinical assessment and quality improvement, but will allow comparison across different types of PAC episodes. The appropriate body to oversee longitudinal data collection for PAC is not clear, but just as NCQA serves this function for the Medicare HOS data, a central agency could be responsible.

B. RECOMMENDED DOMAINS

The purpose of this section is to provide initial recommendations on domains for a uniform assessment instrument that serves the three purposes previously discussed. The three purposes of discharge placement, care transitions, and monitoring outcomes/quality do not necessarily require the same set of information, but the uniform assessment instrument must include domains that are necessary for any one of these purposes.

Potential measures and measurement issues for these domains have been discussed throughout the report. In this section, we do not recommend specific measures because agreement on the set of domains is an essential first step. However, key measurement issues for the different domains are highlighted in the text. This enumeration of domains is based on the literature and previous consensus activities in these areas that were uncovered during this 10-week project. The evidence base, however, is not sufficient to defend each of these domains based on research, nor is it sufficient to exclude all other possible domains. Thus, this should be seen as a recommendation that would benefit from more widespread confirmation.

Table 6.1 provides an enumeration of the recommended domains, indicating which of the three purposes for which they will be used and a recommended respondent for each domain. Respondents are categorized either as “P” denoting the patient or a proxy for the patient (which may be a family member or other caregiver who is involved with the daily care of an individual), or “H” denoting the item could be populated by a hospital database or by a hospital staff person from their records. The assumption is that the information will be completed in the hospital as near to hospital discharge as possible, with the exception of the outcome/quality measures that would also be completed at fixed intervals in addition to baseline. The justification for each domain is summarized below Table 6.1 based on the information contained in this report.
Table 6.1: *Recommended Domains for the Three Purposes of the Uniform Assessment Instrument*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domains</th>
<th>Discharge Placement</th>
<th>Care Transitions</th>
<th>Outcomes/Quality</th>
<th>Respondent*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goals of care</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialized rehab care needs</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient’s residence &amp; with whom</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meets Medicare criteria for homebound</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active problem list</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication list</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allergies/intolerances</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resuscitation status/advance directive/DPAHC</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge instructions/outstanding diagnostic tests</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive functional status</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical functioning/mobility</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities of Daily Living/self-care</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IADLs/Advanced cognitive</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social functioning</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premorbid Function</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-rated health status</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain status</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin integrity</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensory deficits</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dietary needs</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continence</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall risk</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services receiving in home</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DME receiving/equipment</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>P, H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Able and willing caregiver</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic or cultural considerations/language</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immunizations and most recent PPD test result</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infectious precautions</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance/financial resources</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic demographics; age, gender</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*P= Patient/Proxy; H=Populated by hospital database or hospital staff*
1. **Goals of Care:** The patient’s goals of care, which should be clarified with the assistance of hospital staff, are required for appropriate discharge placement and to prepare the receiving provider for expectations. Goals may include, but are not limited to, rehabilitation, skilled nursing, prevention of adverse events such as hospitalization, palliation or end of life care, and stabilization of certain conditions. More than one goal may be appropriate.

2. **Specialized Care Needs:** An enumeration of specialized care needs is necessary in determining the appropriate discharge location, including services such as PT, OT, ST, oxygen, tracheostomy care, ventilators, ostomy care, tube feeding, IV infusions, dialysis, wound care, etc. These needs can factor heavily into determinations of appropriate PAC placement and care as discussed in Chapter 2.

3. **Patient’s Residence and With Whom:** For discharge placement decisions, the patient’s place of residence just prior to the hospitalization is critical information. A long-term nursing home resident will more than likely return to the nursing home even following a period of PAC; therefore, PAC services must be oriented toward return to the nursing home (which in fact might mean using a rehabilitation program in the same nursing home in which the resident had been residing in order to minimize the number of transitions). In addition to discharge placement, many studies have used the outcome of residential location as an indicator of rehabilitation effectiveness. Although a gross indicator of functional recovery, return to a comparable setting enhances quality of life, particularly for individuals previously residing in the community.

4. **Meets Medicare Criteria for Homebound:** Meeting the Medicare homebound criteria is necessary for discharge to a HHA and thus constitutes essential information for discharge placement. According to Medicare, the criteria include normal inability to leave home except with considerable and taxing effort, and absences from home are infrequent or of relatively short duration or are attributable to receiving medical treatment. Individuals meeting the homebound criteria are not required to receive PAC in an HHA.

5. **Active Problem List:** An active problem list, including a patient’s current diagnoses and health care problems, is necessary information for receiving providers and to determine the setting to which the patient should be discharged. Most of this information can be obtained directly from the hospital record, but uniformity is required as discussed in Chapter 2.

6. **Medication List:** As discussed in Chapter 4, miscommunication about medications lead to care transition failures, resulting in rehospitalizations and other misadventures. Thus, accurate medication lists including dosages and administration should be included in the uniform assessment, which could potentially be populated from the hospital database. To the extent possible, the medication list should be reconciled with the admitting medications, indicating whether the medications are new or have been suspended, and/or any altered medication dosages or instructions.

7. **Allergies/Intolerances:** Similar to medications, allergies and intolerances should be recorded to ensure such information is available to receiving providers. Although providers
will typically ask the same questions, this critical information may be available only in records for individuals who are cognitively impaired.

8. Resuscitation Status/Advance Directive/Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care: Although this information will most likely be confirmed at the receiving site, the hospital information on resuscitation and advanced directives should be included. If the patient has advance directives or durable power of attorney for health care, the receiving provider can rely on that information if the person is cognitively impaired or unable to communicate.

9. Discharge Instructions/Follow-Up/Diagnostic Tests and Appointments: Clear discharge instructions and scheduled follow-up diagnostic tests and appointments are necessary for any Medicare beneficiary leaving the hospital. Otherwise, there is serious risk that he/she will encounter problems following hospitalization, may not know who to contact, and may soon end up back at the hospital or emergency department.

10. Cognitive Functional Status: For placement decision-making and to prepare the receiving provider, a specific measure of cognitive function is important (Chapter 3). Of most importance is that the measure covers the spectrum of cognitive functioning that Medicare beneficiaries being discharged from the hospital might experience, while the precision of the estimate may be less critical at this stage (except at certain key decision points). For example, placement in an IRF depends on individuals being able to follow fairly complex instructions, such as two-step commands; otherwise, motor learning will be difficult.

11. Physical Functioning/Mobility: This domain includes the full spectrum of mobility from moving in bed to walking several miles. This is critical to placement and care transitions as seen in Chapter 4 and an essential outcome measure as seen in Chapter 5. Both covering the spectrum and a reasonable degree of precision in this measurement are necessary in order to use the measure for outcome monitoring.

12. Activities of Daily Living/Self-Care: This domain includes the basic activities of at least toileting, dressing, bathing, personal hygiene, and eating. Because these activities are required daily for personal care, the information is essential for discharge placement, to prepare receiving providers, and as an important outcome domain distinct from physical functioning/mobility. One problem is that while most beneficiaries being discharged from the hospital may be independent in all of these activities, the scale needs to be very sensitive to small differences for those who are dependent because such differences can have a strong impact on where these beneficiaries can reside.

13. IADL/Advanced Cognitive Function: This domain includes a wide array of activities required to live in the community including such tasks as housekeeping, transportation, managing money, shopping, taking medications, using the telephone, and various aspects of communication. While different items have been included in this domain by different authors, the general construct is recognized as distinct from the more basic personal care activities. These activities all require levels of both cognitive and often physical abilities that are more complex. Once again, this scale must be sensitive to gradations of
measurement across the entire scale because individuals may range from being extremely independent in all of these activities to being virtually unable to accomplish any of them.

14. Social Functioning: Several studies show that social functioning, including participation in recreational activities and interaction with others, is important for discharge planning and placement. This functional domain is less well developed than the others that have been measured over many decades in PAC and long-term care. However, recent studies suggest the importance of social/role functioning as a marker for quality of life outcomes.

15. Premorbid Function: Functional status prior to the hospital event has been found in several studies to be an important consideration in discharge placement. A patient’s recovery is clearly limited by his or her function prior to an acute event, which needs to be considered in the context of goals and prognosis.

16. Self-Rated Health Status: Self-perceived health status provides a global measure for providers about a patient’s quality of life. Poorly rated health status is associated with high utilization of health care services, which should alert providers to individuals who are most vulnerable during care transitions. As an outcome measure, self-rated health status is an important domain that should benefit from effective PAC.

17. Pain Status: Pain has been called the fifth vital sign because it is so important to a patient’s health and wellbeing, and it is treatable. Several measures exist for pain (Chapter 3), and hospitals focus on it increasingly. Thus, a rating of pain status and a plan for pain control are necessary at care transition.

18. Depression: A depression screen is important to detect the potential for depression that would then require further evaluation and treatment following discharge. As discussed in Chapter 3, without a screen, depression is under-reported, which can seriously hamper care.

19. Skin Integrity: Frequently a patient is discharged to a PAC setting with skin problems such as pressure sores, stasis ulcers, surgical wounds, or abrasions. Because it is essential to begin monitoring and managing skin problems within hours of admission to a PAC setting, including an assessment of skin is necessary for care transitions.

20. Sensory Deficits: Receiving providers can benefit immensely from information gleaned in the hospital through testing visual, hearing, and other sensory deficits. These deficits are typically thoroughly evaluated in the hospital and are important to consider in making placement decisions and preparing receiving providers to avoid unsuccessful transitions.

21. Dietary Needs: To the extent that the hospital has assessed an individual’s nutrition and dietary needs, this information should be made available to the receiving provider. This is particularly important if dietary needs have changed as a result of the hospitalization and a patient may not fully understand the implications of the new diet.

22. Continence: Urinary or bowel incontinence may mean the difference between whether an individual can receive PAC in the home or in a nursing home, depending upon the
availability of assistance. Furthermore, receiving providers should not have to discover past problems with continence because new continence problems may arise due to the stress of the transition or some other factors.

23. Fall Risk: A simple assessment of fall risk could prevent a major fall and fracture in the period immediately after care transition because the receiving environment is not appropriately fall proof. Whether this is a discharge to home or to a facility, knowledge of fall risk may decrease an untoward event.

24. Services Receiving in the Home: Whether a patient has any paid help in the home or is receiving volunteer services could affect discharge placement. However, proper communication is necessary during the care transition in order to assure that these services are available and are still appropriate and sufficient given the individual’s new status.

25. Durable Medical Equipment (DME)/Equipment: Both previous and newly ordered DME needs to be specified. This could influence discharge placement and is necessary in the care transition. DME such as special beds and mattresses, ambulation equipment (e.g., trapeze, walker, cane, wheelchair), or specialized equipment for ADLs will be necessary as soon as an individual arrives at a PAC setting.

26. Able and Willing Caregiver: Availability of an able and willing caregiver has been found to strongly predict PAC placement and can most certainly make a difference as to whether an individual can go home initially or even over the long run if the disability is likely to persist. Both whether the caregiver is able to provide the necessary assistance and whether the caregiver is willing must be assessed based on a patient’s condition. Because patients have a range of needs and caregivers have a range of abilities, this domain must capture a broad spectrum of circumstances.

27. Ethnic or Cultural Considerations/Language: Frequently, cultural differences will alter the likelihood that family will be interested in caring for a chronically ill or dying person in the home. Language issues should also be taken into consideration in planning discharge and assuring that care transitions are successful. Communication and cultural understanding may be key to the success of PAC.

28. Immunizations and PPD Test: The hospital discharge provides one more point of care to assure that the appropriate immunizations and a PPD test have been completed.

29. Infectious Precautions: For immune compromised patients, or patients with contagious or high-risk infections, precautions must be known and considered in discharge placement.

30. Insurance/Financial Resources: A patient’s financial resources need to be taken into consideration even when Medicare is the primary payor because of co-payments, coinsurance, and the fact that some services or options may not be covered by Medicare. At very least, patients need to be aware of the costs of different alternatives.
31. Basic Demographics – Age, Gender: Age and gender are necessary both to consider placement from the perspective of a patient’s capacity for intensive rehabilitation and to recover and live independently. They are also important identifiers in the care transition.

C. LONG-TERM VISION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The long-term recommendations are intended to provide a vision for assessment across PAC settings that could be achievable over the next five to ten years depending upon commitment to such a strategy. The reason for providing this long-term vision is that any short-term recommendations should feed into a longer-term plan or we risk continuing to develop setting-specific assessments along paths that will never meet. Many details of this long-term recommendation have not been refined, but the vision is what is important.

1. Core Dataset Completed at Every Hospital Discharge

A core dataset with the necessary domains for placement decisions, transitions, baseline outcome assessment, and ultimately payment for episodes of PAC should be completed for every Medicare beneficiary upon hospital discharge. Questions for all domains would be embedded in a uniform instrument completed on an automated platform. Current measurement strategies such as IRT/CAT should be used in order to minimize respondent burden while maximizing precision of measurement for each beneficiary. While these methodologies are not applicable to all domains, particularly those not generally assessed on a continuum (e.g., place of residence, medications, care plans, etc), they should be used for relevant domains that can be scaled on an underlying metric (e.g., physical function, and social function). Items would consist of both provider response and patient/proxy interview to assure patient centeredness. Provider-report information would be populated to the extent possible from existing hospital systems using standardized vocabularies, minimizing burden and data entry error.

The product generated from the assessment would be a summary report (electronic and hardcopy) providing information such as the medication list, advance directives, allergies, and the metrics for the functional items and other scales for domains such as cognition and depression. The scores could ultimately be converted to percentiles for the population of discharges, which would be more meaningful to users who are unfamiliar with each specific metric. Thus, the uniform assessment would be distilled to a summary report (probably one page) without inclusion of responses to each and every item that were asked of the individual beneficiary.

2. Algorithms Developed for Recommended Patient Placement

Based on research using the core database, norms for characteristics of patients treated most cost effectively in the different settings could be determined. To the extent possible, algorithms or data-driven recommendations on placement based on these norms could be generated from the dataset. Placement decision guidance could be overridden based on unique characteristics of the beneficiary, the community, the caregiver, or bed availability as appropriate.
3. Uniform Assessment Would Be Transmitted Electronically to Receiving Providers

The summary obtained from the assessment conducted at hospital discharge with all the key information would be transmitted directly to the receiving provider, preferably through access to a protected website. Alternatively, email or even use of interoperable records would be possible. The transmitted information would assure continuity of care from the hospital without replacing an assessment conducted by the site for clinical purposes. However, the core dataset could feed directly into standard assessment tools used by each type of PAC setting so that patients would continue to be monitored on the same set of metrics. For IRT-based metrics, greater precision in the scoring of individuals using these metrics would be possible at sites by the use of more questions from the item pool to refine the individual score. This would enable providers to detect smaller but significant changes in some of these metrics as part of care activities and quality improvement. The other domains for any federally-mandated standard PAC assessment would not be duplicative of those in this uniform assessment tool, but would build upon it in areas pertinent to specific PAC providers.

4. Health and Outcome Monitoring System

The hospital discharge assessment would provide baseline data for longitudinal follow-up of key functional outcomes, quality of life, residence, and utilization. This information would be collected at fixed intervals regardless of PAC settings and lengths of stay. These longitudinal outcome data would be utilized in a database to determine expected outcomes for comparable patients across settings in order to make future policy decisions about appropriate coverage.

5. Payment Would be Based on Similar Metrics Regardless of Discharge Setting

One option would be to use data generated from the uniform assessment and longitudinal cost measurement to develop payment models for total episodes of PAC. These could be used to make per episode payments that covered the entire multi-provider episode rather than setting-specific payments. This strategy would encourage the use of cost-effective settings and avoid the incentive to shorten stays and discharge to subsequent providers, resulting in more multiple-provider episodes. Alternatively, use of the same metrics for functional status would be possible in each setting-specific payment system in order to equate patient groups. Thus, setting-specific payment systems could be developed based on similar items.

D. SHORT-TERM RECOMMENDATIONS

The following set of recommendations provides a possible road map for developing and testing a uniform assessment instrument that could then be implemented for national demonstration activities. These recommendations assume that the project would build upon the findings of this report with a CMS endorsement such that an extensive national vetting of all decisions would not be required through town meetings and national consensus activities. Obviously, any assessment instrument would need to be sufficiently defensible to withstand critique, but engagement of all parties in the development would likely derail efforts to produce an instrument focused on specific purposes that minimizes burden to providers and patients.
1. **Review of Recommended Domains for Uniform Assessment Instrument**

A group of technical experts with expertise in all assessment settings, the Medicare program, and research should review the set of domains proposed in this report for the three purposes. The technical expert panel should be sent this report along with a table similar to Table 6.1 that includes literature citations and a definition for each domain. Panel members should be asked to rate each domain in terms of relative importance prior to the meeting; the ratings should be compiled and then discussed at the meeting. Other possible domains should be discussed as well. Although one should expect topics such as specific measures and measurement strategies to arise during the discussion, the focus of this activity should be on the domains. We have found that consensus on domains when the purpose and population is clear is not that difficult to achieve among unbiased experts.

2. **Testing Functional Measurement Using IRT/CAT**

Using the AM-PAC platform developed by Boston University researchers, a test could be conducted using specified IRT-based functional domains and any relatively straightforward items pertaining to identified non-IRT-based domains (e.g., demographics, advanced directives, diagnoses). The intent of the testing would be to have some users begin to collect hospital discharge data related to function and make it available to receiving providers. The item pool developed for the IRT could be enhanced as needed to meet the needs of the acute hospital discharge population. Preliminary data could help generate norms for different PAC providers.

3. **Identify or Develop Measures for Each Domain**

To the extent that tested measures exist, these should be identified for each domain and rated in terms of the extent to which they cover the PAC spectrum, validity, reliability, and burden. A combination of provider- and patient-response questions should be utilized depending upon the nature of the domain. Provider response information pertaining to medications, ICD-9 codes and allergies, for example, should be structured using standardized vocabularies, increasing the likelihood that such fields can be populated directly from electronic health records and can be transported into records at the receiving provider. Patient response items should be worded as they would be asked of patients, and algorithms for selecting proxies should be included in the instrument logic. Cross-walking to existing CMS PAC assessment tools and the VA GEC Referral Form should be considered in item selection.

Although an attempt should be made to use measures and items from existing tools that have been tested and meet criteria for validity and reliability, when no such instrument exists that applies directly to this purpose, modest developmental efforts will be necessary. These efforts should begin by review and recommendation of experts in that specific domain in order to take advantage of what is currently in use and under development, but may not be published. Targeted testing on small samples to refine questions and metrics should then be completed before incorporating into the larger instrument. Screening questions and skip patterns should be considered to reduce respondent burden when items do not apply. Because the instrument will initially be set up as an automated tool, items can be tested and refined as development proceeds.
4. Automate the Tool

For administering, maintaining, and transmitting a uniform assessment instrument, a web application is the ideal approach. A website can be accessed with sufficient firewalls for security purposes by the hospital staff person completing the assessment, who would enter information and would be led through an interview by the application involving specific questions for the patient. Range checks can be included in the software, no data entry is necessary, and the information could be entered at different times if at one point the resident interview was completed and at another point the provider information was completed or uploaded. The web-based application would generally be easy to access from any PC on the Internet and would be easy to update without disseminating new software to individual locations. However, a PC-based version of the tool and logic could readily be developed as well, the results of which could be uploaded or transmitted.

The assessment information could be retrieved via the website by receiving providers who have system access. The information could also be emailed or downloaded by the site, as appropriate. Although electronic transmission always raises concerns about security, the system could be completely HIPAA compliant and through encoding the data stream could be completely secure (as in banking). The issues do not arise with security of the data stream; rather, they relate to restricting user access and avoiding inadvertent sharing of access codes and passwords.

Other hardware/software platforms currently under development or available to CMS should also be explored.

5. Beta Testing

Testing in a sample of hospitals for a range of Medicare PAC beneficiaries would be necessary for refining questions and the metrics and item pools for functional domains. A balance between precision and burden would have to be determined in all domains. Software and the technology would be refined through this testing. This beta testing would also give initial norms for the various metrics that could prove useful for demonstration design. It could be relatively simple to enroll a large number of patients very fast in this type of test because it could be used for any Medicare beneficiary discharged from the hospital. An important policy question, however, is the incentive for hospitals to complete such a form as part of the testing. Without some type of incentive it will be difficult to motivate discharge planners or other hospital staff to complete the tool.

As part of the testing, longitudinal follow-up at fixed intervals for the portion of the instrument that would be used for outcome monitoring should be conducted. Presumably this follow-up would be by telephone with the beneficiary or caregiver, but telephone follow-up could be compared with in-person follow-up during this initial test. The difference between proxy and patient responses to items should also be tested during this period in order to understand biases that might occur for any of the outcome items. This outcome follow-up should be conducted at several intervals to determine the most appropriate intervals for different types of PAC.
6. National Demonstration

Following pilot testing and refinement, a national demonstration could then be conducted, yielding a large database of uniform assessments and longitudinal data. The information could be used to: 1) compare patients discharged to different types of settings or multiple-provider episodes and determine the extent to which there is substitution; 2) compare costs for comparable patients across different episodes of care; 3) develop placement algorithms for clinician guidance and determining the most appropriate post-acute care settings; and 4) assess the effects of the transmitted uniform assessment instrument on care transitions. Ultimately, such information would prove useful for working toward a more safe, cost-effective, patient-centered system of PAC for Medicare beneficiaries.